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u.s. Army Research and Development Needs
Speaking on behalf of Army Chief of Research and Development LTG John R. Deane Jr., Di

rector of Army Research MG Charles D. Daniel Jr. gave one of the major addresses at the recent
55th meeting of the American Defense Preparedness Association (ADPA), formerly Ihe American
Ordnance Association, at Fort Bragg, NC. MG Daniel presented a detailed di eu sian of Army
research and development needs or requirem.ents Clnd how the technol.ogy base e!fo,"ts are planned
to support lhe.se needs.

,JtG Charle D. Danirl Jr., WIfe Ann
and Ban Petu. Mou:n durinc lJuond·
~lar pmnifyj ~rrrrwny A 11,8'. I, 1973.
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During the remainder of this presentation,
I plan to address technology and system
needs individually for most of the major cate
gories listed in Figures I and 2. The needs
that I will mention wllI tend to address re
quirements beyond those planned for
well·known major ystems currently under
development or planned for the nea,. future.

The equipment required to support all
types of infantry operations is very extensive.
E entially. it cuts across many technology
areas. induding weapons, communjcations,
vehicles, clothing, aviation, night vision, logis
tics, and engineer equipment. For this reason,
it is difficult to identify R&D that is specific
for infantry operations.

The dollar effort identified for infantry in
Figure 2 is the lowest of all the combat area.
This should not be interpreted that the infan
tryman is being short-changed. Rather, many
of the things he needs are not as big nor as

(Continued on page 22)

and communications/electronics/intelligence
share about one-fourth of the total funding.

The miscellaneous category includes all
remaining efforts that could not be assigned
to the other seven. About the only basic re
search in the misceUaneous area is in physics,
chemistry, mathematics, and our in-house lab
oratory director' fund, known as the ILIR
(In-House Laboratories Independ nt Re
search) Program. From a relevancy viewpoint,
it is interesting to observe that about
one-fourth our ba ic research and half our
exploratory development for FY 74 contribute
to the five combat area applications.

The Big 5 are fairly well dispersed among
foul' of the five combat areas: MICV in infan
try; XM-l in armor: UTTAS and AAH in air
mobile fo=s; and SAM-D in air defense.
This makes our program fairly uniformly
hardware strong.

Several management and priority reason
warrant giving major systems their due atten
tion. On the other hand. tbere is One danger
we must be alert to in emphasizing major ys
terns. We usually plan for a military mission
and then program for the systems that make
up that mission. However, once work begin
on the systems, the mission may be pushed to
the background.

Advantages and disadvantages apply to
each of the five alternatives that have been
mentioned. The alternative that is used is
often dependent upon the demand or audi
ence for our action

The greatest criticism to the whole sy tem
of identifying needs and requirements is that
somehow the user' perspective gets lost in
the current )'stem. As a field artilleryman, I
would like to emphasize the first alternative,
that of combat and support areas to put my
message across. ]n the process, 1 will integrate
aspects of the other four alternatives into my
presentation.

Early this past spring, I asked some people
in my Army Research Directorate to take a
new look at the over-all budget and identify
support of combat areas and auxiUary func·
tions. I also asked them to see if weaknesses
or major deficiencies could be detected fTom
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this approach. The Al1alysis was to include all
6.1 research, 6.2 exploratory development, 6.3
advanced development, and 6.4 engineering
development. What we observed for FY 74 is
shown in Figure l.

The left side represents millions of dollars.
On the bottom are categ ries used to sort out
the total 6.1 through 6.4 FY 74 budget of
about 1.5 billion. Approximately half of the
over·all funding is in the first five areas.
which I refer to as combat areas: infantry;
armor: field artillery; airmobil; and
air-defense artillery_ Ballistic missile defense,

Planners and programers have at least
five possible ways to look at Army research
and development needs: Combat and support
areas; strategic versus tactical; types of
confHct; budgetary; and major systems.

The first approach considers needs of com
bat and support areas. such as Infantry, Field
Artillery, or Engineer opera tiona. Although
th.is user-oriented approach has some similar
ity to the old Technical Services way of doing
R&D, the fact that the approach is mis
sion-area oriented means that its scope within
each area cuts across a wide variety of tech·
nelogies. Many requirements these days cut
across combat areas and it is difficult to as
cribe 8 need to a pecific area.

The next comparison considers strdtegic
versus tactical missions. Our needs from the
over-all perspective of the Department of
Defense are often considered this wa)'. Since
most of the Army's equipment and materiel,
except for ballistic missile defense, is tactical,
there is little to be gained from this approach.

The third approach is based upon the de
gree of c nBict that we must plan for,
whether limited war, cold war, mid-intensity,
high-intensity or nuclear war. The nomencla
ture is overlapping. difficult to quantify and
tends to polarize into a limited war versus a
nuclear war. During a conflict we are for ed
by necessity to address the needs of that
conflict. Once a conflict is over. developers are
freer to look more to the future. The paradox,
though, is that resources are then more
difficult to justify.

The fourth alternative, along budget lines,
is the way we are often forced to consider our
R&D needs. Bookkeepers like to compart
mentaHze our requirements and the problem
here is the fragmentation of efforts along
budget lines. It is often difficult to see the hig
picture of support of a technology, compo
nent, or weapon system when pieces are
spread across research and exploratory, ad
vanced and engineering development.

The last alternative is to concentrate atten
tion on major systems where most of the dol
lars are. For example, about half of FY 74
Army RDTE funds devoted to tactical sys
tems in advanced and engineering develop·
ment goes to the Army's so·called "Big 5":
Mechanized Infantry Combat Vehicle
(MICV); XM-I Main Battle Tank; Advanced
Attack Helicopter (AAH): Utility Tactical
Transport Aircraft System (UTIAS); and

urface to Air Missile-Development (SAM- D I.
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Selective Scanner ...

PICATINNY ARSENAL commander. COL .Jonathan L. Holman
Jr., discu88es Dragon launcher signatllre simulator with Jacob
Switinsky. Others who contributed to VE savings through de
velopment of missile simulators are (I. to r.) Irwin Spiess. Law
rence OW), James Long and Gabriel Gratowaki.

Intrusion Detection System Type Classified
Type classification of the Joint Service Interior Intrusion De

tection System os Logistic Control Code A (LCCA) was an
nounced lote in October by the developing ogency, the U.S.
Army Mobility Equipment R&D Center, Fort Belvoir, VA.

LCCA c1ossificotions means the equipment is the most od·
vonced ond satisfoctory item avoiloble to sotisfy current user
requirements.

Developed by the Countermine/Counter Intrusion Deport
ment, the J·SIIDS is 0 standordized system for use by the Army,
Novy ond Air Force, primorily in the protection of arms rooms.
It con olso be used for opplicotions such os finonce offices, post
exchonges, communicotion centers, computer centers, Closs VI
stores ond storoge oreos for norcotics, occountable property
and high dollor items.

The J-SIIDS equipment is of modular design and employs sen
sors 10 detect penetration into rooms, movement of intruders,
and touch or removal of protected items within the rooms. It
enhances the security af any area by providing round-the-clock
surveillance without the necessity of 0 24-hour guord post or
security forces in the immediate area.

An intrusion alorm con be reloyed to 0 neorby security post
or used to alert the oppropriate command personnel that 0

breach of security hos occurred.
The system is composed of 0 fomily of four types of sensors

(penetrotion, motion, point, ond duress), a control unit, 0 moni
tor unit, 0 doto tronsmission system ond a locoI oudible olorm.

Initiol deliveries for testing ore scheduled in Jonuory 1974.

Picatinny Exceeds FY 1973 VE Savings Goal
Finol tabulotion of FY 1973 volue engineering (VEl savings at

Picatinny. Arsenol, Dover, NJ, has totaled $16,662,300, more
thon double the assigned cost-cutting goo I of $7,700,000.

Leoding contributors to the VE progrom included the Ammuni
tion Development ond Engineering Directorote with $1 3,
740,000; Product Assuronce Directorote, $1,835,900; Feltmon
Reseorch lobarotory with $476,300; Nuclear Development ond
Engineering Directorote, $453,900; ond Industriol Operations
Directorate with $ I 14,900.

In addition to FY 1973 savings, the second highest since the
program began in 1968, a projected estimate over the next
three years of $47,492,600 wos announced.

Commenting on the success of this year's VE program, COL
Jonathon L. Holman Jr., Picatinny Arsenol commander, said "VE
really works when engineers consciously and continuously keep
its principles in mind and apply them."

MERDC Achieves Record Cost Reductions

Boat-Cradle May Ease Ribbon Bridge Launching
Development tests of a prototype boot-<:rodle designed 10

transport a bridge-erection boot, launch and retrieve it are
being conducted by the U.S. Army Armor and Engineer Board
(USARENBD), Fort Knox, KY.

The device is designed to eliminate problems encountered with
the method of tronsporting and launching the 27-foot boot used
in erecting the ribbon bridge. Formerly, the boot was trans·
ported in two sections on a standard 2V.·ton truck and a 4-ton
trailer. Launching and retrieval of the boots were difficult and
time-consuming tasks, requiring a 20-ton crone to lift and couple
the two boot sections for operations.

The baat·cradle was designed and mounted by the U.S. Army
Mobility Equipment R&D Center (MERDC), Fort Belvoir, VA, on a
modified standard M821 bridge-transporter 5-lon truck
with a hydraulic boom for launching and retrieving the boot.

USAENPG Gains 750-Kw Unit Responsibilities
Joint Chiefs of Staff Contingency Mission responsibility for

72-hour deployment of three 750-kw air-transportable power
units anywhere in the world is a new function of the U.S. Army
Engineer Power Group, Fort Belvoir, VA.

The power output from three such generators would meet the
electrical needs of about 225 overage homes. Assignment of
the new fundion to the USAENPG is in line with its revision of
mission for a fast-growing Non-Tactical Generator (NTG) Pro·
gram, assumed lost spring after the SM-l nuclear power plant
at Belvoir was deactivated.

In effect, the USAENPG has become the Army's "high-power
production" agency with on "arsenal" of 10,000 kw of nuclear
power combined with l88,800 kw of conventional power
spread among 1,500·kw, 750-kw and SOO-kw generators, dis
tributed from Thailand to the Panama Conal Zone.

The first closs of 14 trainees on the 750-kw units under the
JCS Contingency Mission was graduated recently, with LTC Wil
liam R. Licht, deputy commander and deputy director of the
USAENPG, presenting diplomas.

In view of the increasing energy crunch, he said it is conceiv
able that "Sporky," the JCS deployment team emblem, would
make its way around the world.

Movie Describes Clothing/Field Ration Progress
"Progress in Specialized Clothing and Field Rations," are·

cently issued 27-minute research and development film, depicts
Natick labarotories' progress on behalf of the combat soldier
by improvements in food processing and protective clothing.

Displayed are the new freeze-dried, compressed food pro
cesses and the new flexible packaging system for thermo
processed foods developed to enable the soldier to toke into
the field a variety of superior quality, nutritious foods.

Vastly improved protective and special clothing includes hel·
mets, uniforms, footwear, body armor and flame retardant cloth
ing developed to protect the foot soldier, aircraft, and ,ombat
vehicle crewmen against a wide range of environmental and cli
matic threats-flame, thermal and battlefield ballistic dangers,
chemical warfare agents and personnel detection devices.

Citing it as the most successful effort of its kind in the cen
ter's history, COL T. R. Hukkala, ,ommander, U.S. Army Mobil.
ity ~quipment R&D Center, Fort Belvoir, VA, recently announ,ed
a FV73 Cost Reduction Program saving of $7,886,300.

This saving exceeded by 300 percent the goal established by
the U.S. Army Troop Support Command, headquartered at St.
Louis, MO. Major achievements were in volue engineering and in
procurement, supply, and general manogement improvements.

Development of a synthetic modular, lightweight camouflage
screening system occounted for the largest sovings of $2,
660,000. Substantial savings resulted from improved negotiation
techniques ond "should cost" studies.
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Army Appljes SLAR for Geographical Survey

MOH WK aircraft equipped with ide-Looking Airborne Radar
(SLAR). tbe elongated rectangular box connected to the lower
right side or tbe fuselage, has flown more than 10 missions ror
tbe U.S. Arm)' Corps of Engineers and other governmental agen·
cies to better determine possible flood areas, provide pollution
aDd contamination data on the en"ironment, and to collect fire
damage data to aid in protecting and regenerating rorests.

U.S. Army aircraft equipped with Side-looking Airborne Ra
dar (SlARI are being used in a survey to obtain geographical
data valuable to the Canadian government and fhe U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers.

The joint project is expected to yield information to defermine
the extent of salt pollution of inland walerwoys near the Cana
dian border and in fhe States of Washington and Montana.
Data collected 0150 will be used for further mopping of the Fort
Peck Dam and Reservoir area near Glascow, MT.

The surveying capabilities of SlAR are being utilized by cour·
tesy of the U.S. Army Electronic Proving Ground (USAEPGj and
the Intelligence Center and School (ICS) at Fort Huachuca, AZ.

SlAR and another aerial scanning device known as the Tiler
mol Infrared Scanner (TIRS) have also been used recently to aid
the U.S. Army Engineer Topographic laboratory at Fort 8el
voir, VA, and the U.S. Forestry Service. 80th instruments have
been used on Mohawk aircraft for tactical military operations
and training purposes for some lime.

The fog-penetrating and special sensory capobilities of SlAR
and T1RS were used to survey the extent of damage during the
recent 6-state fire that raged through the northwestern section
of the country. SlAR also was used recently to survey the
libby Dam areas of Montano and flood damage during cresting
of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers at St. louis in April 1973.

TIRS onisted in aerial coverage of the West Virginia flood
areas and provided data collections over Puget Sound in Wash
ington. SlAR and TIRS were also used in surveys to determine
salt pollution of rivers and streams in Ihe Red River 80sin area.

SATCOM Assumes Control of Simulation Facility
Transfer of control of a System Simulation Facility (SSF),

which enables engineers to simulate operation of a satellite
communications system in a laboratory environment, was ef
fected recently from the Defense Communications Agency to
the U.S. Army Satellite Communications (SATeOM) Agency,
Fort Monmouth, NJ.

Occupying I,J50 square feet of floor space, the facility can
simulate operation of on entire satellite communications net
work, such as the Defense Satellite Communication System.

The SSF permits testing of frequency plans, to determine if
they are usable in on actual salellile communications system, as
well as the testing of new equipment to determine if it is compat
ible with existing equipment.

Operable manually or automatically through a computer, it is
designed to measure the ratio of signal power to noise in the
system, the amount of available satellite power each earth ter
minal is using, and frequency of operation of all terminals.

The SSF can simulate the AN I MSC-46 transportable earth
terminal; up to 21 additional terminals communicoting through a
single satellite; a jamming station; the movement of the satellite
or terminal, or both, to generate the Doppler effect; and the
transmission and reception of a number of types of communica
tions, including voice, teletype ond data.

• OVEMBER·DECE.IBER 19.3

Watervliet Awards $1.6 Million for Antipollution
Two contracts totaling $1,626,488 for construction of a new

incinerator and control equipment expected to reduce Water
vliet Arsenal air pollution to neor zero level were announced fe·

cently by the New York District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
The new incinerator, which will meet all air quality standards

of New York State, will be completed in August 1974, at a cost
of $818,488, and will be capable of burning solid wastes and
nonsoluble oils. Soluble oils and plating wastes are treated for
removal of pollutants in the arsenal's water pollution control
plant which become operative in 1970.

The second contract, for $808,000, provides for antipollution
equipment and facilities. Abotement devices will be installed to
control fumes generated by plating operations. An oil collection
system will ensure, by November 1974, that in-building oil spills
do not find their way into the Hudson River. Included in this
contract is the installation of equipment to remove oil and auto
matically crush metal turnings and chips resulting from manufac
turing. The oil will be incinerated and the chips loaded on rail
road cars or trucks.

ECOM Surpasses FY73 Cost Reduction Goal
u.s. Army Eleelronics Command cost reduelion results for FY

73 surpassed predicted goals by 229 percent and included sev
eral multimillion dollar improvement actions.

ECOM's cost reduction goal of $21 million was surpassed by
actual savings of $48,049,800. Additional J-year savings of
$84,925,600 are forecast through FY73 actions.

Cost reductions attributed to improved procedures saved $ 16
million, including competitive procurement of the AN/PPS-5
radar set, solid-state device applications, initiation of a tempera
ture-stress program 01 the AN I ARC-1! 5 radio set manufactur
ing facility, and redesigned circuit boards.

Five improvement aelions accounted for more than half the
dollar savings from 126 individuai octions registered. Cost re
ductions generally are mode in 12 areas including value engi
neering and supply, transportation, and traffic management.

Dugway Demonstrates Aircraft Crash Rescue Unit
An impressive demonstration of capabilities of a new P-4 air

craft-crash reScue vehicle, costing $98,000 and representative
of a tri-Service coordinated developmental effort, was given
recently at Dugway Proving Ground, UT.

Dugway PG, the first Army installation to acquire the unit,
showed its capabilities to about 25 Army and Utah local
officials. In the post, each of the military services developed its
own aircraft-crash rescue vehicles to meet its special require
ments. The P-4 and a larger P-2 model have been used at a
number of Air Force bases.

During testing, the P-4 logged over 8,000 miles on rough ter
rain, and in one test controlled a blaze from 2,000 gallons of
jet fuel in seven seconds. The P-4 has a water capacity of
1,500 gallons, and pumps at the rate of 1,200 gollons per
minute through a 510-horsepower diesel engine also used for
locomotion. It also can utilize fireflghting foam through twin tur
rets and hand lines.

The 23-ton (fully loaded) truck is over 10 feet high and JO
feet long, and can accelerate to 60 miles per hour in less than
one minute. The P-4 has a stream range of more than 150 feet.

P-4 Crash Truck Demonstration at Dugway Proving Gronnd
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ARMCOM Issues First XM204 Howitzer Prototypes
Initial prototypes of tI,e XM204 bowitzer, a reduction in recoil force also lowers stress to

i'soft-recoil" system eliminating almost the point that stakes and spades, used. to se-
three-fourths of the recoil force in conven· cure the cOnV ntional howitzer to the ground,
lional artillery, are being produced at the are not needed. From the time the lanyard
~odman Laboratory, U.s. Army Armament i. pulled to fire a conventional howitzer until
Command (ARMCOMl, Rock Island, II... the weapon fires, recoils and returns to a

XM204 aevelopment began at the former ready. to-fire position, the elapsed time is 2.5
Weapons Command in 1968 when fWlds were seconds. With the XM204 this time is cut to
allocated for preprototype model production, 1.4 seconds, thereby upgrading the rate of fire.
utilizing a system of recoil reduction patented
in the early 19005. The XM204 is intended to Math Symposium to Examine
replace the MIOIAI howitzel' used in World
War IT and the Ml02 howitzer produced in Finite Elements Applications
the mid-slJ<ties and used in Southeast Asia. 'Fourteen invited lectures dealing with

When the XM204 lanyard i pulled to tire mathematical aspects of the use of finite ele·
tlie-weapon, a nitrogen-gas spring shoves the ments in the numerical solution of differ ntial
barrel and breech forward to a predetermined equations will be presented at a symposium,
point. The weapon tires and the force of the Apr. 1-3, 1974, at the Mathematics Research
recoil that would normally be tran mitted Center, University of Wisconsin.
back to the can-iage as a jarring shock is ex- 'Members of the program committee are
pended in partially overcoming the forward C, de Boor (chairman), J. Bramble, J. Douglas
tbnlst of the gas spring. J~., J. Nitsche and B. Noble. A detailed pro-

Tills is not a one-for-one tradeoff' of oppos- gram of the symposium and information on
ing farces, because the spring does not gener· ~e~tration and accommodations will be
ate as IUuch forward lhrust as backward available about Feb. I, 1974.
thrust of the firing. The reduction in recoil Requests for the program and all related
force, however, is enough to make a signi.fi- inquires hould be directed to Prof. C. de
cant difference in weapon characteristics. Boor, Mathematics Research Center, Vniver-

With 70 percent less recoil force, an exten· sity of Wiscon in·Madison, 610 Walnut St.,
sive system of stabilizers i unnecessary. The Madison, WI 53706.
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AIMING ERROR DETECTOR (AED) de
velopment team inclu.des (from left, kneel·
ing) Leo Weeks and Robert EIUfore. Hold·
ing helmets with attachea AEDs are
Thorman Ellison and Eric Gustafson.
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TECOM Device Detects
Human Aiming Error~'-

Prototype development of an "Aiming Er
ror Detector" for use in testing aircraft arma
ment ystems has been announced by th
U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Colnm~nd
(TECOM), Yuma Proving Ground, AZ.

Designed to separate human factors from
hardware performance, the AED is expected
to increase firing accuracy on t.argets. H umal1
errol' has been a long-standing proMelll in
engineering evaluation of lightweight sighting
systems. Previous methods of measuring aim
ing error bave included motion picture cam
eras mounted on relatively massive 'jighting
systems.

Currently being applied in the evaluation of
the Helmet Sight Subsystem on tre 1m·
proved Cohra Armament System, th~ detec
tor weighs about one-half pow,dj when
mounted on the sight, and is not expected to
affect pilot.gunner maneuverability_ ;

Design ize and weight limitation necessi
tate use of a small.diameter lens for limited
Iight.gathering ability. A very intense light at
the target is required to provide the detector
with adequate vi ibility at ranges up to sev·
eral thousand meters, and a trobe light has
been designed for this purpose.

Set in an armored buoker near the target,
the strobe light is refl.ected from an expend
able mirror. Although the ligbt appean; to
direct a steady hearn, it actually operates at
200 fiashes per second at 5-millionths of a
second duration.

Undesirable light frequencies from back
ground radiation that may overexpose the
sensor are avoided through use of optical
filters. Electronic filters separate other in
terference type signals such as desert ambient
light.

Initially, two Aiming Error Dectectol ,have
been built in·house fo,' the current tleSL pro
gram. Additional applications may include
human engineering studie , involving sighting
systems and weapons, training and real-time
data processing of cinetheodolite tracking er·
1'01'$.

Credited with conceiving and initiating
development of the device is Thorman Elliso'n
of the Aircraft Armament Engineering
Branch. Other TIG personnel insb'umental
in the project include Roberti Elmore, elec·
tronies engineer, MethodololO' and In trumen
tation Divislon; Eric Gustal on. e'ectronics
technician, Technical Test Support Divi·
sion, Electronics Section; and Leo Weeks,
phy ical cienti t, Methodology and Instru·
mentation Division...............--...

'I

urnl 1tles. Wl n
velocities, wind directions and amounts of
precipita tion will be recorded.
.l To collect data on wind velocities and di
rebtions, tbe MTD Meteorological Unit has
set up a complete weather recording station
at the test site. Reliability of tbe air·
supported shelter will be tested by main·
taining it in an operational condition cantin·
uously 24 hours dlrily until 1,074 hours of
operation have been completed, in addition to
a: n-hour break-in period.

One phase of the safety evaluation will be
the check for gasoline-vapor buildup. The
adequacy of roof venting to release fuel va·
pors, which accumulate during transfer opera
tlons and storage of reservoir fuels, "~U be
evaluated by measuring fuel-vapor buildup
within the inflated roof and the tank. A
tank·fabric diffusion rate of 0.05 fluid ounces
per quare foot per 24 hours will be simu
lated.

Open evaporation of MOGAS (automotive
gas) within the covered area wi11 be nsed to
release fuel vapors during operation at a simu
lllted diffusion rate. The fuel-vapor con
tent will be mea ured at different elevations
in ide the air-supported roof and at selected
pomts outside the cover structure at. various
time intervals to determine when and how
much MOGAS-vapor buildup occurs.

•••

APG Tests Air-Supported Roof for Fuel Shelter
Imagine an ait'-supported shelter large

enough to protect two-thi"ds the area of a
footbail field and you are visualizing a devel
opmental roof now being tested at Aberdeen
(MD) Proving Ground to protect the Army's
25,OOO-ban'el bulk fuel storage reservoir_

Engineer design and engineer test pbase
objectives for the 194-foot-Iong. Ul2-foot-wide
experimental .-oaf have been consolidated into
a phase two development test and evaluation
by the Service Support Equipment Branch,
General Equipment Division, Materiel Test
ing Directorate.

Made of lightweight, elastomer-coated fab
ric. the shelter comes in three sections that
are rolled out and secured to each other by
interlocking wooden pegs. The 6,OOO-pound
weight of the roof is supported by some
BOO,OOO cubic feet of air generated by a
lO,OOO·cubic-foot-per-minute blower.

Only a very slight overpressure-one inch of
water or lI28th pounds.per·square-inch-is
required to support the roof, which is secure<'
to the ground by 72 expandable anchors.

Test directors Robert T. Muse and Richard
Britton said that testing at APG wit! be lim
ited to natural climatic conditions, except
that hot- and cold-chamber testa will be
conducted on samples of the roof fabric, in
cluding prepared seams furnished by the de
veloper, and on one full-sized roof section.

A 25,OOO-barrel (1.8 million gallons) hasty,
bulk-fuel-storage reservoir was not available
upon which to install and test the roof. A
4-foot·bigh berm was constructed to simulate
the area required by the reservoir.

During the technical and operational per·
formance evaluations, internaJ air-pressW'es,
temperatures and relative humidities, as weU
as externaL ambient air-temoeratures. atmo-
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Revised AR 70-45 Alters Scientific, Technical Information Policies

Army Research Office Announces Relocation Plans
Relocation of the U.S. Anny Research to Army interests in mathematics and the

Office. Durham. Ne, an element of the Office physical, engineering, environmental, and IL(e
of the Chief of Research and Development, sciences. AHO programs are accomplished
HQ DA, from the campu of Duke University through contracts and grants with educa-
to leased facilities in the Durham-Raleigh tiona I institutions, research organizations,
area, is scheduled by February 1975. and U.. Government and industrial labora-

Approval for tllis actinn came by a 5 to 2 tories located in tbe Western Hemisphere,
vote of the Heal Estate Subcommit.tee of the The relocation is necessitated by the expir-
House Armed Services Committee follo)'ling ation of the lease agreement with Duke Univ-
an Oct. 18 hearing at wl,ich an Army Corps of ersity for the present ARO building in Febru-
Engineers representative Ill"esented facts. Bry 1975, and th announcement that the

Director of Army Research MG Charles D. university will require this facility for planned
Daniel Jr, and Or. l. H. Hershner, hi deputy expansion. The proposal approved by the
and scientific director, were present to re- Heal Estate Subcommittee of the House
spond to question. Armed Services Committee provides for leas-

The Army Research Office-Durham (ARO· ing of 22,000 quare feet of pa e, 5,000 less
0) was established effective Jan. 16, 1961, than ARO now occupi .
as the successor to the Office of Ordnance The presentation to the subcommittee
Hesearch in Durham. With the disestablish- stressed that relocation in the DW'ham-
ment of t.he Army Research Office, Wash- Raleigh area is considered in the best inter-
ington, DC, late in 1972, ARO-O assumed ests of Army research because of close scien-
certsin of its functions and its acronym, tific working relationships with the three major
ARO, along with_pe,,,,,nnel transfers, universities in the area-Duke, North Caro-

tafred currently with about 100 employe, lina, and North Carolina State-plus an esti-
ARO' mis.ion is to manage that portion of mated minimal moving cost of $200,000 to au
the Army' basic research program relevant out-of-state area.
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Changes in policy governing the Depart
ment of the Army Scientific and Technical
Information (S&TI) Program are detailed in
a revision to Army Regulation 70-45, to be
effective Dec. 1, 1973.

Superseding AR 70-45, Scientific and Tech
nical Information Program, dated Aug. 18,
1965, the revised regulation i being published
to meet requirements of the 1973 Army reor
ganization which separated geneml staff and
operating fu netion .

The revision states that objectives of the
S&TI Program are to improve the flow of tech
nical information into, through and from the
Department of the Army (DA).

• To establish a centrally directed and
coordinated network of generally decentral
ized technical information activities managed
by major commands and developing agencies.

• To support technical information activi
ties and functions, in general, by improving
acquisition, evaluation, storing, processing,
announcing, retrieving, and dissemina tUlg
technical data and information that are
"products of, related to, or required for sup
port of Research, Development, Testing and
Evaluation (RDTE) activities."

The changes delineate responsibilities for
providing funds, manpower, materials and
information required for managing and oper
ating technical infonnation activities.

Funding for technical information activities
that are part of an assigned ROTE mission or
that are directly related to the Department of
the Army ROTE mission will be provided
through established Department of the A"my
RDTE program and financial channels.

• Funding for activities in elements of the
Department of the Army that do not have an
assigned RDTE mission, but that involve
t.echnical information, will be from sources
normally financing these elements.

• Funding may also be provided from as·
signed S&TI projects with Army-wide appli
cations to any Army cOinmand or developing
agency for related S&TI elTorts.

Delineated specificaHy a"e responsibilities
of the Chief of R&D (CRD), HQ DA; heads
of major Army commands and developing
agencies; and the Army Materiel Command.

CRD is responsible for:
• The Army portion of the DoD S&TI Pro

gr m, to include coordination with the S&T1
Programs of the other military services.

• Ln uring that the latest R&D efforts coo·
ducted by federal agencie and contl:actor in
Automatic Data Proc ;ng (ADP) hardware,
software and information technology are ap·
plied to Army S&T1 requirenlenlS.

Heads of major A.rmy com.man.ds and de4

ueloping agencies win:
• Carry ou t policy and procedure adopted

for the Army S&TI Program; provide guid
ance, supervision and support to subol:dinate
organization and activities, con istent with
DA policies and objective, to insure maximum
exchange f tecbnical information in support
of scientific and technical uri ions.

• Appoint a single point of conta t for &
TI for the command or developing agency
that ,vill serve in an advisory capacity to the
Army S&TI Program,

• Develop and maintain a continuously
updated 5-year S&Tl Program for the com
mand or developing a.gency, based on
scientific and technical information needs and
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internal proposals fOI" initiating, l"evising. Ol'
terminating projects of the S&TI Program.

HesponsibiHties in developing the S&Tl
programs include:

• Tbe documented, updated,.5...year S&TI
Program of the command or developing
agency will include copies of 00 Fonn 1634
(RC DD-DR&E (AR) 925) or AMC Form
1534-R for each project and task, and Pl'oject
Unfunded Requirements Statements if re
quired.

• The documented 5-year S&TI Program of
the command or devel ping agency will be
submitted to the CRO (DARD·ART) for re
view not. later than Feb. 15 of each year
(program for the following fiscal year plus
four fi cal yea.'S).

• Changes to the S&TI program will be
submitted to the CRD (DARD-ART) for re
view at other times during t:he fiscal year
when major changes are proposed.

• All scientific and technical information
activities that may require ADP processing
services will be coordinated wit.h the manage
ment information systems staff of the com
mand or developing agency. Requirements for
ADP services, a well as system and equip
ment requirement, will be ubmitted in ac
cordance with AR 18-1 and AR 18-7.

Interface witb the Anny Data Manage
ment Program will insure that applicable
data procured under that program Can be
made available for use by cientists and engi
neel'S, as applied under AR 700-51.

Head of major Almy command and de
veloping agencies will encourage the publica
tion of technical monographs, papel'S and
reports for dissemination of S&TI, in aCCor
dance wirli AR 70-31 and AR 70-14.

Similarly, they ,viII insure that Department
of the Army pe,'Sollllel are invited to partici
pate in t chnical conferences, symposiaJ col
loquia, 'eminars and other meetings related
to their mission areas (see AR 70-26).

The Al"my Mateliel Command (AMC) is
additionally assigned responsibility for:

• Planning, programing, managing and op~

eJ'ating the scientific and t.echnical subsystem

of the Army R&D Information System
(ARDI ); also the Research and Technology
Work Unit ummary portion of the auto
mated data base, including moni oring timely
and accurate submission of DD Form 149
to the Defense Documentation Center CDDC)
by all Army developing agencies.

• Planning, programing, and execution of
R&D projects with Army-wide application in
areas such as availability and effectiveness of
S&T1 data; automated storage and retrieval
of chemical data and infonnation; indexing
and selective dissemination techniques.

• Establishment of operational and data
management policies for Army teclmical li
braries, technical information centers, tecbni~

cal information analysis centers, and other
document centers that collect, store, retrieve,
distribute or otherwise process S&TI.

• Reviewing and consolidating Army re
quirements for development and operation of
S&T! centers supporting ROTE efforts.

• Preparation and publication of Army
S&T1 Program documentation, including the
Army Research and Deuelopmem Newsmag
a.zine, Directory of S&TI Holdings and
Services, DirectOlY of S&TI Points of Con·
tact, and the Army Fiue-Year S&TI Progl'Om
(summary of au Army command and develop
ing agency S&'tI programs),

The U.S. Army Research Office (USARO),
which was recently reorganized ,vithiJl the
Office of the Chief of R&D, with operntional
functions centered largely at ARG, Durham,
NC, is assigned responsibility for:

• Admi.Jlistrative and managerial support
for the Army Science Conference, to include
assembly and publication of the proceedings.

• Approval and support of Army scientific
and technical conferences and symposia.

• Sponsorship and management for Junior
Science & Humanities Symposia, and support
of high school science & engineering fall'S.

The Army Computer Systems Command is
responsible for ti,e conduct of software re
seaTch prograins, in coordination with the
Chief of R&D, as required to support multi
command ADP systems.
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APG Tests Front·Load Forklift
For Shipping Container Transfer

Feasibility tests of a front· loading forklift
truck capable of a 25-ton IiIt ar being con·
ducted by the Materiel Testing Directorate,
Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG), MD, to fill
a requirement for a self-propelled vehicle to
load arid transfer large shipping containers.

Fitted witb a 17·foot collapsible lifting
mast, the IlO,lXJO.pound vehicle is all articu
lated, 4-wheel, rough-terrain tractor powered
by a 325-hp diesel engine. It has a sin
gle-lever, power-shift transmission with three
peed forward and three in reverse.

Toplift attachmen can handle 40-foot and
2O-foot comm.erciallnternational Organization
for Standardization (I 0) containers as well
as 2O-foot MILVA containers. Six-foot auxil
iary forks enahle it to bandle small rontain
ers such as Air Force pallets and break-bulk
cargo. Designed and developed by Caterpillar
Co., its commercial designation is rubber-tired
tractor No. 824.

Logistics-Over-The-Shore (LOTS) tests will
be conducted at Fort Story, VA, to evaluate
the capability of the forklift to be transported
by marine vessels and landing craft, and to he
discharged as cargo from ship to shore.

Following ~he LOTS phase of testing, the
forklift truck will be tested at the U.S. Navy's
Little Creek Amphibious Base, VA, by the
U.S. Army Mobility Equipment R&D Center
(MERDC), Fort Belvoir, VA. The vehicle will
then be returned to APG to complete the
feasibility tests.

Army Adapting AN/PPS·15 Lightweight Radar Unit
The AN/PPS-15 lightweight, backpack

ground-surveillance radar successfully demon
strated recently at HQ Anny Electronics
Command, Fort Monmouth, NJ, will undergo
Anny development and operational tests be
ginning in January 1974.

The IS-pound, solid- tate, 2-channel set can
be carried into the field to supplement radars
already in operation. It uses a unique fre
quency-modulated signal processing tech
nique under development since 1964 at
ECOM' Combat urveillance and Target
Acquisition Laboratory.

Separate control and antenna units provide
for remota operation. While the antenna unit
remains on a scanning pedestal and bipod,
the control display unit enables the operator
to use the radar from a foxhole or other pro
tected place. Target information is given by
both audible and visual means. Moving tar
gets can be detected to ranges of 3,000 meters
under limited or no visibility conditions.

Througb an ECOM contract, the Marine
Corps has ordered 428 production units of the
new radar set, built by General Dynamics
Electronics Division.

city maps say they are supposed to go.
"Concrete is, in effect, transparent for the

radar. We have traced plastic pipes through
and behind concrete walls. Looking down
through a concrete h.ighway, you call pick up
the tie rods beneath; also, any voids in tbe
subsurface caused by the underside of the
concrete leaching away or hidden water un
dermining part of the roadway's foundation."

In view of numerous catastrophic gas line
explosions attributed by investigators to con
truction excavation work that has resulted in

seepage of gas into homes and apartment
buildings, this detection capability is of spa
cia I concern.

Detection is explained by the fact that every
di continuity in the soil-even a change from
one density to another, or wet to dry-is
accompanied by a change in electrical prop·
erties. As the radar signal penetrates the soil,
part of its energy is "bounced back" in teU·
tale fashion from eacb sucb change. Charac
teristics relata to the reflecting source.

In qualifying capabiliti of the device, as
firmly established in testing to date, Alongi
explained that military versions are intended
primarily for objects buried no deeper than
in minefields.Future equipment, in his view,
could make tradeoff's, in the vel)' precise
resolution attained to date, to permit pene
tration to "many feet for civilian projects."

10 association with the Army, Calspan has
also developed a one-man version of the radar
system weighing Ie than 20 pounds. Straps
over the operator's sboulders upport a 10
foot-long horizontal boom. Batteries and the
transmitter are in a balancing box at tbe back
end of the boom. A video signal is visible on
the screen of a small oscilloscope on the
operator's chest_ An audio signal is relayed
through headphones.

Envisioned by Alongi is a version of the
radar with multiple antenna horns carried
on a vehicle that "could easily be builL to
monitor the subsurface conditions on major

PORTABLE RADAR, developed to deteet highway -while cruising at 60 mpb to guide
mines and other subsurface explosives, routine maintenance or survey entire high-
i. being tested to locate buried objects way systems for hidden weakened spots in
such a. utility conduits, human bodies. areas where major Hooding bas occurred."
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Portable Radar Developed
For Explosives Detection

"Demonstrated excellent potentia I in field
tests" is reported for a new portable radar
mine detector, especially plastic mines, de
veloped under contract for the U.S. Army,
but also said to be capable of "looking down"
through several feet of concrete and soil to
serve many civilian needs.

Plastic mines, inexpen 've to manufacture
and difficult to detect reliably with the equip
ment available in the Southeast Asia con
f1ic!, caused many casualties, leading to ex
pedited action to improve detection methods.

The new radar detector, developed for the
U.S. Army Mobility Equipment Research and
Development Center, Fort Belvoir, VA, is
envisioned by Calspan Corp. (formerly Cor
nell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc.) as having
potential for such civilian community require
ments 8S locating water, sewer and gas lines,
and buman bodies buried in debris or land
slides.

Anthony V. Alongi, staff scientist and Radar
Mine Detection Program manager for Cal
pan Corp., explains:

"The nature of the return radar signal
di tinguisbes these substances from each other
and from such natural suhsurface formations
as rocks and boulders. It measures their size
and depth below the urface within a few
inches, tbus telling precisely where and how
to dig."

The tecbnology developed under the
MERD contract is being used by Calspan
to investigate possible applications to civilian
requirements for accurately locating under
ground conduits and other objects. Preliminary
results, Alongi said, have demonstrated a
capability of locating lines, either metal or
plastic pipes and conduits.

"This is particularly valuable," he continued.
"in reducing digging at busy treet intersec
tion , where Lbe lines may bave been buried
at varied times over a period of many years,
and not always in the locations where the old
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Natural Fur (500X). This fiber has been
damaged from handling and has broken
down into cortical cells.

velop an acceptable synthetic fur was
intensified. Within a short time the eartier
research helped to return dividends in im
provements that led to the 1972-73 test pro
gram at the three Alaskan installations.

Qualities of natural fur were studied closely
under microscope in cODlparison with various
types of synthetic fur. Among the findings
was that tbe natural fur has a "rather
scale· like sUI-face" and that the hairs taper
gradually to a point at their extremity of
exposure to the weather. Theoretically, this
characteristic makes wolverine and wolf fur
less susceptible to frost accumulation in
parka ruffs, and consequently to matting,
which reduces thermal efficiency.

Results of such studies, however, is of rela··
lively mall importance to the conservation
ists. Much more of interest to them is that
synthetic fur has been developed to eliminate
the Army's requirement for natural fUT.

LIGHTWEIGHT COMPANY LEVEL 60mm
mortar being developed to replace the 81 mm
medium mortar in infantry, alrmobile and

structors quatified by technical backgronnd airborne rifle companies excited considerable
and experience in R&D activities and project interest at the recent 4th Anny Mortar Pro-
management offices throughout the Army gram (ARMOP) Conference at Watervliet
Materiel Command (AMC) present instruc- (NY) Arsenal. Examining it are (1. to r.) Law-
tion on estimating techniques applied to real renee Harmon, arsenal engineer who eoordi-
problems drawn from AMC e~perience. Ad- nated the conference, and chairman LTC
vantages and disadvantages are explored in Thomas Bryan, Office of the A istant Chief
depth. of Staff for Force Development, HQ DA,

FY 74 course offerings at the USALMC with Paul K. Rummel, director of Engineer-
begin Oct. 29, 1973, Feb. 25, 1974, and May 6, ing and Development at Watervtiet. Seventy
1974. mortar specialists from Army agencies and

Applicants should be graduates of accred- U.S. Marine Corps elements representing de-
ited engineering colleges or h~ld engineering velopers, trainers and users attended the
titles or job descriptions. For further informa- conference. ARMOP was formed in 1971 to
tion or enrollment instructions, contact the establish a systematic and coordinated effort
USALMC registrar on Autovon 687-2197 or for lhe improvement and development of in-
the course director on Autovon 687-2027. fantry indirect-fire support weapons.
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Synthetic tur Replaces Natural Type for Army Use
removed and the ynthetic fur wa
"self·extinguishing."

The synthetic fur was made of knitted pile
cloth with 60 percent of modacrylic fiber
guard hairs and 40 percent ground hairs of
polyester fibers interlaced in the fabric.

"From a human factors viewpoil1t/' the test
report states, "t.he test items are considered
safe to wear since there were no reported
cases of frostbite or dermatological problems
experienced during field testing.... No dam
age or deterioration resulted from laundering
the test hoods and they were as easily main
tained as the standard hood,"

Synthetic fur research has been conducted
rather sporadically at the U.S. Army Natick
(MAl Laboratories for about a decade, with
the degree of interest varying in accordance
with changing requirement attitudes.

Conservationi ts' complaints, in the form of
hundreds of letters to Congress, the Office of
the Chief of Research and Development, HQ
U.S. Army Materiel Command and various
other Army agencies in 1971-72, brought
about one of these changes in attitudes.

The letters contended that the wolverine
the best source of supply for the high quality
of fur needed by lbe U.S. Army for protective
garments against extreme cold weather-was
becoming scarce, along with wolves, the second
best sow·ce.

In response to numerous inquiries from
membe,rs of Congress and the public clamor
of the eco logists, the U.S. Army effort to de-

Testing and evaluation of synthetic fur
developed for military use in extreme cold
weather garments, conducted by the U,S,
Army Arctic Test Center at three locations in
Alaska over a 6·month period, has climaxed
in a decision to discontinue use Of natural fur
for U,S, Army needs,

Evaluation of results of the test program at
Fort Greely, Fort Wainwright and Nome,
Alaska, is detailed in a recently issued final
report on Project No, 8-EI-485-(JOO-040 of the
U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command.
The title is "Product Improvement Test of
Hood, Extreme Cold Weatber Under Arctic
Winter Conditions,"

Sevenly-two hoods with three different
types of synthetic fur ruffs (30 dyed, treated;
30 dyed, untreated; 12 undyed, untreated)
were provided for the test. The evaluation
compared their qualities to 60 standard U,S.
Army hoods with natural fur ruffs for control
purposes.

Over-alL evaluation fi.ndings are that syn·
thetic modacrytic fiber rur, undyed and un·
treated, proved superior to dyed and treated
synthetic fur, and is "equal to or better
than/' in protective and most other qualities,
the natural fur currently used in U.S. Army
parka ruffs.

All three types of synthetic fur test ruffs
were less £lamtnable than the standard natu
ral. fur ruffs. Both syuthetic and natural fur
ruff burned in £lames. However, the natural
fur continued to bum after the £lame WaE

Cost Estimating Course Tailored for Engineering Managers
Who is interested in cost? The

cartoon shown here may depict
congressional concern about de
fense expenditures. Until recen t
ly, R&D managers have often
found it expedient to allow cost
to grow while striving to meet
schedule and performance goals.

In view of the double-barreled
impact on shrinking funding and
manpower resources. however.
the Department of Defense no
longer can consider co t second
to either performance or sched
ule requirements. The philoso
phies of design to unit produc
tion cost, operational effective
ness analysis, and trading off
perfonnance for cost are some indications of
current emphasis.

Cost is used as a tool for controlling defense
expenditures. It is also used as a criterion for
decision-making. The choice between alter·
nate systems or alternate approaches to prob
lem resolution is influenced by the cost of the
alternatives. The least costly satisfactory
solution is generally selected. The resnlt of an
inaccurate estimate of cost may be an erro
neous decision.

The engineering manager is inertricably
involved in'this decision proce . To be
effective, he must be knowledgeable of the
uses of co t estimates and the methodology
used in developing lhese estimate .

The U.S. Army Logistic Management Cen
ter (USALMC) offers Cost Estimating for
Engineers (CEE), a 2-week course designed to
assist the engineering manager in understand·
ing and working with estimates of cost. In·
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Relief for the Infantryman
New Back-Pack Promises Greater Adaptability

lmproved comfort and load·carrying adaptability are designed into a
new back·pack sy tern that will begin to be phased into the inventory
for infantrymen in 1974 to alleviate one of the foot soldier' olde t
problem -how to carry a wide variety of combat gear, simply and
with less weat and strain.

Developed by the U.S. Anny Natick (MAl Laboratories, the M·1972
load·carrying sy tern can accommodate combat needs from field ra·
tions to heavy ammunition and containers. Different loads can be car·
ried by imple adaptation of the four main components.

Adopted by the Anny and Marine Corps, the sy tern's interchange
able components are combat· load uspenders and belt, an intrench
ing·tool carrier, small arms ammunition cases, a medium or large
field-pack t hold the existence load for everyday needs, existence-load
shoulder strap that permit quick jettison of the load, and a frame
with an optional cargo- upport shelf for heavy or bulky items such as
ammunition containers. ration boxes or electronic equipment.

eparation of the combat load and the existence load, by means of a
quick·r lease pull-cab on the shoulder traps, is another new feature.
Previously, the existence load was permanently attached to the com·
bat-load suspenders. The medium field-pack is for routine operation
and the large pack for extended missions or cold·weather areas.

afety features of the M-1972 system include amaH pockets and fas
tener straps for grenades that previously were just hooked onto web
bing. The streamlined pack-frame has no side projections that can get
caught in the brush. Strong lightweight materials, sucb as aluminum
tubing for the pack-frame and water-repellent nylon for packs, straps
and belt, add to the system' durability.

The shoulder straps have thicker padding and greater width than
before and are curved in front to fit body contours. New types of ad·
justers allow the infantryman to adjust his equipment more easily for
fit, even while marching.

Besides supporting and distributing load-weight, the pack.frame
rests on the back in a way that prevents direct contact with the lower
back and thus lessens heat buildup by allowing ventilation.

The M-1972 load-carrying equipment wa extensively tested on ac
celeration (shake) tests at the Natick Laboratories, as well as in cli
matic chambers and actual field te ts_ Results confirmed the system's
uperiority in aJll'especcs to eq uipment nOw in service_

TROPOSPHERIC.SCATIER communications system on Mt.
Luay speeds messages over 300 miles in Hawaiian network.
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Salvage Nets $1.7 Million for USACC Project

UH-ID helicopter hovers over a helipad laid down by the Uni
versal Liquid Distributor for dust cnntrol at Randolpb, CZ. This
test is being conducted by the U.S. Army Tropic Test Center,
Fort Clayton, CZ, to evaluate performance of dust control
materials under "wet_warm" and Hwet-bot" conditions.

alvage of communications-electronics equipment from Vietnam
will contribute to saving about $1.7 million of an estimated cost of 6
million to install a communications system for the Armed Forces of
the Philippines (AFP).

Developed by the U.S. Army Communications Command (USACC),
the combination microwave/tropospheric-scatter network will span
over 500 miles of land and ocean when completed in 1974. Design of
the U.S. military-aid project will permit future expansion from 60 to
120 channels.

BG D. W. Ogden J,'., commander )f the U.S. Army Communications
System Agency (CSA) and the Communications Electro;,ics Engineer
ing In callation Agency (CEEIA), explained that part of tbe $1.7 mil
lion saving is du to the fact that "American-trained Filipino person·
nel are in tailing the ystem on their own, with minimal assistance
from our CEEIA-Western Hemisphere organization,"

The nrst phase of the sy tern was completed in December 1971 with
a troposcatter link from Tagaytay City on Luzon to Mt. Luay, Cebu
I land, some 325 miles to the south. This system interfaces with
SO-chann I microwave links to communications centers at Fort Bonifa
cio, near Manila, Luzon, and Camp Lapu Lapu, Cebu.

Under the present phase of the project, the CEEIA Field
Office-Philippines is coordinating the construction efforts of the AFP
and USACe's CSA and CEEIA at two sites on Mindanao, one of the
Republic's southernmost islands.

Two Mindanao Island sites are located at Camp Evangelisca. Ca
gayan de Oro, and HQ Southwest COIIlJDB.Dd, Zamboanga. When com
pleted they will be linked to the Mt. Luay relay site, some 200 miles to
the north, to complete a command and control communications ys
tem from Manila to the southern tip of the island republic.
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Army Holds Atmospheric Sciences Military Theme Review at NCAR

HOL Improves Short-Intrusion Fuze Capability
of one fuze type, independent of the size shell
and independent of the angle of fall of the
hell. The final production type of this fuze

was designated M728.
The SIF introduces the next generation of

artillery proximity fuze and is the result of a
product improvement program that began in
19701 with an intent of reducing t.he intrusion
into the shell. Electrically similar to the
M728, it incorporates an electronic analogue
timer consisting of an integrated circuit mul
.tivibrator and capacitors and resistors;";;;,,._....

The National Center (or Atmo pheric Research (NCA R) is a national laboratory spon
sored by the National Science Foundation and operated by the University Corporatioll (or
Atmospheric Research (UCAR), a nonprofit gl'OllP o( 39 U.S, and Canadian llniver ilie .

The mis ions and major effort cWTOntly being condllcted by NCAR were covered in a
(eatllre story, "NCAR Keys on Hail, Global Atmosphere Study," in the Boulder Daily Cam
era, Sept. II, 1973. Inform.alion extracted from tn.at report (allows,

The work of the staff o( more than WO NCAR scien.tists an.d engineers is condllcted by
specialists in such fields as computer science. research aviation. scientific ballooning, and
field obsel11atio/l. techniques including radar meteorology.

NCAR's primary missions are to su.pport the university atmospheric sciences communitYJ
and to carry oul research in, the national intere t tha.t require large~ coordittated effort
difficult to organize and perform. in a single university.

Two current efforts of major importance to NCA R are the Natio,,,,l Hail Research Ex·
periment (NHRE) and the Global Atmospheric Research Program. (GA RP).

The NHRE is a 5-year field program. developed to gain an. understanding of the physic
and dynamics of hailstorms; also, to test the feas/:bility of using cloud seeding as a means
to reduce damaging hail that causes millions o( dollars damage annually to crops in the
United States. The NHRE research is centered on an experimenlal area along the Colorado·
Nebraska state line, in the middle of "Hail Alley," the region that has more hailstorms
than any other part of the United States. Wealher radar, research aircraft, radiosondes, a
networll of instruments on the ground, and other tools of a.l11lospheric research are u.sed lo
study both seeded and ullseeded hailstorms,

The GARP is an international effort aimed at inaea ing the understanding of the global
behavior o( the atmosphere. One goal is to extend the Tange ofaccurate, weather prediction
from the present 0'" or two day to two weeks or more. NCAR is involved ill GARP in a
number of way, including global circulation models to simulate atmospheric behavior us
ing the high-speed electronic compuler (acilities at NCA R.

NCAR scientists have partwipated in planning for the first major GARP field program.,
which will be conducted in the tropical. Atlantic Ocean off the west coast of Africa next
swn.m.er. NCAR aircraft wi.ll participate in this experim.ent, and a new wind m.easuring
device developed by NCA R will be used.

NCA R's interest in the aDnosphere ~·t.""ds beyond our own planet. During 1973, scien·
t.ists at NCAR's High Altitude Obseruatory (HA 0) m.ade valuable new obseruatians of the
solar corona-Ow atmosphere of the sun.

A solar lelescope designed and built at HA 0 wa ent into pace aboard the Skylab or·
biting laboratory. Astronauts an the {U·st. mission brought back about 4,400 photograph o(
t.he solar corona which report.edly show a great deal o( fine detail in the corona, and docu·
m.ent changes that could not be observed by any olher means.

Product. improvement engineering for the
first artillery proximity fuze, having the same
intrusion as that of point-detonating and
mecbanical·time fuze has been completed by
the U.S, Army Materiel Command Harry
Diamond Laboratories, Washington, DC.

This short-inlll.lsion fuze (SIF) will replace
all previous proximity fuzes for HE (high
explosive) field artillel'y shells. HDL fuze ex
perts say it will eliminate the need for
deep-cavity shells and their supplementary
charges, wjth cost savings estimated at $0.70
per shell. Another benefit will be tha t of the re
striction on firing the older proximity fuzes at
charge 7 in the 105mro howitzer will not apply
to the new fuze.

The SIF incorporates a new electronic·
arming timer that will eliminate the need
for precision mechanical clocks of the t pc
used in pI vious artillely proximity fuzes such
as the M513 for small-caliber shells (75 to
l05mm) and the M514 fuze for large-caliber
shells (l55mm to 8-in.). Both fuzes had a
settable delay and were produced for the
Navy between 1953 and 1957.

The current M514AIEl artillery proximity
fuze was designed by H DL in 1967 and has
been produced sine 1969. Major components
of the M514AIE1 were the same as used in its PROXIMITY FUZES for artillery-caliber
predecessors; however, a new antenna and shells (from left) include the first fuze
semiconductor components, together with a developed by the Navy during the Korean
simplified power supply, replaced vacuum Era. BDL's product-improved fuze, and the
tube technology. The design allowed the use latest, which uses integrated circuits.
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'Fourteen selected atmo ph";c sciences proj
ects wer reviewed recently during a Chief
Investigators' Conference and Review of Mili
tary Themes at the National Center for At
mospheric Research (NCA R), Boulder, CO.

Sponsored by the U.S. Army Research
Office (ARO), Durham, NC, the Military
Theme Program provides a vehicle for identi·
fying research to be accomplished that will
contribute to solution of critical Army prob
lems. FOlmal review proceduTes assure that
the un licited basic research proposal sup
ported are of high cientifi merit and are
relevant to military requirements,

Military Themes are defined a "descrip·
tions of critical Army problems in applied
re arch or exploratory development where
progress has been inhibited by a lack of un·
derstanding of fundamentals or a scarcity of
basic data coupled with suggested areas for
basic research designed to provide the da ta
and knowledge required for the resolution of
the problem,"

Fifty military themes are centered cur·
rently on problem BIens that requil'e basic
research contributions, primariJy in the envi
ronmental sciences, chemistry, engineering!
mathematics, metallurgy and ceramicsJ and
physics, Problem areas in the Life Sciences
will be added when the revised edition of the
Military Theme brochure is published soon,

Review meeting are de igned to encourage
communications between Army scientists,
chief investigators supported through ARO
research gran ts and contracts, and the
scientific community,

The scientific sessions started with "High·
light of the NCAR Programs," a review by
Dr, David Atlas of NCAR of seven represen·
tative projects conducted by NCAR scien·
tists; a "Review of the NOAA Atmospheric
Phy ic and Chelnistry Laboratory Pro
gram" in weather modification by NCAR
Director Dr, Helmut Weickmann; and a "Re
view of the Wave Propagation Laboratory
Remote Sensing Program by Dr. Gordon Lit
tle, diJ'ector.

A "Review of the Anhy Research
Office·Europe Atmospheric Research Pro·
gram" was presented by Dr. Hoyt Lemons,
chief of the Environmental Sciences Division,
ARO·Europe. Other Army scientists' presen·
tations included:

Some Consequences of the Inherent Error
Structure of Active and Passive Balloon
Tracking Devices, Dr. Waiter B. Miller, At·
mospheric Sciences Laboratory, White Sands
(NM) Missile Range (WSMR); Problems in
the Parameterization of Radiosonde Data, A
Practical Viewpoint, Dr. O. M. Essenwnnger,
U.S. Army Missile Command; and

Combined Stratospheric Measuring Pro
gram, Dr. Franklin E. Niles, Army Ballistic
Research Laboratories, Aberdeen (MD) Prov·
ing Ground; Strato pheric Thermal Structure
and Coml)Osition, Dr. H. N. Ballard, WSMR;
and Solar Radiative Transfer in Clouds Using
Eddington's Approximation, CPT Robert J.
Junk Jr" Deseret (UT) Test Center.

Chief Investigators' presentations included:
Numerical Procedures for Analyzing and
Predicting Mesoscale Tropical Weather Pat·
terns, R. L. Mancuso, Stanford Research
Laboratory; Climatic Modeling, Dr. W. D.
Sellers, University of Arizona; Theoretical

(Continued on. page 23)
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Tubular Sbapes, H. Hartmann, Pi atinny;
Ultrasonic C-Scan for Inspection of Brazed
Rotating Bands on an Artillery Shell, J. S.
Pasman, Picatinny; Feasibility Study of an
Automatic Photo·Crack Detection System for
Performing Maguetic-Particle Inspection of
XM42 Shells, E. G. Kessler, P. Kisatsky,
Picatinny; and

Ultrasonic Examination of Ceramic Insula·
tors, H. 1.. Hime, Washington Navy Yard,
Washington, DC; NOT and Residual Stress
Reduction in Aircraft Aluminum Forgings,
J. F. Collins, R. A. Day, C. E. Maduell, NAS,
Alameda, CA; Radiological Safety in NOT,
G. W. Hendrix, Naval Nuclear Power Unit,
Radiological Maim Support Office, Fort Bel
voir; and

Operational-Level NDI Application, D. E.
Gross, Travis AFB, OA; Nondestructive
Airfield Pavement Evaluation, J. D. Walters,
H. A. Balakrishna Rao, Air Force Weapons
Laboratory, Kirtland AFB, M; Testing tbe
Surface Quality of Optical Components, H. E.
Bennett, M. J. Soileau, Naval Weapons Cen
ter, China Lake, CA, and G. J. Hutcheson,
U.S. Army Missile Command (MICOM),
Redstone Arsenal, AL; and

Is That River Loose? An Ultrasonic Tech
nique May Supply Some of the Answelll,
R. Bailey, Warner RobinsAFB, GA; Instrumen
tation Requirements for Acoustic Emission,
W. H. Schoeller, Pica tinny; Semiautomatic
Crack Measurement and Recording, D. C.
Winters, Benet Weapons Laboratory, Water
vliet, NY j and

Safety Problems Associated With the Use
of Ionizing Radia lion in the Inspection of
Material, H. V. Piltingsrud, USAF Radiologi
cal Health Laboratory, Wright-PaltemoD
AFB; Ultrasonic Holography in NDT Appli·
cations, P. C. MeEleney, AMMRC; Det""tion
of Exfoliation of F-106 Air Intake Duct, J. A.
Petru. Kelly AFB, TX; aDd

Computer·Aided Optical Techniques for
Flaw and Void Detection in Composite Solid
Propellant Motor Cases, J. Griffin, MICOM;
Automatic Gamma can Analysis of Large
Rocket Motors, E. M, Bergh, Naval Weapons
Station, Concord, CA; Nondestructive Inspec
tion of Cracked G76032 MLG Axle Piston
Assemblies, E. F. Nicosia, Naval Air Rework
Facility, Pensacola, FL; and Foreigu NDT
Techniques, Equipment and Application,
J. Mounter, 1.. G. K1inken, U.S. Army Foreign
Science and Technology Ceflter, Charlottes
ville, VA.

8 Major Problems Considered at 22d NDT Conference
Tecbnical presentations on eigbt major Chloride Stress Corrosion Cracking, LCDR

problem areas and 28 papers describing On- J. L. Renze~ti, Fort Belvoir, VA; and
going research, development, test and evalua· Inspection of the Horizontal Stabilizer
tion activities featured the 22d Defense Power Control Cylinder Assembly on A·7
Conference on Nondestructive Testing in Aircraft for Safe-Service Life·Extension,
Houston, TX, Nov. 13-15. F. W. Tho'JIas, Naval Air Station (NAS), Jack-

Topics of all the problem areas and techn;· sonville, FL; Instrumental Determination of
cal papers, abstracts and the authors were Tendons, Cartilage, Ligaments, and Fascia in
listed in a special editinn of the Nondeatruc- Ground Meat by NOT, C. W. R. Wade, U..
twe Testing NewsleUer. Edited by Charles P. Army Medical Bioengineering R&D Labora-
Merhib and published by tbe Nondestructive tory, Fort Detrick, MD; and
Testing Infonnation Analysis Center Coating Thickness and Continuity of
( TIAC), U.S. Army Materials and Mechan- Nonmetallic Cartridge Cases, A. Nativo, Pica·
ic Researcb Center, Watertown, MA, the tinny; Wear Sboes on Eddy Current Probes,
newsletter was issued prior to the conference. R. Ehnes, Charleston Air Force Base (AFBl,

Problems presenled include: NDT of Cast SC; Nondestructive Inspection of Welds in
Explosives, W. F. Larsen, M. H. Weinberg, Biazial Sbock Test Machine, A. Kumar, U.S.
Picatinny Arsena~ Dover, NJ; Nondestruc· Army Construction Engineering Research
tive Examination of the PM-3A uclear Laboratory (CERL), Champaign, IL; and
Power Plant Reactor Pressure VesSel for Lensatic Compass yial Problems, R. Zimmer,

U.S. Almy Troop Support Command
(TROSCOM), St. Louis, MO.

Papers presented include: Initial Feasibil·
ity Study Employing Hnlographic Vibrational
Analysis to Locate Non-Bonds in Thick Ceo
ramie to Fiberglass Composite, M. J. Barbarisi,
B. R. Chisholm, Pica tinny; Application of
Acnustic Emission to Weld Monitoring, Dr.
A. Kumar, CERL; and

An Infrared Analysis of M113 Solid·Rubber
Road Wheels, D. K. Wilburn, U.S. Anny
Tank-Automotive Command (TACOM),
Warren, MI; Holographic NOT of Sand·
wich·Type Material, M. L. Budnick, U.S.
Army Natick Laboratories, Natick, MA; and

Recent Developments in tbe Determination
of Material Integrity by Acoustic Analysis, B.
Hoffman, M. Mondtess, Frankford Arsenal,
Philadelphia, PA; EstabJishmen t of a Tenta
tive Ultrasonic Cleanliness Standard, D. V.
Moberg, Rock Island Arsenal (RIA), Rock
IslaDd, IL; and

Detection of Landing Gear Pin Grinding
Damage, L. R. Gulley Jr., Wright·Patterson
AFB, OH; Magnetic Rubber Inspections of
Fuel·Flow Holes in AFFDL/FBT Fatigue
Test Wing, J. F. Taylor, Wright-Patterson
AFB; The Application of Ultrasonic Tech
niques for Leak Detection of Aircraft Sys
tems, A. J. Koury, Naval Air Systems Com·
mand, Washington, DC, J. Erthal, R. K.
Munger, M. J. Devine, Naval Air Develop·
ment Center, Warminster, PA; and

A ovel, Analytical Metbod for electing
Ultrasonic Transducem for the Inspection of

Flat-Surface Canopy Decreases
Aircraft Sunlight Reflections

Reduction of canopy sun reflectio~s from
the Army's Attack Helicopter is the objective
of a test configuration of a flat-surfaced can·
opy in a quick reaction program approach
devised by the U.S. Army Land Warfare Lab
oratory, Aberdeen (MD) Proving Ground.

Tbe immediate problem was that sun
reflections from the canopy call attention to
the belicopter, beyond normal viewing dis·
tances. Tbe LWL canopy was designed to
show that rellection could be directed away
from enemy observers and into a umfe" zone
immediately below or above the helicopter.

Flight tests consisting of a side·by·side
comparison with a standard helicopter were
made under various sun conditions. The re
sultant decrease in sun reflections was dra
matic, demonstrating that Oat surfaces could
be used to advantage in the development of a
canopy having few, if any, reflections to serve
as tbe initial source of discovery.

The test aircraft is also being modified to
reduce rotor blade reflections and will again be
ubjected to teat at Aberdeen Proving

Ground. Jerry Cook, Applied Physics Branch,
is the task officer.

FLAT-SURFACED CANOPY OD tbe Army's AH-1G Attack Helicopter (left) was designed aDd built by the U.S. Army LaDd Wa.rfare
Laboratory to reduce sun rellections that can he seen beyond Dormal viewing distancea. Sta.ndard canopy is at right.
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WIND 'rUNNEL, simulating firing condi
tions during aircraft Bight, was used to
study infrared radiation from hotweapol18.

The Evasive Target Tank bas completed its
participation in TETAM and has been
further modified for use in TOW/Cobra Oper
ational Test 11 at the U.S. Army Armor Cen
ter, Fort Knox, KY. During tbe TOW/Cobra
test the E1'1' will be subjected to inert war
head TOW missiles fired from a Cohra heli
copter in flight.

While many individuals participated in the
successful design and employment of tbe
E1'1', much of the credit has been attributed
to the HEL project officer, Nonnie F. Dickin
son Jr. and the outstanding soldie", who
manned the tank: SGT David C. Forties, SSG
Jack C. Stoddard, SSG Clifton C. Beachum
Jr., and SP4 Paul N. Veach.

lation tests, the engines on Army helicopters
were the prime source of infrared radiation.

Work conducted during tbe past year at
the U.S. Army Mobility Research and Devel
opment Laboratory, Fort Eustis, VA, has reo
su lted in reduction 0 f infra red levels of tur
bine exhaust plumes that make bot aircraft
weapons susceptible to "Iocking·on" by
enemy heat-seeking missiles.

siles. Protection for tbe M48A3 chassis in
cludes metal skirts along the sides of the vehi
cle, metal plates positioned to protect intake
and exbaust ports, and additional armor
plates around the turret ring-all designed to
facilitate ease of maintenance and con
structed to prevent interference with normal
operation of the vehicle's power plant.

Additional safety features to insure crew
safety include fire detection/extinguishing
ystems, radio communications and di tress

signal flares, two escape hatches which can be
opened from either side, and a ballistic blanket
lining in the crew compartment.

Reduced Aircraft Weapon Radiation Levels Sought
Radiation levels of hot aircraft weapons

that may enable enemy heat-seeking missiles
to "lock on" and destroy them are being stud
ied in phase two of a research program at the
Rodman Laboratory, U.S. Army Annament
Command (ARM.COM).

Pha e One la ted nine months and was con·
cerned with determining the target area and
extent of infrared emission from the bot
weapons during combat firing schedules.
combat conditions.

A portable infrared viewing device took
35mm black and white plints of variou weap
ons as they were fired during three weeks of
phase one testing at Camp McCoy, WL Map
ping was accomplished by use of thermocou
ples attached to low-temperature portions of
the weapons. A remote infrared device cleve]·
oped at the Rodman Lab was nsed for higher
tern perature parts and rota ting gun barrels.

To simulate firing conditions that exist dur
ing flight, a low-speed, non recirculating wind
tunnel was constructed at Camp McCoy. Air
speeds up to 90 knots were developed in the
wind tunnel during firing so the simulation of
gun·cooHng could be evaluated under actual
condition. A 450-hp aircraft engine, similar
to those used on the Army's Beaver aircraft,
powered the wind tunnel.

Radiation levels of hot aircraft weapons
were not always the prime source of "lock
ing-on" a moving target. Previously, in simu-Evaaive Target Tank

Realism in field and operational rests in
volving antitank guided missiles ha been i,,
creased significantly by the U.S. Army Mate·
riel Command's development of the Evasive
Target Tank (E1'1').

The U.S. Anny Human Engineering Labor
atory (HEL) was responsible for over-all proj
ect coordination, design and modification of
the E1'1'. The Materiel Test Directorate of
Aberdeen Proving Ground and the U.S. Anny
Test and Evaluation Command also partici.
pated in design, modification and safety
certificati()n of the vehicle.

The E1'1' wa developed initially for u e in
the Combat Devel()pment Command Experi
mentation Command's Experiment 11.8,
which is the field testing porti()n of Defense
Project TETAM (Tactical Effectiveness Test
ing of Antitank Guided Missiles).

The Eva ive Target Tank wa designed and
fabricated ar()und the basic M4SA3 c()mbat
tank and utilize a 2·man c::rew-a driver and
a vehicle commander. The standard M4SA3
lightweigbt tUIT t is cutat ab()u t 15 inches
above the turret ring. The r()()f is l'h-inch
arm()r plate ballistically welded to the turret.

The final turret configuration was achieved
by fabricating a fiberglass sheJi and simulated
l05mm gun to resemble the profile of a Soviet
T·62 tank. Crew visibility is provided by spe:
cially designed safety-vision blocks and a
closed-circuit television syste:m.

In addition to providing a realistic manned,
maneuvering target, the ETT affords the
maximum degree of safety to the crew when
the tank is hit by inert warhead antitank mis-

II

Evasive Target Tank Adds Realism to Field Tests

Newsmagazine 'Tries Harder' Despite Spacial Reductions
Understandably, quit a few of the Army

Re earch and Development Newsmagazine's
most valued and vital human resources-the
infonnation officers and their staffs at all lev.
els of our area of responsibility, along with
bylined feature article authors-are becoming
somewhat frustrated.

For example, One of our cherished friends
recently put it this way: wrhe boss is beating
me about the head and shoulders because.
our covemge tailed off to n.othing in your
July-August edition ... I know that your cut
from 52 to 36 pages makes it very difficult if
not impossible to give all of your contributors
the c()verage they think they deserve . . .
Also, y()ur magazine has been very generous
with space allotted to (our) activities. ..."

That complaint pinp()ints the problem of
the Newsmagazine editorial staff. Reduction
from a monthl to a bimonthly edition, and
from 52 to 36 pages-as directed by the Ad
Hoc Authorization Committee on Periodicals,
following the big flap in certain news media
about the "Pentagon Publications Em
pire"-mnkes it impossible to serve the total
R&D community as we would like to do. In
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QUOTE: "One side effect of technology is
that corporate executives tend to substitute

effect, we have about one-third the space we the language of machinery for the language of
f()rmerly had for that ta k. human beings.... Alm()st without realizing

Necessarily, after n brief "ftirtation" period it, managers tart describing hwnan actions
of using larger headlines, more white space to in nonhuman tenns. Employes are urged to
set off articles for eye appeal, and larger 'interface,' to di cuss the 'parameters' of a
reader type for accommodation of some of new assignment, to recognize how the secrc-
our elderly readers who have had to accept tarial shortage has increased 'by an order of
bifocals as a less than desirable fact of life, we magnitude.' Members of a committee ... pro-
are back to where we started 13 years ago. vide 'i.nput' within 8 given 'time frame:
Our headlines and reader type are smaller, "One could say that the introduction of
pictures minimal in size, makeup tigbt-aJJ in tbese technological terms into everyday situs·
an effort to give coverage to as broad a vari. tions represents the corruption of language.
ety of news as possible. But that is not the point. The corporation is

at heart a collection of people, and people do
Consequently, to our "lifelines" in the field, not work the same way as machines. The use

please have patience. The times are of these terms tends to dehumanize the cor-
austere-tongh on nearly everyone. All we can p()ration at a time when it is being accused of
say is, keep the really good R&D information being mechanical in responses to problems....
pouring in to us. We will try to give space to "W()rd' are, indeed, slippery. But those
as many R&D activities, as varied and broad executives who speak for the coronration-
a representation of the majo,' scientific disci- both internally and externally-should choose
plinary areas, as is feasible. their words with care. The fact is that when

Hopefully, ()ptimistically, better day are people come together, they may talk, listen,
coming. In the meantime, from the collective discuSS, declaim, shout, pontifica·te, exhort,
hearts of the editorial staff, our deep appre- persuade, cuss and agree. But they It,ner in-
ciation to our Hmaintenance friends." terface."-Burson-Marsteller, PublicR.elations.
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TEMPS • • •

TEMPS 7,OOO,OOO-volt pulse generator (right bac1<;grouud) is elevated 65 feet above ground
and connected to an antenna arrangement (left background). The generator can radiate
electromagnetic waves over 150 feet. The control panels are installed inside the van.
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our defense electronics.
The arne ituation could occur with the

interceptiou of hostile missiles by our own
missile defen . In either case, far-reaching
effects of high-altitude burst~ could expose
th entire heartland of the nation to poten
tially damaging EMP. onseqllently, pro
grams to "harden" critical equipment to EMP
and other nuclear effects have had high prior
ity in national defense development eft"orts.

The treaty banning atmospheric nuclear
tests, however, forced the development of
simulation techniques in researching the
means to protect vital defense equipment
from the effects of EMP. Threat-relatable
EMP had to be simulated for use in evaluat
ing the survivabiHty of sllch equipment. Data
gajned during the last series of atmospheric
nuclear tests, along with computerized anal
yses, provided descriptions of the environ·
ments to be simulated.

Until TEMPS became available, however,
technology did not provide a suitable
threat-related radiation field of sufficient vol
ume to test a communications facility.

Predecessor simulators to TEMPS took
widely differing shapes. Some used wire loops
inside which equi.pment to be tested was
placed. Others employ co pper coils and large
plates to launch the wave. The evolution of
designs led to mal~ transportable pulser,
one ve.rsion looking like an aluminum street
ught pole da ngling from a helicopter. Still
others were large stationary simulators with
antennae banging between poles in a
configuration uke that of TEMPS, except for
the absence of a centralized pulser.

In the late 1960s. the Defense Nuclear
Agency recognized the need. for a transporta
ble EMF inlUlator to be used in testing fixed
y tems uch as telephone witching centers.

At about the same time, the Electromagnetic
Effects Laboratory, then under the Army
Mobility Equipment Research and Develop
ment Center and now under the Harry Dia
mond Laboratories, conceived the idea of a
threat-level simulator that could accommo-

the density of air at sea level. During a burst
out ide the atmosphere, however, gamma ra·
diation propagates without attenuation to a
deposition region approximately 12 to 25
miles above the earth's surface. The resulting
Compton current can extend 2,000 miles and
attain a thickness of 10 to 15 miles.

Calculations indicate that a nuclear explo~

sian above the atmosphere can generate an
in.tense EMF over hundreds 0 f thousands of
square miles, whereas the effecti ve range of
surface-burst EMP is relatively restricted.
Thus, in the event of nuclear war, the U..
could be ringed with bursts above the atmo
sphere and intended by the enemy to di rupt

Simulates Nuclear Blasts for Weapons Electromagnetic Survivability Analyses
Deer grazing near Woodbridge, VA, last

March scal'cely noticed the strange-looking
device with which they shared pasturage.
Even the brief, metallic ping sounding as the
sole evidence of activity from the device failed
to disturb theu' foraging.

The device was TEM PS (Transportable
Electromagnetic Pulse Simulator), which
looked like a giant double-ended flashlight
suspended by wires from four 120-foot poles,
the focal point of an antenna system 984 feet
long.

Neither the deer herd nor the bu'ds which
u.sed TEMPS as an occasional roost sensed
danger during test demonstrations, even
though the device, releasing up_ to 7 million
volts of electrical energy in pulses, was simu
lating the awesOme disruption of natural
forces caused by a nuclear blast.

TEMPS, developed by the Harry Diamond
Laboratories, .. Army Materiel Command,
under sponsorship of the Defense Nuclear
Agency, is termed a jjthreat-levelu simulator.
It is designed to cree te, fo r test purposes, the
reausill of electromagnetic pulse (EMF), an
effect of a nuclear explosion.

Th electromagnetic field it produces is
similar to that around a ughtning bolt but
lasting for a much shorter time-span-Iess
than a milliopth of a second. Operation of
TEMP at night causes tbe pulsor to glow
for an lllSta nt like St. E lIno '5 Fire. Even this
did not disturb the deer.

During operatiollJ a pulse of energy flows
from the conical end:pieces of the cylind.i
cal generator. The pulse travels the antenna
and i re istively terminated to ground. A
tran ient electromagnetic field, Or radio
wave, i created around the simulator. This
field is used to test the survivability of etec
tronic equipment which might be exposed to
the EMP generated by a nuclear weapon
burst outside the earth's atmosphere. EMP
induces voltage and current urges in un
protected circuitry that can cause logic failure
and permanent damage to communications
and other electronic equipment.

Department of Defense concern with the
threat of EM P to elect.ical and electronic
equipment originated in the mid-1950s. In
1957, during Operation PLUM BOB at the
Nevada Test Site, Harry Diamond Laborato
ries researchers were the first to measure the
close-in EMP field successfully.

Since then, considerable effort has been di
rected to prot~tion of critical defense elec
tronic and electrical equipment from disrup
tion of the sort tbet tripped circuit breakers
and damaged components during nuclear
tests.

The collision of gamma rays released by the
detonation of a nuclear device with air mole
cules or other materials is the phenomenon
producing EMP. The collcqion separates elec
trons from air molecllie causing them to
move rapidly away from the center of l·he
explosion and from the now po itively
charged parent molecules. This separation of
charges and asymmetries, caused by several fac
tors, creates all intense electromagnetic field,
some of which is radiated away.

In a nuclear burst on the surface of the PULSER bicone/dipole antenna array is
earth, gamma rays are significantly weakened the primary means o£launching the high-
within a few hundred metelS of the burst by frequency TEMPS electromagnetic wave.
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TEMPS Marx generator is displayed in a shipping container
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date a system as large as a building 100 feet
long and several slories high.

Harry Diamond Laboratories scientists de
cided thal the system should be commerciaUy
transportable by truck trail rs over standard
country·grade roads. They also d termined
that it would in lude a pulser, antenna, sup
port. structures, fQur channels of recording
instrumentation? data reduction gear, and
sUPPoji gear designed with the expectation of
r~ll'cat1ng as frequently as four times a year.

Large tephnical challenges awaited the de
velopers of TEMPS. Time and funds were
limited. Problems 0 nly p81tially defined l'e
mJ\ned to be solved. Staffing the project was
the' first problem to be overcome because of
the' need for stringent standards for the
qualification of personnel with requisite ex
pertise. This last difficulty was solved by use
of both Army in-house laboratory personnel
and contractors.

Development of tbe pulser1 however, pro
vided the greatest challenge. Never before had
there been a requirement for the relesse of
such great power from portable equipment.
With ~pproximately 60 kilojoules of energy
storlkl and 7 rneg8volts released across tbe
output switch, dielectric insulation materials
failed during initial prototype pulser tests.
Explosive flashthroughs, corona (gas ioniza
tion), and lost energy resulted.

A critical delay in the program occurred
when, after perfomling well, a carefully de
signed and fabricated peaking capacitor
proved unfeasible for manufacture in quan
tity. TEMPS uses 16 'such capacitors. Rede
sign and testing of a production-oriented ca
p!'citot proved successful

Flashover and electrostatic design problems
were solved by using a "clean room" assembly
process. The final version sllJvived 8
HO-percent load during a 5,OOO-cycle life test.

Major component fabrication and design
was accomplished by Pbysics International
Co, of San Leandro, CA, wlder Harry Dia·
mortd Laboratories technical direction. PI
personnel joined the completed, assembled
pulser to its antenna and first successfully
tested! TEMPS at Camp Parks near San
Leandro late la t year.
, "Rarely has so large a system, pUshing the

state-of-the·art, performed so closely lo
specifications during the first complete test,"
a project engineer observed.

During lhe operation of TEMP twin
Marx generators charged to opposite voltage
potential are discharged aero.. a single ad
justable switch gap LO produce the test pulse.
Each generator consists of a column of 35
callScitors cbarged in parallel and discharged
in series.

This system multiplies tbe voltage of each
capacitor by their total number, provides
h;igh·fTequency content to the pulse, and over·
comes inductance in the generators during
high-silead di harge.

Generator voltag as high a 3.5 megavolt
are impr sed aero the peaking capacitor in
the instant prior to closure of the pulseI"
output switch. Series addition of the voltages
in each column and the opposition of column
polarities causes a difference of potential of
about 7 million volts developed across the
outpu, switch gap.

Triggering is done by electrically switching
the t nninals of the capacitors, causing them
to "erect" and di charge in eri . The initial
arc iomz sulphur hexafluoride held under
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TEMPS Peaking Capacitors

pressure in a chamber surrounding tbe switch.
The gas is a good insulator until it becomes
ionized; then it becomes a good condu tor. ,

TEMPS is designed to produce a double
exponential output pulse with less than 10
percent undershoot. The voltage of the pulse
rise dramatically to its peak in about 10
nanoseconds (billionths of a econd). Then it
tapers off relatively slowly, dipping below
zero voltage at the first cr0930Ver in approxi
mately 800 nanoseconds.

Pulse generator output is radialed by a
bioone/dipole antenna array. Two bicone
sections, connected across the output. switcb,
are the primary means of launching the
high-frequency component of the electromlj.g-
netic wave. .

Low-frequency radiation i launched by the
tapering dipole section, which consists of
multi·wired elements extending horizontally
from the cones and resistively terminated to
ground.

The pulseI' i controlled and the various
functions monitored from an operations van
located nearby. lnfonnation and commands
initiated at a control panel are transmitted to
the pulseI' by pneumatic lines. All connections
with the pulseI' and all supports must be non
conductors. Various safely precaution inter
locks are incorporated in case a halt in the
firing sequence is required.

Data gathering and processing equipment is

housed in a radio-frequency-shielded van
linked with target ares sensors to test system
response and field strengths. Sensors are con
nect.ed with the instrumentation by 8 multl
plexed signal transmitted over a dielectric
waveguide designed to eliminate EMP in·
terference with the data signal

In Lrumentation, consisting of 0 illo ope
fiLted with polaroid cameras used to record
data simultaneou Iy over a variety of sweep
and sensitivity settings, include an automatic
system for field mapping.

A digitizer is used to i1lput the shape of
curves captured by film from the faces of the
oscilloscopes into a minicomputer. 0 cillo.
grams thus reduced to many pairs of coordi
nates are analyzed and key parameters, such
as peak amplitude and pul duration, are
recorded for correlation wiLh oLher data.

A 5.year program of TEM P testing of
communications facilities began in April 1973
when the facility was set up at Polk City, FL,
at an Autnmatic Vnice etwork Switching
Center which provides government-leased
telephone service. Diagnostic data are being
accumulated for use in e.fforts to assure the
survivability of similar installations.

Wben the Polk City tests a,'8 completed,
TEM PS will be relocated primarily to test
facilities under the jurisdiction of the De.fense
Communications Agency. Other DoD agen
cies, in coordination with the Defense N u
clear Agency, may subject selected types of
military hardware to TEM PS field tests in
separate experiments.

TEMPS is one of a family of nuclear effects
simulators operated by the Harry Diamond
Laboratories as the Army's lead labomtory
for nuclear weapons effects. HDL operates
other facilities to test mililary equipment for
survivability against the radiation, tbermal,
blast and shock effects of tbe nuclear environ
ment.

The AURORA Research Facility, featured
in the March-April 1972 issue of Army Re
search and Development Newsmagazine,
Ilrovides an intense gamma ray pulse. HDL's
Hi Flash X-ray Facility can produce either a
pulsed electron beam or an X·ray field for the
study of transient effects of radiatiOn on var·
ious materials, individual components. and
even smaU complete electronic packages.

The Diamond Ordnance Radiation Facility
(DORF), operational since January 1962, is
one of three U.S. pulse reactors capable of
producing neutrons for material-activation
analy is and radiation·effects tudi .



LTG Donn R. Peplce
FORSCOM Deputy Commandu

po ible detente, but also the very real capa
bilities of potential enemi..."

Featured speakers at the sustaining mem
be'" luncheon were Deputy Secretary of De
fense William P, Clements. who delivered the
keynote address, and AU A President Ed
walt] C. Logelin, presiding toastmaster,

Clements discussed U.S. military strength
and the cballenges it faces abroad. Touching
on the modern Army, he said that utilizing
volunteers J'ather than draftees for OUl' armed
forces is an important ingredient for a strong
and ready military.

Delivering the annual "President's Report,"
Logelin commented Lhat "the bigge t single
problem in the defense area that confront US

today is the lack of understanding of our need
for a strong defense."

Logelin emphasized that tbe second seLious
challenge facing the Army is that of attract
ing volunteers of tbe quality and quantity
required. He said that AUSA melllbe.rs "must
combat tbe growing pressu.m that would re
duce seriously our military forces overseas."

Army Chief of Research and Development
LTG J obn R. Deane Jr" speaking at the
corporate members reception 811d luncheon,
said that despite the end of tbe Vietnam
War-"The national policy and the will of
Congress is to continue to support defel! e
researeb and development. . , .

"But there is a corollary to this support of
defense R&D.... The problem is reducing
defense costs-and the highest single item is

LTG John IL Deane Jr.
A nn~ Chief of R&D

LTC W. W. Vau,gban
AMC Deputy ComouJ1Ider

XV-IS V ISTOL tilt-rotor reseal'ch aircraft. The Bell Helicopter Co. will design, manu
facture and test two prototypes in a program sponsored by the Army and NASA,

that ooe vital eLement necessary for the suc
cess of tbe volun teer Army lies byond tbe
Army itself," Secretary Callaway said. "I'm
talking about public support, Together we
can meet tbe challengel and prove worthy of
the nation's trust."

Army Chief of staJr GEN Creighton W.
Abrams, AUSA luncbeon speaker, discussed
today's Army in terms of how it fits into tbe
world picture. He initially addressed miscon
ceptions in defining tbe word detente, stating:

"The environment today is a difficult one
for the country's security. Tbe word detente,
wbich for sonle people evidently colors ev
erything rose and turns tbeir perceptions away
from obvious t.hrea tSt has ga.ined some cur
rency."

GEN Abrams noted tbat "detente means
only that the tension between countries in
the world may in some way have decreased.
This is a matter of quality and degree." He
stressed the necessity of dealing in facts when
addressing the nation's seeulity.

RefelTing to the mission of the Army, he
said: "lnsul'ing that the Army i prepared is
my most fundamental duty and is tbe Army's
plimary mission at all times . , , If the Anny
is to be prepared to meet the challenges it
face, it must consider not only the spilit of

GEN WOliam E. DePuy
TRADOC Commander

GEN Creigbton W. Abrams
Army Chief of StD/f

Challenges facing the "new profile" Army
of the 1970 and responses in meeting them
dominated major "poeches and panel discus·
sion at the 19th annual meeting of the Asso
ciation of the United States Army fA USA),
Oct. 15-J7, in Washington, DC.

Secretary of State and Nobel Peace Plize
recipient Henry A. Kissinger was honored
with presentation of the George Catlett Mar
shall Medal, highest AUSA award, at tbe cli
mactic memorial dinner.

Tbe award is made to an individual for
"selJless and outstanding service to the
United States of America," Dr. Kissinger, the
14th recipient of the medal, was cited
specifically for his elforts "to elfect the peace
agreement ill Vie.tnam."

Previous recipients of the a ward have in·
c1uded last year's winner, entertainer Bob
Hope, former Secretary of State Dean Rusk,
former Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge,
former Secretary of tbe Army Cyms R.
Vance, and fonner Presidents Truman and
Eisenhower.

Keynote speaker Secretary of the Army
Howard H. Callaway addressed the question
of meeting the need for an Army witb a vol
unteer force. He st.ressed tbat tbe challenge
facing tbe U.s, is tD make the volunteer
Army work,

Expressing his· optimism a bout the results
of the volunteer Anny tbus far, he com
mented: "It is working because there are still
young men and women in America who want
to serve tbeir country-this is 'an idea whose
time remains' for aU Americans, young and
old, of every mee, color, B.nd creed. n

Secretary Callaway stressed that the most
important way we are making the volunteer
Army work is by insuring that service to the
country is a meaningful part of a young man
or woman's life. "We are putting a great
emphasis on education and training and in
suring that our soldiers' jobs are important
and useful."

Responding to criticism that ALmy disci·
pline has declined as the re 'ult of hiling civil
ian KPs, he said, uThe Army' mission is not
to peel potatoes; its mi ion is to fight."

Summaliz!ng tbe benefits and opportunities
available in the Army, he noted that there is
something in it whicb appeals to evel'yone in
Ameliea-"I count on this appeal to give us
an Anny which mirrors America. It's not
going to be a mercenary Almy; it's going to
be an aU-American Army.

"Even our strongest critics bave recognized

Challenges Ahead
19th Annual AUSA Meeting Considers Army of the 1970s
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Henry A. KislJinge-r
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William P. C.lements
Deputy Se<:Def
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,

Ro",.rd H. Callaway
SecTf!tQry of the Army

manpower-yet maintaining a credible size
force, credible in terms of members in the
cu tting edge."

LTG Deane noted that there will continue
to be "gotta.have," high cost R&D programs.
He categorized the "Big Five" materiel devel
opment systems, consisting of the Main Bat·
tle Tank, Mechanized Infantry Combat Vebi
cle, UTTAS (Utility Tactical Transport Air
craft System), Advanced Attack Helicopter
and the SAM-D air defense ystem.

Referring to the Big Five, he said: "If we
concern ourselves with systems that are basic
to the Army' mi ion, then we should reap
the benefit throughout the entire structure."

Otber featured speakers included GEN Wil
liam E. DePuy, commander, Training and
Doctrine Command; LTG Donn R. Pepke,
deputy commander, Forces Command; and
LTG Woodrow W. Vaughan, deputy Com-

mander, Army Materiel Command.
More than 50,000 square feet of Ooor spane

accommodated about 70 Army exhibits and
numerou otber industrial presentations,
ranging from laser technology applications to
fluidics devices.

Exhibition attractions included progress
reports On aircraft weaponry such as the
Advanced Attack Helicopter, with its em
phasis on antiannor capabilities, the Utility
Tactical Transport Aircraft System, and the
XV-15 V/STOL tilt-rotor research aircraft.

The XV-15 V/STOL is a jointly sponsored
NASA/Army project which combi"es both
helicopter and conventional airplane tecb
nology. Features of the system will include a
higb payload lift capability and relatively low
fuel consumption.

Adhering to tradition, the AUSA issued six
position papers. Four of tbese dealt witb na-

tional security issue -"Our National Inter
ests Overseas," "How Much Defense Do We
Need," "Ma"power for Defense," and "The
Army's Reserve Components."

"Why Do We Need An Army?" explains
the role of the Army and its necessity in our
national defense. "Military Compensation:
Pay Benefits and Retirement" advocates sup
port of the proposed nondisability retiremept
program.

The two highest awards the AUSA gives
annually to individual members were also
presented. Ernest L. Massei Jr. of Fayetteville,
NC, received the Anthony J. Dre.el Biddle
Medal for exceptional emces to the AU A.
Dr. Lee Shet'man Dreyfus, president of Wis
consin State University, wa honored with
the President' Medal for five years of service
On the Army Advisory Pa nel on ROTC
affairs. including tru-ee years as its chairman.
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does five of these: maneuvering, marching and ties of man/weapon systems using quick-
moving, using grenades, constructing fighting reaction firing techniques. As a soldier walks
positions, and firing and reloading weapons. along a 400-merer foot trail through woods,

The maneuver subcourse includes four targets pop up at ranges of 60 or 80 meters,
5.yard dashes, a zig-zag Mm, rope bridge. while small arms simulators provide an audio
embarkation net, window obstacle, scaling cue for him.
wall, horizontal ladder, long jump, low crawl, The sensor recording system, linked to a
log mound and a footbridge. computer van, includes microphones, hit-

Progress through this and the otber sub· sensltive silhouette targets, miss-distance ,,,-
courses is controlled by a system of signs and strumentation, and small-arms imulators.
buzzers as cues for moving from one portion The range-control data-acquisition y tern
to the next. Sensors at tbe beginning and end records aU these events on magnetic tape and
of each portion record performance. a number of measures can be extracted: time

Observer/recorders stationed at key points to first round, time to first hit, number of
along CETF aid in data input and test super- hits, time to shift fi.re, etc.
vision. The beart of the range control and data

The march/move hilly track is an unim- acquisition is a Hewlett-Packard 2116A digi-
proved path divided into two half-mile seg- tal computer in a centrally located adminis-
rnents for measurement purposes. The trative area. Computer output provides a VB-

marcb/move flat track is 2% miles long, di- riety of summary data and statistical analysis
vided into balf-mile segments. of the soldier's performance on anyone or all

The grenade emplacement course measures of the tasks 011 the seven Bubcourses.
the effects of clothing and equipment on the Up to 12 soldiers may be tested on the
soldier's ability to throw grenades at a simu- CETF at one tin,e and they normally are
lated machinegun emplacement from dis- drawn from TO&E units at Fort Benning. A
tances of 25 to 35 meters. His time to prepare physical conditioning period for test partici·
and throw as well as bis throwing accuracy pants is written into each test plan.
are measured. Refined metbod~ and instruments for use in

At the grenade window course, the infan- CETF testing are being developed by the
tryman must throw band grenades against a Methodology and Operations Division of the
window/bunker target from six different sites. Infantry Board. A contract was awarded re-

In the hasty fighting position, the oldier cently to ORA-Operations Resea.rch Associ-
prepares his entrenching tool for use and ates to conduct a Field Equipment Test
shovels a predetermined amount of sand Methodology investigation. This will focus on
(from 400 pounds upward) into a hopper. His improvement of botb qualitative and quanti·
time to complete the shoveling task is mea- tative measures used by the board in testing
sured. items of clothing and equipment worn or car·

The quick-fire course measures the capabili- ried by the individual soldier.
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Equipment Test Facility Focuses on Infantryman's Needs
By MAJ Wallace B. Eberhard

Will a new sling for the Ml6A1 rifle ham
per 8n infantryman when. he's climbing an
obstacle? Will a modified entrenching tool
restrict him when he's ready to throw a
grenade?

The U.S. Army Infantry Board's Clothing
and Equipment Test Facility (CETF), estab
lished recently at Fort Benning, GA, will help
provide answers to these and many other
questions. CETF promises to provide more
objective assessments of new and modified
clothing and equipment under e.amination by
the USAIB in its testing mission as part of
the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command.

Sensitivity testing is planned through the
summer, and a full ll{)hedule of tests using
CETF probably will begin in the faU. Infan
trymen chosen to negotiate it in developmen
tal tests will have to run, climb, jump, fire,
throw grenades, dig entrenchments and per
form other tasks considered essential to com
bat success-and most likely to be affected by
their clothing and the equipment carried.

A nonnal test day will involve up to six
hours of running the course. Movements of
soldiers will be monitored and measured by a
variety of electronic pressure pads and photo.
cells connected to a computer that will record
and analyze performance.

Divided into seven subcouTSCS, covering 560
acres, the CETF simulate$ many of tbe cru
cial activities of an infantryman under stress
conditions in combat.

A survey of combat infantrymen from
World War II, Korea and Vietnam produced
a list of tbe tasks conside.red basic to success
in combat. CETF examines a soldier a8 he
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SSG Michael Garcia, Fort Leonard Wood,
MO, take a bearing with a new light
weight azimuth gyro surveying instru
ment during il8 winter evaluation at ATe.

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1973

CH-47C CHINOOK helicopter approaches
landing on tundra in U.. Army Arctic
Test Center million-acre teSt area during
winter operations at Fort Greely, AX, con
ducted by Army Aviation Test Board.

sile strength. Engine oils and lubricalltS Row
sluggishly, if at all. Diesel fuels may clog fuel
lines and stop engines. Tires, when left stand
ing, develop Rat spots and may shatter when
moved.

Windchill adds to the human factors periJ.
In extremes it may freeze exposed areas of
flesh in as little as 30 seconds, thereby accent
ing the criticality of protective clothing. Still,
when a soldier is wearing adequate arctic
gear, he finds it difficult if not impo ihle to
perform many La ks. Baring his hands to load a
riRe, Dip a switch or tum a latch may be an
invitation to painful regret.

TECOM's respon 'bilities involve some
2.300 to 2,400 tests being constantly on the
books. During FY 1973, records showed 942
test completions, including the M6OA1 E2 tank,
M88E1 tank recovery vehicle, the GOER
rough-terrain vehicle. new howitzers, and
components for the Impl'Oved Hawk missile
system.

Among other items tested were the im·
proved Cobra helicopter armament sy tem,
the mobile Roating assault bJidge, new types
of ammunition and fuzes, communication sys
tem components. clothing, new materials, and
cargo handling equipment.

With an authorized staff of 298 military
personnel and 26 civilian employes-
augmented by about 200 TDY personnel
during the winter test season, the Arctic Test
Center conduct" environmental testing on a
wide range of materiel.

During the 1972-73 season, the ATC tested
about 70 items including the CH47C Chinook
helicopter, protective clothing, ammunition,
grenades and rockets, launchers, vehicle heat
ers, survivallcits, tents, and other cold weather
equipment.

The environmental barriers to effective
THIS ARTICLE WAS PREPARED by the mobility in Alaska-mobility that is also of
Army R&D Newsmagazine staff from infor- increasing civilian concern as preparations
matian provided by HQ U.S. Army Test and continue for the Alaska pipe line project to
Evaluation Command, Aberdeen Proving tap the huge oil reserves of the North
Ground, MD, and HQ U.S. Army, Alaska, Slope-are the basic reasons for Arctic testing
Office of the Public Affairs Officer. Grateful operations.
appreciatian is expressed to Lyman L. Wood- Specifically, the barriers are weather ex-
man of USARAL for his contribution. tremes (temperature variations of more than
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How to cope universally with adverse envi·
ronmental conditions by application of ad
vanced technology is now in the public eye as
essential to growth and well-being, but in
meeting its global combat readiness needs the
U.. Army is a pioneering leader in the field.

Re ponsibility for assuring that U.S. Army
communications and weapons systemsJ

ground mobility vehicles, aircraft, protective
clothing, general equipment and other com
bat materiel will do the job they are designed
to do, in all types of environment, with
built-in reliability and maintainability, is a
respOIl ibility of TECOM.

TECOM is the acronym for the Test and
Evaluation Command, whose worldwide mis
sion i accomplished through 14 test centers.
Three are situated to subject all test item
to the mo t gruelling of extreme environ
ments. The tre ful ituations are well calcu·
lated to create "the moment of trutb" for all
sy terns and the men who operate them.

Nowhere, however, are the adverse environ·
mental factors more ruggedly demanding of
men and their instruments of combat readi
ne , the determinative nitty-gritty of man
machine compatibility in extreme conditions,
than at the U.S. !\nny Arctic Test Cl1llter.

Isolated Fort Greely is the home of the
ATC, located between the Brooks Mountain
Range on the north and the Alaska Range on
the south, at the junction of the Alaska and
Richardson Highways, about 105 miles south·
east of Fairbanks and 335 miles northeast of
Anchora e. The ATC is II 659,772-acre testing
ground, a Class 11 activity of the U.. Army
Materiel Command, with TECOM accounta·
ble for command and control.

Mother ature can be beautifully beguiling
or vicariously vicious in the Fort Greely
area-very suddenly. Thermometer readings
in the 80s are quite COmmOn during the sum·
mer; winter temperatures Can hold at 40 be·
low for three or more weeks at a time, and
frequ nUy may be mu h cold r.

The Bolio Lake Test Site, for example, is a
particularly deceptive ighl, a thing of won
drous wild beauty in tbe summer in its setting
of mountains and coniferous trees less than
160 miles below the Arctic Circle. Lake Bolio,
at its best, offers something for everyone
anglers, hunters, trappers, boatsmen, hikers
and picnickers.

When the winter test season sets in, Lake
Bolio is really something else-in fact, its rec
ord low of 81 below zero is second only in
world history to a minu 9O-degrees in Sibe·
ria. Th 6O-man test team at Lakc Bolio,
linked to HQ ATC by telephone and a 9-mile
stretch of snowy, windswept road, eften may
laber in 50 to 60 below temperature.

Cold like tbat make most pI tics and
metals brittle and inRexible. Rubber, leather
and fabrics lose their pliability and their ten·

TECOM '5 Arctic Test Center Integrates Effort ...

Linked to USARAL Training Mission, Emphasizing Far North Mobility
100 degrees in a 24-hour period have been
recorded), problem terrain (mountains, deep
snow, bogs, permafrost), radio and compass
interference and deviations, and short hours
of da 'light for winter operations.

Aircraft bave immeasurably lightened the
mobility and transportation burden during
the century since Alaska was known as "Tbe
Last Frontier." When Signal Corps ILT Wil
liam (Billy) Mitchell <later chief of the Army
Air Corps) reported for duty on the Yukon in
1902, he had to go by dog sled from kagwa~'

over tbe White Pass and down "The Big
treamo"

till many of the envirorunentaJ hardships
that Mitchell endured are substantially the
same-extreme cold. windchill, deep snow.
difficult terrain, obscuring ice fog, and oth r
factors that impede military test operations.
As one test observer expressed it recently;

"When tbe mercury huddles low in the
bulb, the skies are dark continuously for 20
bours a day, the wind blows, and the snow is
deep-mobility, thy name is molasses!" Much
test personnel energ,y is dissipated by the
basic problem of staying alive and safe.

Extremes and vatiations in Alaska"s Yost
ten'ain (586,000 square miles) also give logisti
cia ns headaches. The state has six distinct
geographic areas. Southeastern Alaska (the
Panhandle) is thickly forested, mountainous,
sliced by fiords, dotted with thousands of is
lands, and laced with tremendous glaciers.

The south central area, where !"ort Rich
ardson is locatedJ has soaring mountains,
deep bays, fast streams, and some agricultural
lands and forests.

Alaska's interior is a huge rolling upland
stretching from Canada to the Bering ea.
and sliced by the mighty Yukon and other
powerful riven;.. Towering above the rugged
scenery is 20,32O-foot Mt_ McKinley in tbe
Alaska Range.

Western Alaska is reindeer country, the
home of 28.000 Eskimos, dotted witb thou-
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TOW HEAVY ANTITANK missile is
launched at Arctic Te t Center during
reeord-breakingIowtemperature. Themis
sile streaks into the darkne sat 2:30 p.m.

Tbe 222d Aviation Battalion, U ARAL'
"airline," is authorized 29 Hueys, 22 Chi·
nooks, 5 Flying Cranes, 4 Mobawks, 4 U·21
Utes, and 6 Cobras to serve requirements for
transport, utility, combat. and reconnaissance
aircraft.

In mass moves ucb as the seasonal joint
services major exercises, involving hundreds
of troops and much cargo, C·I30s of the
Alaska Air Command, C-I235 of the Alaskan
Ail' ational Gua.'d, and other transports
from other active Air Force and Reselve or
ganizations in the "Lower 48" States, also get
into the action.

Flexihle fuel bladder "portable filling sta·
tion ," prepositioned in the field, enable air
craft to extend their range in remote areas.

Trucks and the usual tracked vehicles are,
of course, also basic to U.S. Army Alaska
mobility requirements. But when aircraft are
"socked in" by the weather-and the now
gets deep and of such wet, soggy or dry, pow·
dery consistency that movement by foot is
more reliable-the "last resort" may he by
way of skis and snowshoes.

All infrantry battalions are authorized skis.
The 7-foot metal-edge skis adopted as Army
standard 11 years ago are gradually being
replaced with modern commercial skis. A
cable·type, alI·purpose binding used by tbe
Arctic Test Center last winter was found un·
satisfactory.

Snowshoes are issued to all infantry batta
lion members, and a few go to each support·
ing company and hattery. Most shoe are the
trail type, and include the standard 1964
magnesium model and two older wooden ver
sions. A new binding is being t ted a t the
ATC to replace the nylon or leather snowshoe
binding.

The ortherll Warfare Training Center
uses the issue okis and all styles of the Anny
snowshoes in its course of instruction.
Hard-packed or frozen now ridges, however,
are difficult to cross on either sid or
snowshoes. Deep ravines and guJJeys also are
common. Crossing these by muscle-power is
treacherous and time-consuming-particularly
where the upper levels are windswept and
rocky and the hottoms are deep in snow.

Surfa e mobility of the infantry in the bush
in winter i helped (sometimes) by use of the

WATER COVERS MUCH of Alaska during "sled, scow-type, 200-pound capacity." Thi
the summer and improved m.ethods of fiberglass pull-along, called an ahkio, is used
cargo transport across it are the continuing to transport a squad's field gear.
concern of the U.S. Army Arctic Test "Though inadequate," according to a test
Center. SP4 Boyd E. Wilson, Bark Camp, report, "it is the only means now availahle to
KY, crosses Bolio Lake in Trail Truck. (Continued On page 18)
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The ATC operates and maintai the AHen
Army Airfield at Fort Greely. providing an
all-weatber. air· upport capability complete
with tluee runway complemented by a
37,600·square-foot hangar for military air·
craft. The airfield is used by both military
and civilian aircraft, including heavy ca.rgo
planes up to C·141s.

Only a short distance away is • 1,(}()(J-acl'e
clearing used for the conduct of tests on aerial
delivery equipment.

Other ATC facilities include laboratories,
parachute maintenance section, calibration
section, photograpby Clion, vehicle section,
techoical library, computer equipment, and
the communications section.

Materiel testing and troop training opera·
tions in Alaska place heavy emphasis on
"Mobility is the Name of the Game." Increas·
ingly, in recent yea,l"s, the shift to achieve this
objective has been toward air travel, includ
ing USARAL's 1969 and 1972 reorganizations
whicb substantially reduced reliance upon
mechanized ground equipment.

The traditional slogan of ground forces
"The Infantryman Moves by Foot"-still
applies in many Arctic Test Center materiel
and equipment tests and to the troop exercises
of the U.S. Army, Alaska. The motive muscle
power, however, is applied to skis and snow
shoes in winter; hiking and mountain climbing
in summer.

USARAL's main battle force is tbe 172d
Arctic Light Infantry Brigade, headquartered
at Fort Richardson, with part of its strength
at Fort Wainwrigbt. It bas three infantry
battalions (each with an airborne company),
an artillery battalion, and supporting ele
ments, pins Troop E, 1st Air Cavalry.

The first big thrust of the change to air
mobility for the brigade came in July 1970
when tbe CH21 Shawnee "Flying- Banana"
twin-rotor helicopters were replaced by the
first of a fleet of CH-47 Chinook tandom·rotor
ships. Later that year aV-l Mobawk aircraft
were added to the inventory.

USARAL received three CH-54 Sikorsky
Tarhe "Flying Crane" helicopters in the
summer of 1971. They have been used to
move howitzers, trucks and tracked vehicles,
as well as ling-loaded general cargo. Opera
tional capability was enhanced that year by
arrival of OH-58 Kiowa helicopters, and the
tatestaddition has been the AH-I G Huey Cobra,
the first of which came in Octoher 1972.

Brigade headquarters and E Troop together
are authorized 22 Kiowas, 11 Hueys and 9
Cobra. In unit training, and in the smaller
field exercises, troops and equipment are
moved almost entirely by U ARAL aircraft.

sands of lakes, muskeg, and cbaracterized by
strong winds and high humidity over great
expanses.

Southwestern Alaska is a land of contrasts
forested hillsides, mountains, lakes and the
Aleutian Chain of hundreds of miles of in
hospitable, volcanic, fog·ensluouded, wet,
windy. barren Wand. The both region, tbe
Arctic, is rolling tundra, treel and virtually
barren-home of the caribou and currently
promin m as the reservoir of petrol urn and
natural gas reserves.

U.. Army Arctic Test Center operations are
conducted in the 659,772-acre military reser
vation surrounding Fort Greely, but many of
the test activities directly affect the mission
interests of the U.S. Army, Alaska, headquar
tered at Fort Richardson. USARAL's mission
is to train soldiers to fight and survive in a
harsh Arctic environment, under any condi·
tioo of weather, terrain or other adversities.

USARAL is a part of the unified U.S. Alas
kan Command, along with the Alaskan Air
Command. urvival n'aining is linked to
combat readin and therefore to the mili
tary materiel tested in the ATC programs. In
fact, the USARAL Northern Warfare Train
ing Center is located at Fort Greely.

ATC testing facilities include Sawmill
Range, used to test almost every type of
weapon from artillery rounds to helicopter
armament systems. The Known Distance
Range is designed for testing small arm direct
fire weapons under controlled conditions.

Constructed originally for the Davy Crock
ett weapons system, the Recoilless Range is
adaptable to test almost any direct or indirect
fire weapon. The TOW Range, designed to
te t this wire·guided missile system, has tar
get berms at 1,000, 2,000, and 3,000 meters.

The most extensive of the ATC's indirect
fire facilities is the Lamkin Range, which has
two firing pads that can be operated simulta
neously. The Mortar Range has "every facil
ity needed to conduct mortar, artillery, or
explosives tests." The Field Firing Range,
offering 4,000 meters of rolling terrain, was
constructed to test long-range, direct-fire
weapon under actual field conditions, includ
ing a large variety of target configurations.

Additional ATC facilities include a higWy
developed Tank Range to test all types of
large weapons from artillery pieces to air de
fense missile syst.ems, A special Air Defense
Range has been used primarily for testing air
defense systems, but is termed "ideally suit·
ed" for testing any weapon or explosive.

Beales Complex is set up with extensive
facilities to support several test acti\'ities at
one timeJ as is the Small Arms Complex,
which supports the Known Distance, Recoil
less, and TOW Ranges. Included in the
Beales Complex are seven general-purpose
buIldings, quarters for year-around guards,
large equipment and small equipment mainte·
nance huildings, and storage structures.

The Bolio Lake Test Site is a completely
equipped multipurpose facility that can he
used to upport simultaneou ly a number of
test a tivities. This site has supported opera
tion of the Tank Range, Air Defense Range,
and Mortar Range.

Many era -country vehicle and ski trails
lead away from the compound. In addition to
serving as a staging area for field exercises
and maneuvers, the site is considered ideal for
testing clothing, rations and individual sur
vival equipment.

NOVEl\tBER-DECEMBER 1973



Military Radio System Marks Twenty-Fifth Year of Service
MARS, a by-word WIth millions of Ameri- under authority of the Secretaries of the

can servicemen serving overseas, who have Army sod Air Force, membership was limited
used the Military Affiliate Radio System for to military personnel with valid amateur ra-
low-cost telephone patches and written mes- dio operator licenses issued by the Federal
sages to family and friends in lhe United Communications Commission or under regu-
States, marked its 25th anniversary Nov. 26. lations of U.S. overseas commanders.

Prior to the mi ion transfer of the sy tem In November 1950, membership was opened
to the U.S. Army Communications Command to licensed civilians at least 21 years of age
(USACC) at Fort Huachuca, AZ, May I, who had radio stations capable of operating
MARS was under the Department of the on certain military frequencies. Three years
Army Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for later the age limit was lowered to 16 to per-
Communications-Electronics. mit younger radio hams to participate in

The primary purpose of MARS is to pro- MARS prior to formal military service.
vide auxiliary communications for military, As MARS enters illl 26th year of dedicated
civil and disaster relief officials during emer· service to the Armed Forces, the community
gencies. It also serves to train amateur radio and the nation, it salutes some 5,500 military
operators in military communications as well and civilian operators throughout the world.
as handling morale and quasi-official record Typical of the voluoteers serving the system,
and voice traffic for Anned Forces personnel MARS members devote more than 100,000
throughout the world. hours a month handling some 83,000 messages

At the time MARS was estahlished in 1948, and phone-patch calls.
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UNA TRACK KlT mounted on l'A-ton,
4 x 4, M715 cargo truck was evaluated
in October 1.973 at U.S. Army Arctic Test
Center and at Aberdeen (MO) Proving
Ground as a possible mobility extender
for use with Army 2-wheel-drive vehicles.

nam, having a 4-ton payload and a cruise
potential of 60 miles an hour. tn Alaska it
was operated over all types of terrain, plus
snow, ice and water. and in warm and subzero
temperatures.

The Artic experiment showed that the SEV
(also known as hovercraft or air-cushion vehi
cle) has good potential to perform in a
mIlitary logistical role year-around. USAR
AL's report on the trial recommended that a
SEV with a greater payload be acquired and
evaluated by 00 Army Materiel Command
agency.

CRREL researchers are plan.ning to con
duct an advanced field study to dellne more
completely the military potential of the SEV
in Alaska. Experimental use of a demonstra
tion vehicle is contemplated, possibly using
the 25-to-3O-ton payload Voyageur made by
Ben Aerospace in Canada.

USARAL also has tried both single-track
and double-track snowmobiles, but the test
report is that they have oot proved effective
for long-range operations. The rough terrain,
cold extremes and varying snow conditions
plus the vast distances involved-reportedly
pose difficult logistical support problems.

Members of the 1722 Brigade, which has 15
snowmobiles, set forth in March 1973, on a
I,OOO-mile trek from Fort Richardson through
the Alaska Range and on north to Nome,
Alaska. It was a test of the feasibility of such
a movement and 8 survival training mission.

The expectation was that the trip would
take 15 days. Bad traiJ conditio"" and ex
treme cold, plus "numerous mechanical
difficulties," added four days to the estimated
time. Aerial resupply kept the group going.

Snowmobiles have been used by USARAL
in patrolling, carrying light loads of supplies
and equipment (sometimes towing the ahkio),
and skijoring. Experience to date supports the
belief that the snowmobile is "better suited to
recreational use than military operations."

The polar projection map shows Alaaka'a
key position astride the Great Circle Route
between North America and the Orient. Thal,
and the fact of the 49th State's great size,
puts emphasis on the need for a highly mo·
bile, auroraJ-environment-trained military
force, USARAL reports.

USARAL has the environmental expertise.
It has great mobility under favorable Hying
conditions. Recognized is that there is much
room for improvement with respect to suita
ble equipment for surface movement
particularly in summer when thousands of
square miles of wet Hat lands and many fast
rivers are difficult to cross.

ers. The Northern Warfare Training Center re
cently acquired two Thiokol tracked vehicles
that are being considered for logistical sup
port of winter field training, medical evacua
tion, and for packing SnOw On slopes where
ski tTaining is given.

USARAL has stated a requirement for a
surface-effects vehicle (SEV) with a 25 to 30
ton payload capability. The SEV is conceived as
a supplemental means of mobility, and not as
a replacement for aviation, tracked or wheeled
vehicles, command officials emphasize.

Terrain-'vise, it has been determined that
at least half of Alaska is navigable by SEV.
There are times when, and conditions under
which, a SEV might do what nothing else
could accomplish in logistics, USARAL re
ports.

In 1972 USARAL personnel plus scienlists
and engineers from the U.S. Army Cold Re
gions Research and Engineering Laboratory
(CRRELl, HaDOver, NH, conducted a

7-month SEV concept experiment, using a
Bell SK-5, under direction of the USARAL
Combat Developments Section.

The 6\o!!-lon craft used in the experiment
was the kind that had been tested in Viet-

How Cold Does it Get at Fort Greely?
82d Airborne Soldiers Can Answer That

How cold does it get at FortGreely?
Emphaticlanguageinansweringthat
question might be used hy 13 soldiers
of the 82d Airborne Di"ision, Fort
Bragg, NC, who returned from near·
Iy .ix months TOY at the Arctic
Test Center.

Part of the time they .Iept in
unheated tenta when the tempera
ture often was 20 degrees helow
zero, and One time dropped to -57.
Electrodes were taped to hig toes
and faces to record data on physical
condition during tests of protective
clothing.

During the day they tested cold
weather face masks, parka hoods,
military skis and other cold-weather
equipment. Testa included participa
tion in airborne and airmobile
maneuvers, and cross-country treks
on skis and snowshoes with 30
to 45-pound back packs.

only Ones in the U.S. Army-12 in use and one
in reserve.

As this c!alTier di out (no parts or replace
ment available), USARAL will be completely
without mall all-terrain vehicles, a situation
th command "has been fighting for years."

The ATC i testing the military potential
of the commercial ''<'-ton payload Trail Truck
for interim use during development of a de
sired %-ton payload vehieie.

Besides the M-571, USARAL has as
tracked vehicles the M-548, a 6-ton cargo car
rier, and the M-578 recovery vehicle. The
M-548 also tow 105-mm and 155-mm howitz-

ATC COMMANDER COL David J. Schu
macher (center) makes a point during
Environmental Test Planning Conference
conducted by U.S. Army Test and Evalua
tion Command at Aberdeen (MO) Proving
Ground. From left are LTC J. M. Bowers,
U.S. Army Tropic Test Cen ter, Canal Zone;
MG Char!es P. Brown, TECOM com
mander; and William M. Snider, cWef
Test and Engineering Division, Yuma P.G.

(Continued from. page 17)
carry the tent group equipment. A require
ment exists for a lOO-pound ahkio to carry
the equipment of a 5-man fire team."

Another R&D requirement is for an
aU-t.errain squad existence load carrier, light
weight, air-transportable and usable in ski
joring (towing the infantry squad on skis).
One of the three kinds of tracked vehicle
USARAL now uses almost meets this re
quirement. It is the M-571' articulated utility
carrier made in Canada. USARAL has the



Ballistic Missile Defense:
Facility Simulation Model

By Dr. larry Schindler & John J. Healy

Engineers at the U.S. Anny Construction Engineering Research
Laboratory (CERL) in Champaign, IL, are developing a computer
program that will have the capability to develop. on a simulation ba
sis, a conceptual design and cost estimate of a total facility system for
Ballistic Missile Defense (BM D) applications.

Expected to be ready for use in July 1974, the program is being de
veloped with the help of the Huntsville (AL) Division (HND), Corps
of Engineers. The HND is assisting in the development of the cost
data bank, and in the performance of the final validation checks on
tbe program's various components. The work is sponsored jointly by
the Office of the Chief of Engineers (OCE) and tbe Advanced Ballistic
Missile Defen e Agency (ABMDA).

The Problem. Tbe need for less-expensive, quick-response evalua·
tions of hardened BMD facilities concepts was recognized by the
Corps in the late 1960s. Preliminary conceptual designs usually have
consumed severaL man-montbs of study team effort.

Because these studies required relatively significant investments of
time, money and manpower, only a limited number of alternative
designs could be examined for any given facility. aCE, therefore, ini·
tiated a study to determine means of reducing tbe magnitude of these
investments. CERL's role was to attack the problem and solve it.

CERL engineers spent 1971-72 defining and testing possible solu
tions, and selecting tbe most promising approacb. Last July (1972)
they began to develop tbe computer program elements. Primary com·
ponents are the structure module, power module, and Heat
ing-Ventilating-Air Conditioning (HVAC) process cooling module.

The Structure Module simulates the design of the structural por
tions of BMU facilities to resist the effects of a nuclear attack. It pro
vides engineers with an economical, rapid and accurate tool with
wbich to deveLop, on the conceptual level, an estimate of the struc
tural costs of a given BMD facility.

The module alao can be used as an effective tool in examining var
ious configurations of hardened structures to select the optimal one to
atisfy specified requinements.

To arrive at a preliminary design, the structure module requires cer
tain inputs. Requinements of tbe proposed tructures-e.g., hardness
level (overpressure and weapon yield), properties of the building mate
rial, ductility ratio, floor area, and sbock isolation requirements-must
be determined before this module of the program can be implemented.

In tum, the program sizes all members including exterior walls, roof
lab and girders, column and shearwalls, and the foundation.

In addition, t.he module calculates the response of exterior walls,
roof slab and girders, columns and shearwalla; also tbe usable floor
area, building space, and other information which may be required as
input to d ign other portions of the facility.

The computer program determines quantities of materials used in
the facility, and prepares summaries for labor and materials cost.

The Power Module. Because BMD facilities have to be self-sufficient
for the duration of an attack or battle time, they are designed with a
self-contained power system. Components requiring electrical power
include the radar and ita support equipment, the data processor to
handle information from the radar, the communications and control

DR. LARRY SCHINDLER
head Corps of EngiMers Ad
vanced Ballistic Missile Defense
Facilities Program and repre·
sents ABMDA in facilities area.
He received a BE <kgree (1960)
from City College of New York,
mcuter's (1961) and PhD (1968),
all in civil engiMering, from Uni·
versity of lUinois. Registered as
a professional engineer in the
State of Mississippi, his career
inclu<ks 10 years in R&D and
R&D management and two
years in university·level teaching.
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equipment, and the internal environment control system (HVAC and
process cooling).

The power module of the facility design simulator uses power de
mand of the facility and the required operating time during attack to
examine various alterna bve power sources to select an optimal system
for tbe facility under consideration.

The module can exalnine five alternative types of power systems:
diesel generators, gas-turbine generators, hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells,
zinc-oxygen batteries, and storable-propellant turbo-alternators.

Tbe power module defines those cbaracteri tics of the power system
which affect other parts of the BM D facility, including: the volume of
space occupied by tbe power system, ita weigbt, its fuel consumption
and heat rejection, air i.ntake volume (if any), and estimated illitial
and 0 perating costs.

The HVAC Modllie identifies components that will be required on
the basis of specified requirements. By examining tbe size and power
requirements, location, weather conditions at tbe site, population of
the facility and how it will be used with regard to internal heat gener
ation, the module prepares a preliminary design for the HVAC. In
cluded is an estimate of tbe initial inve tment and the operation and
maintenance costs.

The computer program also selects HVAC equil,ment, ductwork for
the facility as well as the air conditioning requirements for internal
heat sources, and tbe floor area and volume of the facility which must
be devoted -to tbe HVAC and process cooling systems.

The Executive Program. Wbile all three modules of the facility de
sign simulator can he used separately to identify feasible olutions in
the structure, power, and HVAC areas, tbe Executive Program will
compare tbese individual solutions at their interfaces. It will make any
adjustments required, and will develop a feasible solution for the facil
ity as a whole. The interface between the structure and eacb of the
other modules is a first step in this development.

The Cost Estimator data bank for the computer program is being
developed by HND. In addition to quantity take-offs from tbe three
primary design simulator modules, it will define co ts incurred in such
facilities subsystems/components such as electrical distribution. blast
valves, arcbitectural finishing, real estate, site development, and opera
tions and maintenance.

Program Implications. The facility design simulator and cost esti·
mator shows significant promise for reducing investment in time and
cost required for planning hardened BMD facilities. A major portion
of concept evaluation tudie, requiring several months and costing
tens of tbousands of dollars when done by the tyllical design team
will-with the use of the program-eost less than SS,OOO and take less
than two weeks. A typical computer run requires ooly 30 sys
tem-seconds On the CDC 6600.

The computer program has other advantages. It permits the exami
nation of variations of configurations to select rapidly a cost-effective
solution for the specified facility requirements. It can also be used to
identify promising areas of researcb relevant to the design and opera·
tion of these facilities.

For example, if an advancement in battery technology would enable
a facility to be powered more economically, then more research money
might be allotted to such studies, resulting in long. term savings.

Individual modules of the program are currently being used in facil
ity concept studies in support of advanced BMD system requirements.
Weapons systems personnel soon will bave a tool that provides them
witb a way to look at a number of options for defense system
concepts-in a sbort period of time and at low study costs.
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USAFSTC Building, Charlotteaville, VA

"subscribers." The A TlB is published by the
Adj utant General's Office and receive wide
distribution within the Army.

Quick reaction tasking may also be levied
on USAFSTC when the normal FIPR route
will not provide timely intelligence. When a
reply is needed within 10 days, and the capa
biHty exista within the Oenter to produce the
required intelligence, the USAFSTO is au
thorized to reply directly to such requesta.

Information is supplied to many cu tomerS
based on their Statement of Intelligence In
terest (SH), which, within AM C, will he pre
pared by an FlO and then sent to USAFSTC
for action. Responses to an SUr however, pro
vide only raw, unprocessed information-not
finished, analyzed intelligence.

Special intelligence reports and studies also
may he ordered from the USAF TC. Knowl
edge of many such reports may be gained
through the Central Information Reference
and Control (CIRC) system. This tri-Service
information storage and retrieval system is
operated by the Foreign Technology Division,
Air Force ystems Command for the DrA.

The CIRC data base exceeds 800,000 re
ports and is primarily from the Soviet Bloc
open source literature dating to 1963. Supple
menting this source, for infonnation on (."{)UD

tries and subjects not available through tbe
OIRC, is SATIRE (Scientific and Tecbnical
Information Reviewed and Exploited).

SATIRE, published by the USAFSTC, in
cludes contents of periodica Is, abstracta or
extracts of material as requested by users,
and book exploitation reports or annotated
tables of contents for selected monographs
and sbort translations.

When the USAFSTC is not able to provide
requested information from internal holdings,
every effort is made to tap external sources
such as the Library of Congress, mA, Central
JnteWgence Agency, Atomic Energy Commis
sion, and Libraries of other U.. Government
agencies.

Finally, when aU these source fail to yield
the desired information, the USAFSTC may
prepare an Intelligence Collection Require
ment (lOR). When approved by the DIA, this
serve a a mea.JlS for worldwide collection of
infonnation as specifically requested.

From the above it sbould be apparent that
a considerable amount of scientific and tecb
nical intelligence is available for the asking.
The policy is: "Ask, and the USAFSTC will
do ita best to supply your needs."
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and is a graduate of the National War Col·
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that upport directly the intelligence require
ments of tbe Department of Defense.

Requests for the production of a finisbed
study or report are levied on the USAFSTC,
or one of the other production agencies, in the
form of a Foreign Intelligence Production
Requirement (FlPR).

Within the AMC, the FIPR would be pre
pared by the activity's Foreign Intelligence
Officer (FlO). The FIPR is processed through
channels (AMC and/or OACSI) to the De
fense Intelligence Agency for approval.

The USAFSTC tben is directed to prepare
the report or study, although it may have
been consolidated with other requirements of
a similar nature by any of the approving au
thorities. Production of the report/study may
take from 12 to 18 months, with each of the
requesting agencies receiving a CODV when dis
tribution is made.

Meanwhile, the requesting agencies wi II be
on distribution for any current intelligence
products tha t may provide partial answers to
their questions. Current intelligence products
authored by USAFSTC analysts include the
Weekly Wire, the Biweekly Scientific and
Technical Intelligence Summary (BSTIS),
and the Army Scientific and Technical Intel
ligence Bulletin (ASTIB).

Distribntion of the Weekly Wire ia limited
to about 40 addressees, mostly general officers
and key civilians. The BSTlS is targeted
specifically at tbe AMC laboratories and arse
nals through their FIOs, but does reach other
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USAFSTC
Serves With MilA, MIA
In Providing Intelligence
To R&D Planners, Managers

Scientific and Technical (S&T) Intelligence,
concerning foreign technology and weapon
systeros critical to U.S. Army research and
development planners and decision-makers, is
produced by three organizations within the
Department of the Army.

The Medical Intelligence and Information
Agency (MilA) reports to the Army Surgeon
General, the Missile Intelligence Agency
(MIA) is assigned to the Army Missile Com
mand, and the U.. Army Foreign Science
and Technology Center (U AFSTC) is an
element of the U.. Army Materiel Command.

All elements of the Army may establish
tbeir needs and task these aJ:8ncies for S&T
Intelligence support through the Assistant
Chief of Staff for Intelligence (ACSI), pro
vided a need-to-know exista for specific stud
ies, reports, and other documents.

'l'his al1:icl.e, however, discusses the work of
only the USAFSTC, located at 220 Seventh
Street, N. W., Charlottesville, VA, about a
2-hour and 20-minute drive from the Penta
gon, Washington, DC.

Like the MlIA and the MIA, the
USAFSTC operationa involve the processing,
analysis, interpretation, evaluation and inte
gration of information concerning:

• Foreign developments in bssic and applied
research in the natural and applied sciences.

• Applied engineering techniques.
• Technical characteristics, capabilities, and

limitations of all foreign military BY tems,
weapons, weapon sy tems and materieL as
well as R&D related thereto, and the produc
tion methods employed.

The authorized staffing of the USAFSTC is
450 civilians and 47 military personnel. About
190 are analysts with professional skills in the
pbysical. life, and engineering sciences. They
are trained for the production of finished in
telligence studies, reports and briefingS as
authorized by Defense Intelligence. Agency
(DIA), the Office of the Assistant Chief of
Staff for InteUigence (OACSI), and AMC.

An additional 100 profe"'ional personnel of
the USAFSTC are engaged in information
services or collection requirements activities
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Fig. 3. Sensor output characteristics
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Fig. 3 illustrates the sensing capability of
the bridge with the high-gain amplifier, Tbe
output differential pressure cbanges by about
5.5 kPa (O.Bpsi) for a change of 10 percent
CO,_ This signal can be monitored with con
ventional readout equipment (e.g" inexpensive
transducer or pressure gauge). The slight non
linearity in this curve is introduced by the
characteristics of the amplifiel·,

The only significant dynamics in the sens
ing system are the time delay from gas source
to 5e11801' and the time lag in the readout de
vice. Tbese lags are usually insignificant;
however, trsde-offs could be made if it were
necessary to improve the J'esponse time.

Results of the experimental tests indicate
that the sensor is capable of measuring from
0.01 to 100 pe:rcent CO, in air. Although ac
tual output readings are dependent upon vari
ations in bridge pressure. temperature. hu
midity. amplifier gain, etc.• most parameters
can be controlled to expect an accuracy
equivalent to better than :!:0.1% CO, in
air. The sensing system, including tbe resis
tor bridge. flueric amplifier and an aspil'ator
to create the uction pressures required. can
be packaged i" a laminated, diffusion-bonded
stack. The result would be an inexJ>ensive.
small, durable system tbat in some applica
tions would require no electronic instrumen
tation.

= G kX

x

k

Fig. 2. Experimental hardware

gain of 26, wbicb for this application was oper
ated with suction ar,plied to its vents.

The Rueric sensor was operated with a
bridge pressure, P" of 20 kPa (2.90 psi) and
the amplifier with a vacuum, P" of 12,5 kPa
(1.86 psi) applied to the vent region, The flow
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= a gain constsnt dependent upon sen
sor geometry and reference ga prop-
erties (maximum absolute value =
0,1716)
gas sensitivity constant dependent
upon the density and viscosity of
tbe sample gas relative tn the refer
ence gas
volume concentration of the gas to
be measured in the sample gas,
Thus, for a given gain constant,
the relative sensitivities of various
gas combinations can be repre·
sented by the relative values of k.
TabLe I shows the theoretical
values of k for a number of gases.

Data were gathered with mixtures of CO,
in air. Experimental hardware, Fig. 2, con
sisted of brass laminates sandwiched between
two plexiglas plates (thel'mal insulators) and
two brass plates, with identical flow channels,
one for the sample gas and the otber for the
reference gas.

The unit also contains a high-gain Laminar
flueric proportional amplifier with a pressure

Po.
where

G
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Fig.!. FluidicresistorbridgeconcentratioD
sensor

A New Fluidic Concentration Sensor
By Robert L. Woods and James W. Joyce

Many situations require the measurement pressl1re.
of the conC ntration of one gas in anotber. The pressure at the point between tbe two
Example include the measurement of car- resistors in the sample ranch varies with the
bOil dioxide (CO,) in exbaled breathing gas, concentration of the ga to be measured due
CO.2 levels aboard space vehicles in an oxy- to changes in viscosity and density of the
gen-nitrogen environment and CO: and oxy- mixture. For low concentrations. the pressure
gen (0,1· levelS 'in a primarily helium (He) difference, /loP" b tween this point in the
environment for deep-sea projects, sample gas branch and tbe pressure at tbe

Among drawbacks of most current gas con- corresponding point in the reference gas
centration analysis devices are tbat they are branch can be approximated by the following
too expensive, not portable. and too time- equation:
consuming for measurement. .6.P~

A fluidic gas concentration sen~r that over·
comes some of these shortcomings was de
veloped at the Hal'l"y Diamond Laboratories
(HDL) in 1970, This device contains two
fiueric oscillators that generate frequencies
proportional to tbe density of the gas sam-
ples. ince two oscillators are used, concen-
tration relative to a reference gas can be mea-
sured. These AC signals must be processed
electronically (or fluidically) to determine the
relative concentration.

A more recent development at HDL has
produced a simpler, more desirable fluidic
conc~ntration sensor that generates a direct
analog pressure signal proportionaL to the rei·
ative. gas concentration in a continuous
manner.

The sensor consists of a passive resistor
bridge into which sampLe and reference gases
are entrained. The output signal from the re
sistor bridge can be fluerically amplified to
provide a sufficiently large output signaL that
can be detected by inexpensive transducerl
readout systems, The system offers small ize,
low expense, and fast response time with ac
curacy and resolution far exceeding require
ments of many present applications.

The main component of the SenSor includes
two flow cbannels consisting of linear resis·
tors (laminar /low resistors) and nonlinear
resistors (orifices) as shown in Fig, I. A con
stant negative pressw'e, P b , is applied to the
bridge so that the reference and sample gases
can be drawn into the sen or from ambient



BALLISTIC MISSilE
DEFENSE

6.1 6.2 6.3

Figure 6
Otber air mobility related needs will be men
tioned later in this presentation.

Technology base support of air defense is
difficult to identify. Most of the effort in Air
Defense is in Engineering Development for
systems such as LOFAADS (Low Altitude
Forward Area Air Defense System), Stinger
and SAM·D (See Figure 6). One of the domi
nant goals of future air-defense systems is a
multimission capability to attack both sur·
face and airborne targets. Consequently,
many missile and gun technology studies tend
to lose their identity with air defense as a
distinct mission. Certain advanced aspects of
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Figure 7

ballistic missile defense, such as propulsion
and radar, are also applicable to future
air-defense missions.

Over-all, the needs of air defense can be
summarized as: higher burning rate missile
propellants; better IFF techniques; improved
sensors and seekers; integrated radar-elec
tronic wa.rfare capability; and multim.i<lsion
warheads.

As depicted in Figure 7, there are no Army
programs in 6.1 research and 6.4 advanced
development that may be tagged as directly
contributing to BMD (Ballistic Missile De
fense). Work in air defense and electronies
provides secondary contributions to BMD. In
fact, before FY 73, aU BMD effort was tagged
to 6.3. A new exploratory development proj
ect was structured with the realization of the
long-range nature of technology needed to
upgrade BM D systems.

We need cheaper and simpler approacbes 10
BMD. We need greater propulsion capability,
with attention focUBing more immediately on
'the advanced terminal interceptor. We need
to think ahead to lhe next generation of the
BMD solid-state radar. We need to work out
better way to handle all the da ta that tllis
new radar wiIJ generate.

BMD system software is called upon to
perform all engagement tasks including desig
na tion and discrimination of the threat,
tracking of reentry objects, alloca tion and
guidance of interceptors, and internal-defense
system opera tions. The magnitude and com
plexity of the tasks are great; complete
real-time control software requires hundreds
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***The adoption of such a goal would caU for
increased attention to improve tank propul
sion units. A more agile tank would also de
mand a better stabilized gun mount, faster
target acquisition and sighting, and nearly
automatic tracking and firipg-all in an
over-all sequence of a rew seconds.

Field artillery support for both gun and
missile systems is shown in Figure 4. The larg
est problem needing answers is achieving
quicker first round fire-for-effect through bet
ter gun and target location and application of
corrections. Efforts toward improving our
capabilities for locating the target and expe
diting the processing of firing data for artil·
lery are receiving increased attention. Our
intent is to exploit technological advaoces to
enhance first·round hit and kiU.* AIR MOBILITY

6.1 62 6.3 6.'

Figure D
We need to move ahead in our capability

for terminal homing on targets, to strive for a
truly launch-and-forget system, using what
ever passive sensory systems we can devise
that sorts target data from background noise.
The potential in this direction is tremendous.

We also need to take a new look at inex
pensive free rockets for direct and indirect
fire. We need to realize all of the potential
that the soft-recoil system promises. We need
to work in the direction of automating our
field artillery combat units. We need to pur
sue numerous opportunities to modernize and
improve the effectiveness of field artillery
firepower.

Air mobility funding is presented in Figure
5. One characteristic of this program lacking
in the others is the "Complete Machine" con
cept in which subsystems are co·developed
with major end-items. An example of this is
electronics. This technology is not identified
directly with any of the other combat areas;
however, it is an integral part of the aviation
package-avionies-and work in this field par
allels new aircraft development.

Alr mobility R&D also stands out a a vivid
example of a well·integrated and balanced
effort in each stage from basic research to
system deployment. Funding is progressively
greater as requirements sre defined. Ele
ments, readily identifiable with air mobility,
contribute to components that ill turn are
used to build systems.

A comparison similar to the air mobility
program cannot be extracted from the budget
data for any other combat area. No other
combat area is also SO visible to Congress.
The requirements for aircraft in terms of the
UTTAS, AAH, HLH, and Aerial Scont
should also be well known to industry.

We do need to ex tend aircraft night
operation capability. We also need new ap
proacbes to aircraft survivabili ty and means
to promote aircrew safety and survivability.

.s
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(Con.tinued from inside front cover)
complex and co tly as other arms might re·
quire. In addition, the infantryman benefits
from developments for the other materiel
area . His main requirements are for mall
arms, clothing and upport equipment.

The infantryman need a new rifle some
time in the future that will use the same
ammunition as his automatic weapons. He
needs a manportahle antitank weapon with

SPEAKING ON

6.1 6.3

Figure 4
tank, advanced technology has now made the
tank vulnerable to air-launched weapons.

Much attention is being given to the rela
tionship of mobility and agility to survivability.
A comprehensive simulation methodology is
required to determine the effectiveness of
mohility on the battlefield. Simulation experi.
ence to date points toward the necessity of a
more agile tank system.

6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4

Figure 3
greater firepower, range and hit probahility.
He needs better protective equipment, better
personnel armor. He needs great improvement
in detecting and removing his most recent
and most destructive threat-mines.

All of our efforts grouped under the heading
of "Individual Soldier" also tend to be directly
supportive of our infantryman. He will be the
greatest benefactor of General Abrams' an·
nounced goals of improved readiness, tactics,
leadership, trairring, motivation and supporl

Annor operations, like infantry operations,
include a ""mplex association of combat units.
A combination of tanks, vehicles, support
ing artillery, and air cavalry is involved. The
funding support of this combat area, shown in
Figure 3, is the least visible of any in our R&
D budget structure. With the exception of
support for the XM-l tank, funding for other
armor-related developmental efforts is mini
mal.

A number of big questions need to be an
swered to improve armor operations tech
nology. The target acquisition problem for
bo th ground and au targets needs to be
solved. Although the principal threat to a
tank .is generalJy considered to be another

:~ FIELD ARTILLERY
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Atmospheric Sciences
Theme Review at NCAR

could be just as applicable for all Army
RDTE efforts. These goals are:

, Technical superiority
· Cost avoidance
• Improved reliability, availability, mam

tainability
· Increased human effectiveness
In addition to the emphasis on relevance,

we are filtering our programs through these
goals. Our observations to date have been
most encouraging, even for our university re
search investigations.

In clo ing, I should touch on what I feel is
One of the grea test needs of Army research
and development-a need still searching for a
solution. Indu try is involved in only about
one-third of our technology base efforts, and
three-fourths of our development effort, but is
the producer of most of our weapon systems.
What these figures say is that we may be
waitmg too long to bring industry into our
conceptual th.inldng for technological im
provements, advanced components and new
systems.

We could strengthen our technology base
even more by reaching out to industry for
help. Together we should explore new ways of
increasing our technology i.nterchange~ im
provi.ng our infonnaJ communications and
clarifying OUT needs in a common endeavor of
strengthening our technolngy base and assur
ing the most efficient and effective utilization
of our technical assets.

(Continued from poge 9)

Study of the Diurnal Mountain-Valley Wind
Circulation, Wen Tang, Institute for torm
Research, University of St. Thoma: Trace
Chemicals in Tropical Atmosphere, Dr. John
Pate, NCAR; and

Propagation of Infrasonic Waves in the
Atmosphere, Dr. N. K. BaLachandran, Colum
bia University; Measurement of Tropospheric
Structure with A High Resolution Lidar, Dr.
Edwin W. Eloranta, University of Wisconsin;
Development of Drop Growth Theory in the
One-Half to Ten Micron Size Range, Dr. J. C.
Carstens, University of Missouri-Rolla; Rela
tive Importance of Vapor Deposition and
Contact Nucleation in Cloud Seeding with
Agl, Dr. Ulrich Katz, Calspan Corp.;
Modification of Cyclone cale Precipitation,
Dr. Ferdinand Baer, Un,iversity of Michigan;
and Precipitation Scavenging of Organic Con
taminants, Dr. R. N. Lee, Battelle NW Labs.

About 50 scientists from Army laboratories,
the Boulder research community, and re
search organizations supported by ARO at
tended the meeting. Dr. John Firor, director
of NCAR, gave the welcome address.

Session chairmen included Dr. David Atlas,
chief of the Atmospheric Technology Divi
sion, NCAR; Dr, Arthur Dodd, director of the
Environmental Sciences Division, ARO; Mar
vin Diamond, deputy director, Atmo pheric
Sciences Laboratory, WSMR; and Dr. Leo
Alpert, chief nf the Atmospheric Sciences
Branch, ARO.

Dr. Hermann Robl, ARO chief scientist,
chaired an executive session at which the
quality of the present program was reviewed.
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of tbousands of instructions and hundreds of an enemy. Important also is the protection of
man-years of development effort. the friendly soldier-increasing the likelibood

A primary goal of the software program is of his surviving and avoiding injury while
to devise methods for building software faster doing his assigned job. Research on better
and cbeaper with enough flexibility to allow personnel armor and aircrew and combat ve
changes to be made quickly. We need to im- hiele safety is part of the effort directed to
prove our optical sensors to make them more this purpoee.
sensitive, more reliable, and more discrimina- Mo t of my comments have been hard sci
tory. We need to do ali of these th,ings in the ences-oriented. Behavioral and Social Sci
environment of the Strategic Anns Limita· ences, bowever, are increasing investigation of
tion Agreement and the arena of redefined new trammg, education, and leadership eva 1
objectives. uation as part of the emphasis on help,ing the

Each of the areas that I have briefly men- individual soldier.
tioned depends, in some way or another, On Improved field medical techniques offer
,~ COMMO. ELECTRONICS. INTEL. another contribution to this goal.
~ STANO. AND CMD 8< CONTROL Laser technnlogy, both low- and high-

".- energy. is expanding with needs covering
such topics as new frequency regimes, im
proved reliability, communications applica
tionsJ atmospheric interaction, increased
power utilization efficiency, new designs, de
tection and defense techniques, and protec
tion of personnel.

Nuelear effects mainly involve detection
and assessment of the interaction of electro
magnetic pulses with materials, system com
ponents! and communications.

Air mobility needs are primarily in tbe d,i
rection of reduced specific fuel consumption,
increased thrust per unit weight, and the sub
stitution of composites and other materials
mto airframe construction for greater reliabil
ity. Ground mobility objectives are geared
toward the ground-mobility model reported in
the July-August 1973 Ordnnnce Magazine.
Mogazine.

Our electronics effort are aimed in the di
rection of greater miniaturization, increased
reliability and mamtainability, reduced cnst
and interoperability.

Wnrk on propellants for guns is being done
with the intent of improving the understand
ing of combustion and ignition processes. Our
explosives work is primarily in support of a
planned modernization of our explo ives
manufacturing capability to reduce co ts and
pollution. Other environmental programs are
under way to reduce ground vehicle and air
craft emissio ns.

Another goal is to develop an automated
meteorological data-gathering, interpretation,
and distribution capability, with output as
near real·time requirements as possible.

We are capitalizing on our computer tech·
nology base through development of im
proved software, increased utiJization of com
puters, and interoperability.

Army efforts on military energy conversion
still emphasize the upgrading of electrical
power sources for all Anny applications. Na·
tional policies on the energy situation may
soon dictate revised goals to our program.

An increasing trend is to strengthen the
technology base. This is especially important
because of the long-range parallel trend now
developing to use the technology base for life
extension of existing weapon systems through
an upgrading of major components. This lat
ter trend is supported by the fact that there
are no big system new starts scheduled by the
Army in FY 74.

Discussions behind the scenes also inmcate
more plannmg for product-improved systems.
During the past year we identified four gen
eral goals for the technology base, which

6.2 6.3

Figure 8
the advancements tha t can and are being
made in communications and electronics de
vices, Figure 8. There is more unused poten
tial for advancement and change as the result
of th.e application of electronic devices to fu
ture combat than any other tecbnolORY I know.

Besides applications already mentioned, we
need to take a giant step forward to the real
time command, control and communications
systems of tomorrow's integrated battlefield
control system. We must make greater use of
satellite communications for reliable source
links from point to point. We must build
greater security into tactical communications.

We must also plan for alternative back-ups
and protective means in case of failures or
breakdowns at any PQint in our integrated
systems. We need a new generation of elec
tronic warfare anu night-vision devices. In
support of aU gadgetry, we need to take a
renewed look at the electrical power sources
that are essential in the maLiest to the larg
est devices functioning.

I will now discuss the technology base
which will be the source of future Army
weapons systems. In budgetary language, the
technology base is a combination of research,
exploratory development, and nnnsystems
advanced development efforts. The Army
technology base is about one-fourth of the
total Army ROTE (Research, Development,
Test and Evaluation) budget. As Director of
Army Research, I am responsible for Army
General Staff supervision of the technology
base.

Within the technology base, emphasis is
being placed on the following areas: Indi
vidual soldier; medical technology; laser tech
nology; nuclear effects; air mobility; electron
ics; propellants and explosives; environmental
factors; ground mobility; computer tech
nology; and military energy conversion. This
list is in approximately descending order of
priority, but not necessarily in order of dollar
ranldng, and I now will comment briefly on
each of the II areas.

Effort in support of the individual soldier
involves not only enhancmg ability to defeat



Advancing blade concept research vehicle (artist's concept).

nonBapping, highly loaded rotor could now be kept within tolerable
limits.

One of tbe mare significant events was wind tunnel testing of a
full- cale. 40-foot-diameter ABC rotor in the NASA-Ames 40' x SO'
wind tunnel. DUling thi program, the rotor was tested at 25 combina
tion of flight condition, up to a maximum advance ratio of 0.91 and
up to an advancing blade tip Mach number of 0.83.

Although the wind tunnel tests were not comprehensive, the results
verified the aeromechanical stability and tructural integrity of the
rotor under the conditions tested.

In December 1971, the Eu tis Directorate of the .S. Army Air
Mobility R&D Lab at Fort Eustis, VA, awarded a contract to ikor
ky Aircraft Division of United Aircraft to design, fabricate, and flight

te t an ABC-configured research aircraft.
pecific aircraft d ign requiremen were kept to a minimum to

permit tbe necessary trade-off Bexibility in arriving at a balanced but.
of nece 'ty, highly compromised design. Aircraft target design peed
was 140 to 170 knots in the pure helicopter mode and up to 300 knots in
the auxiliary propelled helicopter mode, using two J-60 turbojets to
provide the borizontal thrust.

Tbe target design point was bover out of ground effect at sea level.
95 F. at design gross weight in tbe compound helicopter configuration.
Maneuver objectives were rather severe for the basic helicopter and
included the ability to achieve ustained load factors of 2.Sg in the
peed range of 70 knot to 170 knots with satisfactory maneu\'ering
tability and stress levels in all critical components limited to not

more than 150 percent of their fatigue endurance limits.
Primary empha i was placed on acquisition and analy is of rotor

da ta to be obtained during the flight program. Typical areas to be in
vestigated included:

• Rotor bebavior during a broad spectrum of test conditions.
• ABC rotor inherent capabilities, limitations, and best operational

conditions.
• Demonstration of concepts and theories originating from analytical

tudie and wind tunnel tests.
• Dynamic loads, vibrations, stability, control and tlying qualities,

flight control systems, maneuver capability, autorotational entry, and
aerodynamic performance throughout the operational flight envelope.

Under the existing contract, two ABC research aircraft are being
fabricated and a flight test program of 50 hours will be conducted. To
substantiate the structural integrity of the rotor and drive system, a
Propulsion System Test Bed (PSTB), capable of testing all dynamic
components as an integrated system, will be operated for 100 bours.

Prior to the first flight, the P TB will be operated for 50 hours at
load levels in exc of the predicted flight loads. The last 10 hours of
this testing must be accomplished uninterrupted by any significant
malfunction.

Additionally, a minimum 2: 1 ratio of PSTB test time to flight time
must be maintained throughout tbe flight test program. Also, a
rUfferential of at least 40 hours must be maintained between PSTB
test time and f1igbt test time.

The PSTB wa successfully opera ted for the first time Feb. 28, 1973
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Army Considers Feasibility of Helicopter Advancing Blade Concept
By Harvey R. Young

The Advancing Blade Concept (ABC) in helicopter design is a coax-.
ial, counterrotatin~ "rigid" rotor with several potential advantages
over Ii tandard rt rotor y terns.

With this concept, the feasibility of which will be tested this fall. the
aerodynamic lift in forward flight is carried primarily on the advancing
blades and is not limited to the lift that can be developed on the re
treating side of the rotor disc. Tbus, problems of retreating blade stall
are largely eliminated.

As with otber coaxial belicopters, a tail rotor is not required for an
titorque purposes; yaw control at lower speeds is produced by
differential main rotor torque.

Witbout flapping hinges, lead-lag hinges, and associated hardware,
the rigid rotor eliminates the maintenance normally required for tbese
components. uper-stiff rotor blades preclude excessive deflections
under high loads and permit rotor slowing for bigh-speed applications
where the advancing blade tip Mach number must be kept below ap
proximately 0.85.

Potential advantages may be summarized as follows: (1) ability to
overcome some of the aerodynamic Limitations of conventional rotors.
(2) superior maneuverability, (3) reduced complexity, (4) deletion of
tail rotor and associated hardware, (5) compact configuration, and (6)
higb-speed capability with horizontal thrust augmentation.

With all these possibilities, why then has it taken so long for this
concept to evolve into a flight test program? The answer is technical
risk, in this case, the uncertainty of being able to accomplish in the
real world what is theoretically possible on paper.

The uncertainty includes the inability to predict, with a high level
of confidence, acceptable dynamic behavior of the rotor system
throughout the entire spectrum of ground and flight conditions. Then
tbere is the difficulty of even predicting forcing functions accurately,
due to rotor-rotor interfereuce and similar effects. Some decades ago a
flapping hinge was invented to solve blade tress and dissymmetry of
lift problems, yet the ABC reverts back to a design that not only pre
veuts (conventional) blade-flapping but compounds the stress problem
by using increased blade loadings.

Tbe fundamental challenge of ABC design was to arrive at an ac
ceptable rotor system compromise. The rotor must be aerodynamically
efficient with respect UI lift/drag ratio. ft must also be structurally
capable of reacting to extremely high bending moments, yet light
enough to keep from defeating the entire concept!

Sev ral programs were undertaken by Sikorsky Aircraft Division,
developer of the ABe-initially to explore tbe possibilities of this rotor
concept and later to reduce the technical risks enumerated here.

Programs included both theoretical work and actual test with ex
perimental hardware. They dealt primarily witb materials and manu
facturing technology, design concepts. and wind tunnel programs.

Materials investigation showed that titanium, witb the ptoper met
allurgic".! characteristics, could be produced in a usable form, with
fatigue allowables nearly twice those previously considered for tita
nium. Tbis meant that the weigbt penalty previously associated with a



with only power-absorbing clubs installed. The present scbedule calls
for in tailing the rotor blade sets and initiating the rotor stress and
motion/dynamic response survey in May 1973. If this test is succe ful,
endurance testing will follow.

Flight testing is scheduled to begin in August 1973, contingent upon
the outcome of all the laboratory tests, bencb t - ,ground tests, etc.

One of the most important questions to an wer is: Wbich results are
truly germane to the ABC and whicb are incidental to the test
program? In trying to answer this question, several otbers must be
answered first.

For example, what was the magnitude of the design compromise in
building the research aircraft to provide the capability for both con·
ventional and high-speed flight? What performance gain would be real·
ized by pre-tilting the rotor/transmission forward to reduce drag for
conventional speeds, or by tilting the rotor/transmission backward for
optimizing high-speed flight?

Other questions are: What would he the over-all advantage of using
high-modulus material in the blade spars to reduce weight, drag, and
vehicle height? What is the feasibility of reducing the size of tbe
t:ransmi ion/rotor shaft tlu'ough redesign or new mat.,;als? What
penalt is associated with using two turbojet engines for horizontal
thrust and two additional engines for lift rather than two convertible
fan shaft engines as combined lift/thrust engintls?

Researchers also want to know how much rotor maneuver "muscle"
is actually usable, i.e., what maximum angular acceleration is the ro·
tor capable of producing within the constraints of blade tip clearance
and stresses, and as limited by opposing moments generated by a bori
zontal stabilizer sized to meet static stability criteria?

Testing also will yield information on the benefits and penalties that
might result frnm incorporating a more sophisticated flight control

sy tern to improve handling qualities. (The present design is trictly a
mechanical push.pull system, without stability augmentation but with
ground adjustable features as well as provision for varying gains and
control couplings electrically in flighl)

Flight test data will be analyzed in depth. Load prediction and de
sign criteria will be compared with actual measurements. The amount
of I' ver" or "under" design of components will be estimated and trans·
lated into weight savings or penalties.

Vibration charactelistics will he e~amined to determine the vibra·
tory "g" levels at the pilot station and at a transmission mount. Dy
namic interaction between fuselage and rotor components which pro
duces spurious loads and which can be attributed to a imple dynamic
mismatch (correctable) ,vill, hopefuIJ , be sorted out.

Aerodynamic performance will be reviewed critically in an attempt
to calculate rotor L/D ratios, figure of merit, propulsive force limita·
dons, specific range, elC. Pilot work load and tability characteristics
will be e~amined and problem classified with respect to tho believed
solvabl using proven teChnique in artificial stabilization.

The need for basic changes in the contTOI system, including feedback
devices, will be evaluated. Control power, damping, and respon , par·
ticularly about the yaw axis, will he compared with MIL Spec require·
men and other helicopters.

In addition, qualitative assessments will be made of the maintain·
ability and reliahility implications, the compact configuration, lower
noise signature potential, etc.

Through te ring the entire ABC aircraft in a helicopter environment
and permitting the various subsystems and components to interact
dynamically, we will be ahle to judge the feasibility of this concept.
The data nece ary to make this judgment should start arriving in
the near fu ture.
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AMRDL Grants $5 Million for Helicopter R&D Effort
Efforts to advance the state·of.the-art of

Army helicopter performance and mainte
nance are being extended through $5,078,757
in recent research contracts awarded by the
U.S. Army Air Mohility R&D Laboratory
(AMRDL), Moffett Field, CA.

Six contracts with Bell Helicopter Co. to·
taling 1,224,000 include an $820,000 effort to
instrument and flight test an Army AH-IG
helicopter to obtain data tbat will he used in
the fonnulation of realistic design criteria.
The objective is to develop helicopter.; with
improved maneuvering capabiJitie .

Bell Helicopter Co. also will expand a bal·
listic-damage.toJerant fligbt-control program
under a 149,000 contract; also, identify ways
to reduce vulnerability of the AH-IG to
groundfire under an 589,000 contract.

Other Ben contracts include $87,000 to
format AH-IG operational, maintenance and
combat tatistics and to simulate alternative
mission, maintenance and conngul'ation con·
cepts; and $79,000 for an evalua tion of relia·
hility growtb achieved during development of
selected helicopter systems.

Two contracts totaling $936,000 with Lock
heed·California Co. include a 2·year, 5839,000
research effort to determine icing severity lev·
els that Army helicopters of the future are
expected to meet during bad weather.

Another 97,000 tll&k is to investigate the
use of a composite geode ic structural concept
to design belicopter main· rotor blades toler
ant to Iigbt antiaircraft projectile impacts.

Under a 2-year $645,000 contract, General
Electric Co. will develop manufacturing
methods and technology and e tablisb pilot
production capability for fabricating small
air-cooled axial· turbine blade, discs and cool
ing plates.

A $538,000 contract witb Hugbes Helicop
ters, Division of umma Corp., will seek to
extend composites technology for aircraft
structural applica tions.

Three contracts totaling $381,000 with
Boeing-Vertol Co. include $193,000 for ,...
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search on helicopter small-hardware designs
to improve reliahility and maintainability.

A one-year 99,000 exploratory develop
ment contract calls for design, fabrica tion and
evaluation of three improved rotor·blade de
signs for future Army helicopters. An $89,000
contract is for development of an improved
acnve.arm, external-load, stabilization system
for Army helicopters.

A $246,000 contract with Sikorsky Aircraft
Division of United Aircraft Corp. is for fabri·
cation of a full· scale, rotor·blade, fatigue-test
machine to provide tbe Army with tbe capa
bility to evaluate advanced rotor·blade de ign
concepts.

Design criteria for elastomeric bearings for
belicopter rOtor and control syStems is the
goal of a $230,000 contract with Wasatch Di·
vision, Thiokol Chemical Corp. Kaman Aero·
space Corp. received a $127,000 contract for
research aimed at reducing the maintenance
costs of future Army aircraft by simplifying
removal and replacing of components and
subsystems,

A 8114,000 contract with Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co. involves design, fabrication and
qualification of an improved fuel·tank mate
rial capahle of self-sealing protection against
ballistic projectiles to meet belicopter crash
worthiness requirements.

Under a JOO,OOO contract awaTd, Prall &
Whitney Aircraft Division of United Aircraft
Corp. will develop a laser optic probe for
measurement of running clearances in smaU
gas-turbine engines. Dynamic Science, Divi
sion of Ultra ystems, Inc., was awarded a
$99,757 exploratory development contract to
evaluate two restraint system designs for
Army belicopter troop-seat occupants.

An Aircraft Reliability and Maintainability
Simulation (ARMS) analysis technique will
be developed by the RAIL Co., Baltimore for
598,000. Detroit Diesel Allision Division, Gen·
eral Motors Corp., will receive $97,000 to test
a computer program to predict perfolmance
of centrifugal compressors.

Under a 15-month $93,000 contract, olar
Division of ILltemationaJ Harvester Co. wilJ
develop a turbine·blade temperature measure
ment sy tern for small gas-turbine engines.
A VCO Lycoming Corp. will analyze tbe coot
of tbe 1'53 gas.turhine engine for 81,000.

Mechanical Technology, Inc., will be paid
69,000 to develop a new technique for diag

nosing the condition of helicopter transmis
-ion bearings by analyzing high·frequency
sounds produced when tbey are worn.

IMPROVEMENT OF AffiCRAFT CRASH
RESCUE capabilities i. tbe objective of
an experimental testing program for a
Heliborne Fire Suppre sion System con
ducted recently over a 30·day period.
Under the operational control o!the Sani
tary Sciences Division, Military Tecb
nology Departtnent, O.S. Army Mobility
Equipment R&D Center, Fort Belvoir, VA,
the tests were supported by the U.S. Army
Aviation Test Board, Fort Rucker, AL,
with WiUiam J. McNamara as project
officer. Phase I (12 operational days) in·
volved use of different orifice combina
tions over variou8foam quantity/distribu
tion patterns. Phase II (18 days) uaed data
from Phase I and testing in 1972 to fight
fuel fires simulating aircraft crash fires.
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Ell Mathematician 'Extremely Deserving of Recognition'

•••

involved in military missilery. Primarily a top systems analyst, be also
is experienced in design problems.

Despite the distinction of being a magna cum laude graduate from
Hunter College in New York City, with a bachelor's degree in physics
and mathematics, hunting for work in 1949 was difficult, she recalls.

When she succeeded in entering the guided m' ite field as a compu.
ter analyst with Reeves Instrument Co., sbe considered herself "fortu·
nate." Later she was with Goodyear Aircraft Co., in Akron, OH, and
in 1951 began a 16-year association with the Johns Hopkins UniverSity
Applied Physics Laboratory in Howard County, MD. One of her early
assignments with the APL Was enior mathematician with tbe Bum
blebee Dynamics Group.

Selected by Dr. Milton Eisenhower, then president of the Johns
Hopkins University, as the first wOman to receive the prestigious JHU
Parsons Fellowship, she spent a year of advanced study with Prof. G.
S. Watson of the JHU Statistics Department. Her work was in the
"general field of statistical theory for multidimensional sample
spaces," with special attention to analysis of missiles and space vehicle
gwdance problems.

During the decade that has elapsed since her graduation from
American University in Washington, DC, with a master's degree in
mathematical statistics, Mrs. Cutchis, known to associates as Ange
(for Angeliki), bas not permitted her intense dedication to science to
interfere with her devotion to her family and her numerous commu
nity affairs activities.

Tbi intensity of condlm with all aspects of a full life was recog·
nized by Vice Admiral Bayne, commandant of the National War Col
lege, in a letter to the Secretary of the Army, commending ber for
having a "superb attitude ... a buman dynamo, always working,
questioning, studying and thinking."

Tbe letter was prompted, in part, by bel' achievement in preparing,
as part of the course, a research paper titled "Mutual and Balanced
Force Reductions: An Economic, Political and Military Collage."

The paper detailed possible options and consequences likely to fol·
low U.S. and Soviet reduction of troop levels in Europe. [t Was se
lected as one of the top 15 in a class of 140 field grade officers and
upper echelon civilians.

Pythagoras Cutchis, Ange's husband, was fomerly a pbysicist with
the JHU Applied Physics Laboratory until 1957 and later became a
physicist with tbe Institute for Defense Analysis (IDA) in Washing.
ton, DC. They have a 15.year-old son, Protagoras, and 10.year.old
daugbter, Elektra.

"Extremely deserving of recog·
nition" is the way Mary Louise
Powers was characterized by COL
John E. Wagner, commander and
director of the U.S. Army Engi·
neer Topographic Labotatories,
wben be wrote regarding omission
of her picture from our article On
1973 Anny R&D Achievement
Awards.

That omission was particularly
undesirable to the staff of the
Army Research andDeuelopment
Newsmagazine-in view of our
long·established policy of trying
to give due recognition to the
important role of many out·
standing female scientists in Mary Louise Powers
Army materiel systems developments.

Mary Louise, a mathematical and computer analysis specialist, cer·
tainly qualifies high in that category, in view of her numerous con
tributions over tbe years. She was selected for a 1973 R&D Achievement
Awatd on the basis of her work with Joseph F. Hannigan.

Their team effort was cited as "establishing the scientific basis" for
a new technique of locatirtg tactical positions such as artillery forward
observers, artillery batteries, command posts, and automated remote
sensors on the battlefield.

Omission explnJlJJuon: Her picture was unavailable at press time.
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Women in Army Science
Equality of Opportunity
Microbiologist Achieves National Prominence

Equality of opportunity was
barely a still, small voice in the
wilderness trying to gain an
audience for the cause of blacks,
women and minority groups
wben Miss Dorothy McClendon
embarked on a career as a U.S.
Army scientist.

Today, 21 years later, she bas
achieved outstanding success in
doing her own thing to break the
barriers-a black woman who is
nationally known, has estab
lished her 0 wn basic resea rch
microbiology laboratory, has
earned a rewarding succession of
honors, and is eminently re
spected by associa tes.

Selected recenlly by the De
troi t branch of the Federal Ex
ecutive Board as being 0 De of
the best in her profession, Miss
McClendon is engaged in basic
research to develop a technique
of iJltroducing a nontoxic fungi·

cide into military storage faciLities-to protect mateJials without harm
to humans.

During more than two decades of microbiological research with the
U.. Army Tank-Automotive Command, Warren, MI, she has had
prominent roles in experimentation on deteriorating effects on compo
nents of such missile systems as Redstone, Honest John, Little John,
and Jupiter. She has published numerous reports related to her studies
on the effects of radiation on microbes.

When she started with TACOM, her first work was in the physical
sciences. About a year later she began to establish a basic microbiol
ogy laboratory. She cultured her own pure strains of fungi which were
exposed to various types of military materials and materiel, leading to
knowledge valuable in procurement of items best suited for
humid·tropical environments and long storage. Since 1958 she has
been the only microbiologist employed by TACOM. In 1964 she was
honored as one of Detroit's 10 top professional women.

A member of the American Institute of Biological Sciences, she has
a 1948 BS degree in microbiology from Tennessee A&l University,
Nasbville, and ha done graduate work at the University of Detroit,
Wayne tale and Purdue Universities.

Stimulating Strides in Science . ..
Cited by National War College Graduate

Women have made stimulat
ing strides in the wonderful
world of science in the past 25
years, in the opinion of the first
Department of Defense civilian
female employe to graduate
from the National War College
in Washington, DC.

Mrs. Pythagoras Cutchis is a
top echelon planner for the U.S.
Army as a GS-15 employe who
heads th.e Systems Integration
and Analysis Directora te, Con·
cepts Analysis Agency, Bethes·
da, MD. Althougb she is in
sympathy with most Women's
Lib thinking, she is deeply de·
voted to her family, and i active Mrs. Pythagoras Cutchia
in numerou civic and community activities.

Concerned currently with mathematical models and statistics to
shape the future U.S. Army to perform ita mi!flions more effectively in
a continually tumultuous worldwide environment-within severe limita.
tions of reduced manpower and funding-Mrs. Cutchis bas long been
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COL Gordon C. McKeague

in ovember 1945. He is a graduate of the
Military Intelligence Officer's Advanced
Course, the Industrial College of the Arnled
Forces, the Command and General taff Col
lege, and Army War College.

In civilian life, COL McKeague is the ex
ploration operations manager for Amoco Pro
duction Co., a subsidiary of Standard Oil
Co.·Indiana. He has a bachelor's degree in
liberal arts (1950), a B degree in bi hemis
try (1951) and a ma ter' degree in bu ine
admini tration (1956), all earned at the Uni
versity of Chicago. In 1969 he ohtained an MS
in geology from the University of Tulsa.

o+

• Monitoring activities in the civilian
scientific and technological community Lhat
might have military applications; maintaining
contacts with scientist in and out of govern
ment agencies. as weH as with technical socie·
ties, universities, industrial laboratories, and
various other research organizations in the
interest of the Army.

o Evaluating facts for tbe Chief of R&D in
management areas related to Army problems,
inside and outside the Army.

o Representing the chief of R&D on De
partment of the Army boards, committee ,
and the Reserve Policy Council.

COL McK.EAGUE set the stage for eleva
tion to his new duties by serving in OCRD
MobDes assignments in the Plans and Pro
grams Directorate, and with the Assistant
Chief of Staff for Intelligence. He also cOm
manded the 408th Military Intelligence De·
tachment (SlRA) in Chicago, lL.

Entering military service as an enlisted
man in January 1943, he served in the
Asiatic·Pacmc theater and was commissioned

DoD Increases Management, Training Courses
Defense Management Education and proper applications of OR/SA techniques.

Training Program courses at 18 primarily Unnumbered courses include: Decisio1l
Service-operated schools are being increased Risk A nalysis. This 2-week course is devoted
to meet requirements that have exceeded Lo the theory and application of qualitative
their total capacity for DoD students by and quantitative' technology in conducting a
about 11,000 for FY 1974. risk analysis. Real-life case studies are used.

The U.s. Army Logistics Management Cen- Cost EstimatiJlg for EJlgineers, a 2-week
ter (USALMC), for example, has compiled a course, provides an overview of qualitative
list of recently announced eight resident and quantitative techniques used in cosL esti-
courses currently offered to assist research, mating and analysis. Methods of developing
development, testing and engineering person- co t methods and procedures for evaluating
nel in selecting course that addre concepts uncertainties in cost estimates are discussed.
and skills in RDTE management. Numbered Case problems tie together the ideas present-
courses include: ed, using other methods of instruction, and

Research and Development Management place the student in an active role compara-
(5L-F3), a 2-week course that examines the ble to bis actual work assignment.
organization and mission of the Army for re- Cost Analy is jor Decision Making. This 4-
search, development, test and evaluation of week course emphasizes application of current
materiel; the characteristics and interrela- cost analysis techniques and methodologies to
tionships of the functions involved; and the selected case studies involving development of
management systems and techniques em- life-cycle costs. A review of quantitative tecb-
played. Emphasis is given to the materiel niques and principles appropriate to cost and
developmen t process. economic analyses is provided.

Test a1ld Euahlation Manageme1ll. Adua1lCf!d Design Risk AJlalysis, a 2-week
(BD-F30). This 9-day course examines the course, offers detailed information on the
management considerations involved in the theory and application of the latest qualita-
test and evaluation of Army materiel; the tive and quantitative techniques available for
functions and responsibilities of the major conducting a decision-risk analysis, through
commands and organizations involved; the the use of real-life case studies.
management uses of statistic~ risk analysis, Logistics Support Design MCllwgemenl.
and financial management; and problem soiv· The 4-week course cove.rs all aspects of
ing in the T&E environment. life-cycle management with emphasi on a

OperatiolU! Research/Systems Analysis, detailed evaluation of the engineering and
Executive (FA·F4). This 4-week course focuses logistics actions necessary to: field a new item
on the characteristics, capabilities and lirnita- or system; to support it throughout its life
tions of operations research and systems cycle; to determine the interrelationships of
analysis (OR/SA). Quantitative techniques these support/engineering actions; to deter-
leading to optimal decisions receive major mine cause and effect factors relative to these
emphasis. The impact of intangible factors in actions; and to make management decisions.
the optimal decision is examined. Applied sta- The dates of the courses are determined
tistics and modeling techniques also are ern: each fiscal year by the USALMC, haaed on
phasized. the over-all requirement input and further

The course culminates in a number of case allocation of quotas for tbe courses. Frere·
studies tttat provide an opportunity for par- quisites for each course can be found in the
ticipants to examine critically proper and im- USALMC Course Catalog.
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LEGION OF MElliT i.s awarded to BG
Harry 1.. Willard by Chief of R&D LTG
John R. Deane, in terminal recognition of
31 years service to Army R&D and to U.S.
Army Reserve and MobDes programs.
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BO Harry Lentz Willard, U.s. Army Re
serve, associated with research and develop
ment activities since 1942, including 24 year
as a Mobilization Designee in the Office of the
Chief of Research and Development, HQ DA,
has retired.

ucceeding him as one of two general
offi ers assigned as Mo bDes a . tant to
Army Chief of R&D LTO John R. Deane Jr.
is BO John H. Neiler, who has served with
WiUard for approltimately two yelllS. COL
Gordon C. McKeague, a Military Intelligence
pecialist, ha moved into the position vacated

by BO Neiler, and will be considered for BO
rank in 1974.

BG WILLARD's contributions to USAR
and to Anny R&D activiti over nearly a
third century of continuous service have been
frequently recognized as exceptional. In hi
first assignment after being commissioned a
first lieutenarlt in March 1942, he served with
the War Depm-tment in Washington, DC,
where his technical ahility was used in the
study of syntbetic rubber snd other syn
thetic-organic compounds development. He
also functioned as liaison between WPB
commodity specislists, the Army Technical
Services, and industry.

Following an assignment with the U.S. Mil
itary Government in Gennany, he reverted to
Reserve status in June 1946 witb rank of lieu
tenant colonel. He soon affiliated with the
U AR R&D units and since 1963 has served
as commander of what is now the 1672d
MobDes Detachment in the Bronx, NY. He
became MobDes assistant in OCRD in 1949.

In this capacity his duties- encompassed a
wide area of R&D activities, including:

o Monitoring and supervising review of the
status of development to determine aClions
required to accelerate key projects in event of
hostilities.

• Reviewing and continually evaluating the
over·aU U AR program to ensure optimum
utilization of facilities and perronnel.

o Keeping the Chief of R&D advised of
current developments in the various technolo
gies of interest to Lhe Army, and recommend
ing particular lines of endeavor on which
emphasis should be placed.

Career Programs +

I Cited for R&D Contributions I
Army Reservist BG Willard Retires After 31 Years Service



People in Perspective
Space Flight Safety ...
BRL Employe Commended for Role

"Each member of the pace
team has an important role in
achieving t/1£ Manned Flight
Awareness objective of preven.ting
errors and defects in space [light
hardware arui operatio",.. The er·
ror prevented helps ensure a safe
Qlld successful m.ission and elim.ir
nates the cost of correction."

Tbese are the words of CD R Alan
Bean, a veteran of tbe Apollo pro
gram wbo commanded Skylab Proj.
ect II, launched July 28 and suc·

Edwin O'Leary cessfully concluded Sept. 25. .
EdwIn O'Leary may never expen-

Edwin O'Leary may never experience tbe thrill of a crewman inside
a space vehicle, but the crew members who have manned tbem, and
who will continue to do so in the future, rely on O'Leary and others
like him who are especially valuable members of the "team."

A technician with tbe Terminal Ballistics Laboratory (TBL) of the
U. , Anny Ballistic Research Laboratories (BRL), Aberdeen Proving
Ground, (APG), MD, O'Leary recently was cited for assistance during
the launch of Skylab 11, and is again fulfilling his role a part of the
Skylab III team. .

CDR Bean officiaHy commended O'Leary fOT his work on the proj·
ect and presented the National Aeronautics and Space Administra·
tion's (NASA) Astronaut's "Silver Snoopy" pin and citation.

O'Leary bad been on a standby basis since tbe second day of the
launch of Skylab 11, when it was determined that a leak had devel
oped in the control attitude motor. He remained on standby until the
pace vehicle was recovered safely by naval craft in the Pacific Ocean.
If it had become necessary to send a rescue vehicle to the aid of the

spacecraft, O'Leary would have had to report to tbe Cape Kennedy
ite to take over operation of tbe sensors involved in tbe launch.

Continually alert to potential dangers of an explosion during
takeoff, NASA officials required a record of the blastoff intensity for
comparison with baseline data gatbered at normal launclies. This in
formation is collected for action that haa not been necessary to
date-an accident that would create a need-to determine what caused
the malfunction and tn set up corrective procedures for later launches.

In satisfying tbat need-specifically, to measure and record the
bock-wave of the blastoff as an abort-pad experiment-APG's TBL

wa p~ssed into service. Because of his participation in aU former
Apollo launches, and earlier work in the Gemini moon Bight explor·
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THEY MAN THE SKYLABS-Crew members of past, preaent
and future Manned Orbital Scientific Space Station missions
f~ame the kylab space vehic.le. Prime crews of Skylab I are
shown at top; crew members of Skylab II, which successfully
completed its mission Sept. 25, are at bottom left; and members
of the crew of Skylab III, launched. Nov. 16, are at bottom right.

atory program, O'Leary was assigned to th.e project of setting up blast
sensors in specified areas wben propellants are aboard a rocket.

Developed under tbe guidance of TBL physicist Ralpb Reisler and
Charles Hoover, a mechanical engineer, the sensors are about the size
of a coffee can and contain tape recorders. Tbe blast measurement of
eacb Apollo launch was recorded in rising and falling intensity during
the duration of each lsunch blast.

Following each launch, O'Leary brougbt the instruments back to
TBL. Using a telecordex digital readout system, he tJ:anscrihed tbe
data recorded on tbe tapes and forwarded the information to the
Space Center's safety office for analysis.

With the Apollo mission over, TBL and O'Leary continue to partici·
pate in tbe nation's space program. When Skylab III was launched
into space Nov. 16, O'Leary was manning the sensor equipment, as
sisted by William T. Mattbews, a TBL physical scientist.

DUling this 58-day mission, tbe temperatul'e outside the Skylab var
ied from 200' F. to 200' below zero, but the crew experienced a
shirt-sleeve environment inside the vehicle. Meanwhile, far bel OWl in
the Earth's environment, ranging from Cape Kennedy to APG, each
member of the Space team carried. out his rol.e in preventing and cor
recting causes of plannin~ or mechanical elTors.

___..l
Marcel Racine

ECOM Man iTunes Out' Electronics Interference
Frustration of industry, so to speak, he as'ligns operating

interference to ra· frequencies to new equipment being devel-
diD or television oped and tested in the laboratories.
reception during Explaining that his work requires contino
climactic moments uing contact. with several organizations at
of a major sports international, national, Anny and command
event or a favorite levels that control use of radio frequencies, be
program is an an- s~ys the job calls for a broad knowledge of
noyance common equipment capabilitie and propagation.
in most American Certain frequencies bave been assigned to
households, but few ECOM for te ling purposes. Wben an engi-
people worry about neer request.. a frequency for research and
it like Marcel Ra- development, Racine get all allocation and
cine of the Army a igns a specific frequency (or several fre-
E [ectronics Com- quen ies) for the work. If a Federal Commu-
mand. nications Commission frequency is needed, he

That interfer- gets it from an FCC Field Engineering Bureau.
ence, in fact, constitutes his means of Racine recalls that several years ago an
livelihood-as it has fnr 13 years in his em- aircraft interrogator radar was being tested at
ployment as a frequency coordinator charged White Sands (NM) Missile Range. When the
with the responsibility of minimizing the frequency authorization expined, the te t SUo
sou.rce of annoyance in ECOM laboratories. pervisor was told to shut down until an ex-

Backed by more than 40 years experience in tension was granted. Because a lengthy delay
the electJ:onics field, from the infancy of tbe would be costly, he contacted Racine. Three
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hours later, he h~d an extension.
Another tim e, everal radio devices operat·

ing at the low power of 50 watts were being
used in conjunction with missile tests from
Cape Kennedy. The FCC ordered all the sta
tions closed becanse of interference ,vith Ca
nadian ma.ritilne operations. Racine recollects
that "later we cbanged tbe frequency slightly
and never heard another complaint."

Not all the problems come from official
channels; fl'\any complaints come from area
residents who reel that ECOM t ling is caus
ing TV interference.

In response to one complaint near an
EeOM te t site, Racine inv tigated and
found that an electric fence at a nearby falm
was causing the trouble. He suggested that
the farmer install a special capacitor and tbe
problem was solved.

In order to keep tip with the latest develop
ments, Racine is a member of veral organi
zations of frequency coordinators. He recelltly
joined a technIcal group under tbe Interna
tional Teleconununications Union which is
now reclassifying and developing new designa
tions for electromagnetic emissions.
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•••Conferences ~ Symposia
oeRO Representative Heads Joint Service Engineering R&D Group

Chairmanship of the Joint Service Civil paper discusses requirements, state-of-the-arl existence only a short period of time, it ba
Engineering R&D Coordination Group, deficiencies, operational and organizational prepared a glossary of tenns relating to mn-
formed in February 1970 to achieve integrated concepts, conceptual approaches and catego- bile shelter systems and identified 10 areas of
planning and effort in engineering technology ries of treatment. discussion to be treated in future meetings.
applying to the design, construction, npera- While this document does not prevent any Chairman Kreipke said the Joint Services
tion and maintenance of military installa- one of the Services from developing its own Civil Engineering R&D Coordinating Group
tion , changed at its 11th meeting. unique requirements in response to a particu- must maintain a broadly based perspective to

Merrill Kreipke, acting chief of the Envi- lar problem area, it does provide a common meet its responsibilities-a goal served par-
ronmental Sciences Office, Office of the Chief basis of tenninology and understanding that tially by inviting outside speakers to present a
of Researcb and Development, Department of will facilitate coordination and provide for timely subject of mutual interest at meetings.
the Army, ucceeded LTC James M. Mac· more effective programs. During the past two years presentations
Kenzie, U.. Marine Corps. The chainnanshjp The work of the ad hoc group on soil stabi- have been made by COL P. W. A. Holds-
is a rotational responsibility. Iization has now been completed and its worth, who was then serving as the British

Dr. Valentine E. Zadnik, who works with findings are under review for approval. Liaison Officer (Engineering) at Fort Belvoir;
Kreipke, is ion coordinator of the group. A current ad hoc group area of special at- William Warner, Department of Housing and
The other Army member (two members rep- tention pertains to military shelters. MAJ Urban Development, who discussed programs
resent each Service) is Robert F. Jackson, John Bulov, Air Force Civil Engineering Cen- within his agency and potential interfaces
chief, Research Office, Office of the Chief of ter, is chairman. Working with him are stalI with the Military Departments; and Deputy
Engineers, Department of the Army. members of the Army Construction Engineer- Assistant Secretary of Defense for Environ-

Formation of the group was an outgrowth of ing Research Lahoratory at Champaign, IL; mental Quality John Bu terud, whose topic
recognition of the requirement for complemen- Mohility Equipment Research and Develop- was pollution abatement and control at mili-
tary pooling of Military Services engineering ment Center, Fort Belvoir, VA; the Natick tary installations.
resources in development of certain objectives (MA) Laboratories; the Naval Civil Engineer- In this approach the group not only assures
and programs, despite their pecial individual ing Laboratory, Fort Huenene, CA; and the beneficially coordinated programs within the
needs. The purpo e is to minimize costly du- U.S. Marine Corps Educational and Develop. Department of Defense; it also takes into ac·
plication of research, development, test and ment Center, Quantico, VA. count areas of mutual interest with other U.S.
evaluation (ROTE) programs; also, to make Although this working group has been in Federal Departments and with foreign allies.

~~~~~:~ use of expertise in their laboratory R&D MobDes Personnel Discuss 1973 Developments
The group generally meets on a quarterly "Research and Development Update-1973" Materiel Command; Dr. Jacob B. Gilstein,

basis but may bold special meetings when the was the theme of a sympo ium sponsored re- director, U.S. Army Advanced Ballistic Missile
need arises. Two of the meetings are devoted cenUy by the Chief of Research and Develop- Defense Agency; and Dr. Ralph G. H. Siu,
primarily to review and coordination of the ment, Department of the Army, for Mobiliza· member, Army Scientific Advisory Panel.
respective service programs for the fortbcom- tion Designation and Reserve R&D officers More than 600 Mobilization Designees cur·
ing budget year. At otber times the group trained in science and engineering. rently have research and development assign-
centers its attention on special projects. Army Chief of R&D LTG John R. Deane ments. A larger number of positions not

As an example, it was the JSCERDCG that Jr. attended some of the sessions during the specifically identified as R&D also use
promoted a series of coordination meetings 2-week meeting hosted hy the 627th Mobiliza· MobDes scientists, engineers and technicians.
between the Services on the subject of envi- tion Designation Detachment in Scottsdale, The purpose of the annual 2-week Reserve
mnmenta] quality at military installations. AZ. Deputy Cbief of R&D MG George Sam- Seminars held in various regions is to provide
The result is a continuing beneficial dialogue met Jr. presented the keynote address. an over-all picture of Army R&D, with empha-
at laboratory levels on this subject. Other dignitaries wbo made presentations sis on managerial aspects. Usually, high-

In another instance, the coordinating group included Congressman James J . .Rhodes of ranking R&D leaders present review of the
convened an ad hoc working party to develop Arizona; MG Stewart C. Meyer, director, Re- current status of major R&D activities.
a soil stabilization coordinating paper. Tbe search, Development and Engineering, Army The Scottsdale seminar, organized under

Solid Mechanics Symposium Abstracts Criteria Outlined ~~=~~nOr"~;06;'~0~:;;~u~~c~
Theoretical and experimental papers keyed lap, hinges, bonded or adhesive, weld, interfer- ment, opened with an abridged version of the

to "The Role of Mechani in Design- ence fits), stress analysis of material discon- Life Cycle Management Models to which
Structural Joints" are being solicited for the tinuities (e.g., multimaterial joints), joint other topic were referred.
U.S. Army ymposium on Solid Mechanics, modeling techniques, functional consider-

Topics included. Requirements Generation:
scheduled in South Yarmouth, Cape Cod, MA, ations (e.g., energy absorption, damping, fail- R&D Management; Reliahility, Availability
Sept. 10-12, 1974. safe, load transfer, transmission/attenuation) d" bili' (R M) H F

Acceptahle papers must originate from and environmental effects (e.g., thermal. blast. an mamtama ty A ; U1nan actors
in R&D; "The Big Five" maleIiel develop-

in-bouse or contract researchers or designers radiation). ment and acquisition projects; and Congres-
of the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, National This will be the fourth biennial symposia sional Attitudes Toward Department of De-
Aeronantica! and pace Administration or sponsored by the Technical Working Group fense R&D Expenditures.
the Nuclear Defense Agency. Papers must be 'M h' f M t . ls I t f th.or ec aOles 0 a ena ,an e emen 0 e Roughly 50 percent of the program con-
unclassified and extended abstracts (about A M ,- . J C d M ,- . I Ad .rmy a~rle omman a~na s vUlOry sisted of field trip and presentations by lead-
500 words) with illustrations atta"hed as al'- Group. The objective of tbe unclassified meet- era of Arizona.based activities. Visited were
Propriate, are .required prior to Jan. L . (t'- d t US 't' ). to

109 a ~n ance open 0 .. c••zens IS Fort Huachuca, AZ, HQ of the Army Com-
Selection criteria for I,apers wilJ include' .. tj' f h' hImprove e"ec veness 0 mec aOlCS researc munications Command; Motorola Govern-

ori.nnality, theme relevance, soundness of f th d' f d d 'Ut ,.
~. or e es.gn 0 a vance mtu ary sys~ms. ment Electronics Division; Air Research, Inc.,

approach and clarity of ideas. Authors se·
lected on the ba is of their abstracts must Technical sessions will include a "Work in Phoenix, AZ; Barrow Neurological Institute,
submit manuscripts for review by May I. Progress" presentation and discussion on on- and tbe Heart Institute, St. Joseph Ho pital;

Papers are sought within the general area going research. Published proceedings will be and Dynamic Science, Inc., Phoenix. Yuma
of joints in structures and in advanced mate. available at the sympo ium. (AZ) Proving Ground and Fort Huachuca

riats, including composites, with emphasis on Additional information may he obtained by leaders presented briefings at Scottsdale.
the application of mechanics for the solution of an inquiry to: Anny Materials and Mechanics A similar 2-week seminar is being planned
design and engineering problems. Research Center, AMXMR-T (R. Morrissey), next summer in the Minneapolis- t. Paul,

Typical theme topics include: stress anaJy- Watertown, MA 02172, or telephone (617) MN, area with the 575th MobDes arranging
. of joint configurations (e.g., pin, threaded, 926-1900, Ext. 253, or Autovon 684--8253. and bosting the meeting.
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P I A
and is a graduate of tbe Army Command and General Staff College

er S0 nne ct·10 nS and the National War College.
• • • Included among his military bonors are tbe Legion of Merit with

two Oak Leaf Cluste'rs (OLC), Bronze Star Medal with two OLC,
Air Force LTG Johnson Named DNA Director Joint Service Commendation Medal, & Army Commendation Medal.

LTG Warren D. Johnson, wbo be- Cooksey Assigned Deputy Chief of Army R&D
came tbe new director of tbe Defense MG Howard H. Cooksey, former

uclear Agency following the recent deputy commander, U.S. upport Ac-
retirement of LTG Carroll H. Dunn, tivities Group, Tbailand, bas succeeded
began his military career as an Army MG George Sammet Jr. as deputy chief
enlisted man and was commissioned in of Research and Development, HQ DA.
November 1942 as an Army Officer Can- MG Cooksey served brietly in 1973 as
didate School graduate. acting cbief of staff, U.S. Military As-

Until he took over as DNA's deputy sistance Command, Vietnam after
director for Operations and Adminis- 1972-73 service as commander, 1st Re-
tration in May 1973, LTG Johnson was gional Assistance Command and senior
cbief of staff, U.. Air Force Strategic advisor, U.S. Military Assistance
Air Command. In 196'9 he was assigned Command, Vietnam.
as commander, U.S. Air Forces, Azores, Other key assignments bave included
and commander, 1605th Air Base commander, U.S. Army Tra,ining Cen-
Wing, Lajes Field, Azores. LTG Warren D. Johnson ter, Fort Dix, NJ; commander, 1st Bri.

Other key Air Force assignments have included director, Personnel gade, 2d Infantry Division, U.. Army, Pacific-Korea; and deputy
Resources and Distribution, USAF Military Personnel Center; com- chief (later chieO, Combat Materiel Division, and later executive
mander, 57th Air Divsion: vice commander and later commander, officer, Office, Chief of R&D, DA.
380th trategic Aerospace Wing, SAC; and deputy director for Person- MG Cooksey bas a BS degree in business administration from Vir-
nel, HQ, 8tb Air Force. ginia Polytechnic Institute and an M.A degree in international affairs

LTG Johnson attended Oklahoma City University, graduated from from George Washington University. His military schooling includes
Army Officer Candidate School in November 1942. and was assigned to the Armored School, Army Command and General Staff College,
the 9th Armored Division at Fort Riley, KS. He completed advanced Armed Forces Staff College, and the National War College.
pilot training and B-17 transition training in 1944 and was assigned to Among his military awards and decorations are the Distinguished
Japan with the Far East Air Forces. Service Medal, Silver Star, Legion of Merit with Oak Leaf Cluster

Hi military honors inclllde the Legion of Merit with two Oak Leal (OLC), Bronze Star Medal with "V" device and two OLC, Air Medal
CIIi ter.; (OLC). Joint Service Commendation Medal, and the Air (15 awards), Army Commendation Medal with two OLC and the Pur·
Force Comm ndation Medal with OLC. pie Heart.

Sammet Joins AMC, Guthrie to CINCPAC Rachmeler Directs Industrial Preparedness
MG George ammet Jr., Army Dep- BG Louis Rachmeler, former deputy

uty Chief of R&D since Jan. 4, 1971. commander, U.S. Army Missile Com-
assumed new duties as deputy com- manel, has assumed new duties as di-
mander, Materiel Acquisition, U.S. rector of Industrial Preparedness and
Anny Materiel Command, effective Munitions Production, Ollice, Assistant
Oct. 23, succeeding MG John R Guth- ecretary of Defense (Installations and
rie, now deputy chief of staff under the Logistics).
Commander in Chief, Pacific, HI. Prior to assignment to Redstone

A 1940 graduate of the University of Arseoal, AL, HQ U.S. Army Mi91ile
Illinois, MG Sammet has a master's Command in 1970, he served an
degree from George Washington Uni· IS-month tour with the 1st Logistical
versity and has completed the Manage- Command, Vietnam and a 6-month
ment School for Executives, University assignment on the Army Staff, Wash-
of Pittsburgh's Graduate chool of ington, DC. He has also served in G r.

MG George ammet Jr. Business, and tbe National War ColJege. BG Louis Rachmeler many and France.
MG ammet entered the R&D field in 1959 with assignment to the During 1958 he was an ordnance officer for nuclear tests in the Mar.

Office of the Army Cbief of R&D. He served uecessively in the Inter- shall Islands and later a nuclear weapons instructor at the Army
national Divi ion, Plans and Programs Division, Combat Materiel Di· Command and General Staff College. He has also served with the Spa-
vision and later as deputy director, Developments. cial Warfare Division, Office of the Chief of R&D, HQ DA.

Other key OCRD assignments bave included deputy director, Mis- BG Rachmeler began his military career as an enlisted man in 1943
iles and Space; executive officer; and, prior to h- appointment as after attending Cii;y College of ew York.

deputy CRD. director of Plans and Programs. A 1947 graduate of the U.S. Military Academy, West Point, NY, he
Among his military awards and decorations are the Legion of Merit has a master's degree in electrical engineering from StanJord Univer.

witb two Oak Leaf Clusters (OLC), Bronze tar Medal (valor), Air ity. He has completed the Army Command and General Staff College
Medal, Army Commendation Medal witb OLC and Purple Heart. and the AI'I1lY War College.

MG Guthrie was assigned to the [ncluded among his military honors are Ihe Legion of Merit with
Army Materiel Command in 1968, serv- three Oak Leaf Clusters (OLe), Air Medal and Army Commendation
ing initially as deputy director of De- Medal with OLC.

veloprnent and Engineering and later Adams Becomes USACSC Deputy Commander
as director. of Research, Development
and Engineering. He was assigned as Deputy commander, U.S. Army Computer Systems Command, Fort
assi tant division commander, Maneu· Belvoir, VA, is the new assignment of BG Walter Edwin Adams,
ver and upport, Zd Infantry Division, former commander, 3d Brigade, 1st Armored Division, U.S. Army,
Korea in 1967. Europe.

[n 1966 be was named director of A graduate of tbe U.. Military Academy, BG Adams also earned a
Developments, Office, Chief of R&D. ma ter's degree in international affairs from George Washington Uni-
HQ DA. following dllty in 1965 with versity. His military schooling includes the Army Command and Gen-
the Requirements and Development eral Staff COllege and the Al'I1led Forces Staff College.
Division, Office of tbe Joint Chiefs of Key assignments have included special assistant to the Director of
Staff. He also has served as com- MG John R. Guthrie Management Information Systems, Office, Assistant Vice Chief of
mander, 602<1 Field Artillery Battalion, Fort ill, OK. Stall'; and deputy commander, 3d Brigade, 25th Infantry Division,

MG Guthrie has an AB degree in histoty from Princeton University U.S. Army Pacific Vietnam.
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COL Lee M. Hand

Metzger Commands Infectious Disease Institute
Commander, U.. Army Medical Re

search Institute of Infectious Diseases,
Fort Detrick, MD, is the new title of
COL Josepb F. Metzger, who had
served as the institute's chief of pa·
thology since 1968.

COL Metzger earned his MD degree
from George Washington University in
1950. He then entered the Army and
served a year internship and four years
residency at Walter Reed General Hos·
pital, Washington, DC.

Included among his previous tours
of duty are commander, 406th Medical COL Joseph F. Metzger
Laboratory, ·Japan; chief, Bacteriology
and Immun..logy Branch, Geographic Pathology Division, Armed
Forces Institute of Pathology; and tissue pathologist and chief of
Laboratory Services, Kyukus Army Hospital, Okinawa.

Certified by the American Board of Pathology, COL Metzger was
awarded an "A" prefix for pathology by the U.S. Army Surgeon Gen
eral and a researcb fellowship from Louisiana State University. His
military honors include tbe Legioo of Merit and the Army Commenda
tion Medal.

Reilly Commands/Directs Engineer Power Group

COL WiJ~am F. Reilly recently ar
surned new du tie as commander and
director, U.S. Army Engineer Power
Group, Fort Belvoir, VA, succeeding
COL Harvey L. Arnold Jr., now as
signed to tbe Army War College.

A 1952 graduate of the U.S. Military
Academy, COL Reilly has master's
degrees in nuclear engineering from
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and from George Washington Univer
sity in management science operations
research.

During 1971-72 he served as chief,
COL William F. Reilly Programs Branch, Office of the Chief of

R&D, HQ DA. This followed 1969-71 duty with the Engineer Strate
gic Studies Group. He was commander, 326th Engineer Batta~on,

WIst Airborne Division, Fort Campbell, KY, and Vietnam in 1967-68.

A graduate of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces, COL
Reilly is a recipient of the Legion of Merit, Bronze Star Medal with
Oak Leaf Cluster (OLC), Meritorious Service Medal with OLC, Air
Medal, Army Commendation Medal w/3 OLC and the Purple Heart.

ECOM Selects Hand as Avionics Lab Director

COL Lee M. Hand, a recent graduate
of the Industrial College of the Armed
Forces, has been named director of the
Avionics Laboratory, U.S. Army Elec·
tronics ommand. Ft. Monmouth, NJ.

A 22-year Army veteran, COL Hand
was commissioned in tbe Signal Corps
in t952. His most recent assignment
was with the Office of the Chief of
Staff for Force Development.

Other key assignments have included
the 2d Armored Division, Germany;
head of the Signal Met Team, Green
land; and two tours in Vietnam with
the 117th Assault Helicopter Company and later with the 1st Aviation
Brigade.

COL Hand has done graduate work in meteorology at the Univer
sity of Utah and is a recipient of the Legion of Merit with Oak Leaf
Cluster (OLC), Bronze Star Medal, Air Medal with OLC, Joint Service
Commendation Medal, Army Commendation Medal with OLe, and
Purple Heart.
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Philipp Directs TACOM RD&E Directorate
LTC Ronald E. Philipp is the new ..........~

director of the Research, Development
and Engineering Directorate. U.S.
Army Tank-Automotive Command
(TACOM), Warren, MI, following the
recent retirement of COL Louis F.
Felder.

LTC Philipp has served at the U.S.
Army Ordnance School in the Office of
the Chief of R&D, HQ DA, and with
the U.S. Army Control and Disarma
ment Agency, Washington, DC.

His academic credentials include a
BS degree from Lafayette College, an
MS degree from Lehigh University, and LTC Ronald E. Philipp
a PhD from Columbia University, all in mechsnical engineering. He
ha also attended the Anny Command and General Staff College and
the National War College.

Among his mi~tary honors are the Legion of Merit, Bronze Star
Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster (OLC), Meritorious ervice Medal with
OLC, Air Medal with three OLe, and the Army Commendation Medal
with two OLC.

MRC Lists Research Staff Members for 1973-74.
Thirty·seven prominent mathematicians, five from foreign countries,

have been selected by the Mathematics Research Center (MHC) to
serve as research staff members for the 1973-74 academic year.

Located on the University of Wisconsin campus, the MHC is a con
tract agency performing research i.n applied mathematics 'related to
military needs. Five members erve on the permanent MRC staff. The
remaining members, on sabbatical leave from educational institutions,
pool their knowledge to keep the MRC informed of the latest trends in
mathematics.

Permanent staff researchers are Carl de Boor, specialist in approxi
mation theory and numercial analysis; Te Chiang Hu, comhinatorial
mathematics and discrete optimization; Herman F. Karrem.an~ sto
chastic processes; Ben Noble, integral equations and variational meth
ods; and Louis B. Roll, numerical analysis, integral equations and
functional analysis.

Other research members, their academic affiliations and fields of
mathematical specialization include acting director Creighton R.
Buck, University of Wisconsin (UW), analysis and approximation
theory; George E. P. Box, UW, statistical design and analy . : Rich·
ard C. Brown, MRC, boundary value problems and stability: K. W.
Chang, University of Calgary, Canada, ordinary differential equations;
Gheorge A. Coman, Babes-Bolyai University, Romania, spline func
tions; and

Charles C. Conley, UW, celestial mechanics and differential equa
lions; James T. Day, Pennsylvania Slate University, quadrature for
mulas; Richard H. Day, UW, mathematical economic; Nonnan R.
Draper, UW, statistics; Brud E. Easton, MHC, mathematical eco
nomic theory; Millard W. Johnson, UW, rheology; Heinz-Otto Kreis ,
University of Uppsala. Sweden. numerical analysis; Robert A. La
Budde, MHC, computing techniques in physical chemi try; and

Melanie L. LeTUlrd, University of Toledo, mathematical program
ing; Arthur S. Lodge, UW, theology; Raphael Loewy. MRC, matrix
theory and mathematical programing; Robert R. Meyer, Non~near

programing and discrete optimization; David R. Mus er, UW, and
University of Texas-Austin, symbol manipulation; Seymour V. Parter,
UW, numerical methods for partial differential equations; Narahari
U. Prablw, Cornell University, queing theory; and

Slephen M. Robin.son, MRC, optimization and multivalued func
tions; Dale F. Rudd, UW, process engineering; David A. Sanchez,
University of California-Los Angeles, calculus of variations, optimal
control, and ordinary differential equations; and

Godela Scherer-Gruber, University of Uppsala, Sweden, numerical
analysis; Isaac J. Schoenberg, MRC, analytical approximation theory,
distance geometry; Larry L. Schumaker, University of Texas-Austin,
approximation theory; David A. Spence, University of Oxford, Eng
land, app~ed analysis, hydrodynamics; and

Ram P. Sirivaslov, State University of New York- tony Brook, in
tegral equations, elasticity; Warren E. Siewart, UW, fluid mechani
reactor design; Leslie E. Trolter Jr., MRC, discrete optimization; Mi
chael J. Yohe, MRC, computer programing, topology; and Laurence
C. Young, UW, convex sets and inequalities, stochastic processes, cal
culus of variations; optimal control, and function I analysis.
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USAETL Commander COL John E. Wagner presents Scienti1ic
and Technological Award to Wesley H. Shepherd (center) and
Leadership Award to Melvin Crowell at Engineer 'Topo' Labs.

-

Riley was cited for e tabli hing a
prototype fabrication facility .
Crisco wa recognized for planning
initial heduling and productive
operation of the fabrication facility.
Green earned his award for analy
sis and simulation of electromag
netic pulses on missile system per
formance.

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
MEDAL. BG George M. Snead Jr.,
former deputy commander, U.S.
Army trategic Communications
Command (TRATCOM) (now Dr. Charles M. Johnson
U.. Army Communications Com- ,
maod (U ACC», received the Distinguished Service Medal at his re
tirement ceremonies, capping 30 years of military service.

Presented by MG Jack A. Albright, commander. TRATCOM
(U ACe). the award", the Army's highest noncombat decoration. BG

nead waS praised for performance of duties from 1964-73.
LEGIO OF MERIT. COL John C. Littlejohn was awarded the

Legion of Merit (LM) for outstanding service a director of the Air
Defense Matetiel Testing Directorate, HQ U.S. Arn,y Test and Eval
uation Command from 1969-73.

LTC William H. Doolittle, MC, received the LM at. his recent retire
ment ceremonies following 24 years of active military service. He was
cited for outstanding and meritorious service as director of the Arctic
Medical Research Laboratory in Alaska.

MERITORIOUS SERVICE MEDAL. COL Delore L. Evanson,
AMSC, phy ical therapy consultant, U.S. Almy Health Services
Command, WaS awarded a first Oak Leaf Cluster to the Meritorious
Service Medal for duty at Walter Reed Army Medical Cent r.

MG Spurgeon H. Neel, commander, Army Health ervices Com
mand, presented the awal'd and citation to COL Evanson for "out
standing leadership as an admini trator, clinician and ducator."

ARMY COMMENDATION MEDAL. CPT Samuel C. hiflett,
MSC, was presented an Anny Commendation Medal for 1972-73 ser
vice as an R&D coordinator with the U.S. Army Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences, Office of the Chief of R&D.

He was cited specifically for skillful advance planning and effective
coordination of field research on an Anny-wide basis; also, for develop
ing and managing numerous research activities.

•••Awards
2 ETL Personnel Win CO's Awards

Commanding Officer's Awards for S ientific and Technological
Achievement and for Leadership at the U.S. Army Engineer Topo
graphic Laboratories (USAETL). Fort Belvoir, VA, recently honored
Wesley H. Shepherd and Melvin Crowell

USAETL Commander COL JohJt E. Wagner made the fifth annual
presentations during ceremonies at which BG Wayne S. Nichols, direc
tor of Military Engineering aud Topography. Office of the Chief of
Engineers. commended the laboratories for mapping and surveying
research and development achievements.
Sh~pherd, the only nominee for the cientific and Technological

Achievement Award. was cited for design and development of hard
ware and software for Digital Input/Output Display Equipment, a
major component of the semiautomated cartography system.

D velopment.aJ work, the citation states, required a knowledge of
diverse disciplines, including cartography, computer programing, eJec
tronics, and sy tems engineering. He is credited with transforming
basic mathematical concepts into operating programs to prove the
feasibility of an automatic editing device.

hepherd earned a BS deltTOO in civil en)(i.neering from Washington
and Lee University in 1963 and has been at U AETL since 1964.

Crowell, one of two nominees for the Leadership Award, was se
lected for outstanding leadership in accomplisbment of an expedited
deveJopment program dir ted to equipping field Army units with a
capability of applying photogrammetric techniques toward solution of
tactical positioning problems.

A ceptance of the Aoalytic Photogrammetric Positioning System
within the Department of Defense for a wide variety of applications
ranges from the provision of general survey support to dh-ect support
of major weapons systems_

Credited with achieving teamwork that effectively pooled technical
expertise and resources to accomplish the assigned task, Crowell earned
a BS degree at the University of Illinois in 1951 and entered Civil
Service the same year. He has been employed at USAETL since 1958.

ARMY S PERIOR AWARD WINNER at the 1973 International
Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF), John C. MacGuire (light), holds

EXCEPTIONAL CIVILIAN SERVICE. Dr. Charles M. Johnson, modeJ secti n of an acoustical building under development at the
former deputy eystern manager for cience and Technology, U.S. Arne Directorate, U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory
Army Safeguard ystems Command, recently received the Decoration (AMRDL), Moffett FieJd, CA. Dr. Richard M. Carlson (left), chief of
for Exceptional Chilian 81vice (DECS). AMRDL's Advanced Systems Research Office, was instrumental in plac-

Dr. Johnson was recognized for 1967-73 contributions in establishing ing John with the Arne Directorate on a summer research project as
the Army's capability to deploy the first U.S. ballistic missile defense part of his award. MacGuire also was a guest of NASA at the July
system. He was cited specifically for management and technical direc- Jaunch of Project Skylab'and will attend the Japan Student cience
tion of the Nike-X, Sentinel and Safeguard systems. Awards in Tokyo in January 1974. Dr. Irving C. Statler (center). direc·

MERITORIOU C£VILlAN SERVICE. Charles Riley, Melvin tor of the Ames Directorate, arranged and supervised his re earch.
Crisco and Hugh Greene. all employes of the Army Missile Research, MacGuire is looking forward to entering either the University of Penn·
Development and Engineering Laboratory, Redstone (AL) Arsenal. sylvania or the Massachusetts Institute of Technology when he com·
received the Meritorious Civilian Service MedaJ (MC M), the Army's pletes high schooJ in June 1974. (For further information on ISEF
second highest award for civilian employes. winners. see July.August 1973 issue of this Army R&D Newsmagazine.)
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DR. ROBERT D. FRENCH joined the scientific staff of AMMRC
as a reseal'ch metallurgist in 1970 and was appointed group leader for
physical metallwogy in 197L. He served On active duty as a captain
with the Army Corps of Engineers from 1967 through 1969.

A graduate of Northeastem University (BS, 1962; MS. 1964), he re
ceived his doctorate from Brown University in t967.

MILTON LEVY has been a supervisory chemist with AMMRC
since 1958, following employment as a physical chemist at the Ballistic
Research Laboratories and the Coating and Chemical Laboratory at
Aberdeen Proving Gl'Ound. MD.

Presently serving as a chemical metallurgy group leader with the
Metals Research Divi ion, Levy hold a BS degree from Boston Uni
versity and has done graduate wOl'k in chemistry and physics.

Milton Levy

Without Pre-Oxidation
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Fig. I. Effect of preventive treatment on oxidation of a silicide
coated refractory metal alloy at 1400" F.

Further development of the silicide coatings is possible through the
introduclion of different elements to the glassy phase for the purpose
of lowering the viscosily. This could lower the processing temperature
and provide a greater tolerance for plastic deformation of the coated
alloy. Development of the preoxidation thermal treatment, by itself,
has overcome one of the outstanding problems facing the possible use
of coated refractory metal alloys.

One of the most important foreseeable applications of refractory
metal alloys wilJ be in gas· turbine engines. Specific fuel consump·
tion and specific horsepower depend on the engine efficiency, which is
directly related to the gas temperature leaving the combustor and en
tering the gas generator stage.

Metal alloys commonly used at this point in the engine must be
cooled to a temperature where they ha've useful strength and resis
tance to time-dependent deformation. Cooling air for this purpose is
drawn from the high-pressure end of the compre 01', the air' lost to
power generation, and the engine efficiency is lowered.

Coated refractory metal alloys may be used for the highest tempera
ture components with little 01' no cooling air required. This would
lower specific fuel con umption and raise sp cific horsepower; it would
also remove tbe currently accepted risk that a blocked cooling passage
would be catastrophic to the metal alloy.

Development of refractory alloy/coating systems is continuing at
the AMMRC. Cu....ent engineering trends indicate that the investment
is justified by the potential for a substantially larger return.

AMMRC Development Improves Coated Refractory Metal Alloys
By Dr. Robert D. French and Milton Levy

In response to engineering demands for materials with useful
strengths and service lives at temperatures above 2000" F., refractory
materials are being developed at the U.S. Army Materials and Me
chanics Research Center (AMMRC), Watertown. MA.

An area of prime interest is the development or coated columbium
alloys for use in oxidizing atmospheres, with the most probable appli
cation in gas-turbine engines.

Columbinrn alloy will require protective coatings in service. it is
nOw generally agreed. but it remains important to understand the ki
netics of base metal oxidation. Since defective or damaged coatings
may not be avoidable, oxidation behavior of both uncoated and coated
alloys has been investigated.

AMMRC inve tigations by Levy, Joseph J. Falco and Robert Her
ring have characterized oxidation in terms of rate laws and reaction
products. Levy and Falco have also demonstrated that a simple ther
mal treatment, after the coating is applied, wilJ eliminate the catas
trophic oxidation known as "pesting.'· This is common to coated re
fractory metals exposed to temperatures between 1400" F. and 1600" F.

Oxidation of columbinl11 alloys, similar to that of pnre colnmbium,
proceeds through several linear and parabolic stages. Generally, for
conventional applications, attent.ion is focused on transitions from
parabolic to linear behavior, where the initially protective oxide la.yer
lose it protective ability and breakaway oxidation occurs. AMM RC
researchers have examined reaction rates of two types of columbium
alloys. one solution-hardened, the other diSpel ion-strengthened.

Althongh sufficient evidence does not exist for generalizing the
findings of this study for either type of alloy, significant differences in
oxidation behavior have been noted. Oxidation of the dispersion
strengthened aUoy changed from linear to parabolic between 1200" F.
and 1400" F.; oxidation of the solution-hardened alloy remained linear
between 1400' F. and 1600" F.

The fact that the dispersion-strengthened alloy demonstrated grealer
oxidation resistance between 1400" F. and 1600" F., is signifi 'ant
particularly for thin·section components, when the engineering applica
tion requires exposure over this temperature range.

Between 1800' F. and 2000" F.. weight gains of the uncoated alloys
decreased with increasing temperature for equal exposure times. The
predominent oxide was identified as Cb,O" The temperature range
within which the anomalous change in oxidation was found is coinei·
dent with the range where Cb,O, is structurally transformed.

Unfortunately. this apparent structural advantage cannot be used
effectively since other reaction products begin to appear. As a result,
above 22O<:r F., breakaway oxidation occurs after a few minutes
sooner for the solution-hardened alloy than for the dispersion-strength
ened alloy. Both alloys have weight gains in excess of 20 mg/cm' in
one hour at temperatures above 2000" F.

An acceptable valne for practical applications would be 15 mg/cm'
for 200 hours or 25 mg/cm' for 1,000 hours. Since neither alloy would
have adequate oxidation resistance at these temperatures, protective
coatings would be required.

SiInilar static oxidation tests were conducted on coated columbium
alloys. These coatings were complex silicides of the duplex type, hav~

ing a dense inner dilfnsion layer adjacent to the base metal alloy and
an outer porous reservoir layer that is depleted t.hrough oxidation.

Between 1400" F. and 1600" F., and within relatively short-exposure
times, enhanced inter-crystalline oxidation of the silicide coating oc
curs. This results 'in a volwninous oxide-reaction product, that is, the
upcsting" mentioned earlier. In a dynamic environment, this reaction
product would be rapidly swept away and continuous exposure would
be catastrophic to the coated alloy.

Above 1600" F. and through 2500' F., the silicide coatings provided
complete protection in a static environment for 1,000 hOUTS. Above
1600" F. the silicides react with oxygen to produce a glassy phase at the
outer surface which acts as a diffusion ban'jer

Results of this experimentatlOn suggested that exposnre to an oxi
dizing environment for a short time at temperatures above 1600" F.
would produce a protective banier to eliminate pesting. To test this
hypothesis, coated samples were oxidized for one hour at 2400" F. he
fore exposing them to temperature between 1400" F. and 1600" F. As
anticipated. pesting was completely eliminated, as shown in Figure I.

This discovery has since been adopted in at least one commercial
coating procednre and is applicable to silicide coatings on other reCrac
tory metals. Technical details of the oxidation k.inetics of both un
coated and coated alloys were presented at the Dec. 5-7. 1972, Tri-

. Service Corrosion Conference hosted by the AMMRC in Houston, TX.




